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INTRODUCTION 

This report covers the program review of the three programs: the Bachelor Degree in Computer 
Networks and Systems (BS-CNS), the Associate Degree in Industrial Electronics Technology 
(AAS-IET), and the Bachelor Degree in Electrical/Electronics Engineering Technology (BS-
EET). The information for the three programs will be combined together in each of the sections 
and results of surveys and other data will be shown in that order throughout the document. 

A. BACKGROUND 

The BET & CNS Department is committed to educating students in Electrical/Electronics 
programs and computer networks and systems valuable to Michigan's economic future and to 
provide educational services to business and industry. The curriculum of each program with 
complementary technical specialty programming integrates the appropriate general education 
courses needed to prepare today's graduate with the foundation of knowledge required to cope 
with advancing technology within their professional careers. All three programs serve the 
technological needs of the community; state and nation by providing graduates with a well 
rounded education and firm foundation in technical principles and advanced topics which insures 
that they will be productive individuals. 

The EET & CNS Department works very hard to provide its diverse student body with a strong 
technical curriculum that emphasizes practical, usable skills that prepare the graduate to analyze, 
synthesize and problem solve within their discipline. To that end, students are perceived as being 
individuals who have enrolled in programs to become employable and prepared for advancement 
in their chosen careers after graduation. The department takes this trust seriously and provides 
curriculum laddering for the two-year AAS-IET program into the four-year BS-EET program. 
CNS was designed as a 0-4 program. 

B. CNS PROGRAM 

The CNS program was opened to enrollment in the fall of 1996 with 15 (17 including 2 pre-CNS) 
students enrolled. Enrollment has climbed to a high of 70 (85 including 15 pre-CNS) in fall of 
1999. The program provides a solid foundation in basic electronics, digital/microprocessor theory, 
real-time operating systems, networking and project management. Several students have obtained 
degrees in both CNS and EET. Because of the nature of this field, the curriculum is reviewed 
often. The curriculum was restructured in 1999 and work is currently being done to incorporate 
networking earlier in the curriculum. The objectives are to reduce attrition, enable students to 
acquire certification prior to internship, and increase the quality of network education within the 
program. 

C. IET PROGRAM 

During your first year in the IET program at Ferris, you build the foundation for understanding 
more complex devices such as electronic instruments, integrated circuits, solid- state devices, 
digital logic, digital electronic circuits and automatic control systems. Further instruction enhances 
this base of knowledge and skill to obtain a position in industry after graduation. 
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Applying computers, programmable logic controllers, and microprocessors are part of the IET 
program. Most industries from automotive and furniture manufactures to high technology 
microchip producers employ industrial electronics technologists. In recent years, there has been a 
trend for the graduates of the IET program to continue their studies toward a four-year degree with 
most choosing the EET program within the department. Enrollments have fluctuated from a low 
of 54 (69 including 15 pre-IET) in fall 1999 to a high of 74 (98 including 24 pre-IET) in fall 1998. 
The IET program participates in the SLA. 

D. EET PROGRAM 

The EET program was opened to enrollment in the fall of 1984. This program allows "laddering" 
from many two-year associate programs in electronics from around the state, region and nation. 
There is a high demand for Bachelor of Science graduates proficient in automation/controls, 
systems integrations, computer and PLC programming, communications and networking, 
instrumentation or electronic hardware. With the Great Lakes/Midwest region being the nation's 
major center of manufacturing, there is a particularly strong demand for industrial systems 
integrators. The program is accredited by TAC-ABET and graduates enjoy many employment 
opportunities both regionally and nationally. The program is based on structured 
Electrical/Electronics courses and is supported by appropriate mathematics, science and technical 
subjects to provide a focused sequence leading to a BS degree with areas of concentration in 
industrial automation, communications and technology integration. A required internship usually 
between the third and fourth year provides the opportunity for the student to gain experience in 
their field and establish work references. Attrition is typically low in this program and 
enrollments have fluctuated from a Jow of 31 students in the fall of 1997 to a high of 44 in fall of 
1996. The combined IET/EET enrollment reached a high of 146 in fall of 1996 and a low of 104 
in fall of 1999 (including pre-program students). 

E. RELATED COURSES 

It should also be noted that the EET & CNS Department offers electronics courses to the Plastics, 
Rubber, Manufacturing, Welding, HY ACR, and Mechanical Design Departments. In a typical 
semester, the department will service between 150 and 175 students. This is between 30 and 35% 
of the load in the department in any given semester. All coursed have laboratory components with 
most courses specifically designed for the particular department. These courses are referred to as 
"Related" courses throughout this document. 

F. DEPARTMENT WIDE ITEMS 

The capacities of the programs (CNS/IET/EET) are 88/56/48. The combined IET/EET program 
capacity is 104 students (analysis performed in February, 2001). This is an update to the 
Administrative Program Review of 2000. The EET & CNS Department's Administrative Program 
Review for 2000 is available in Appendix A. 

Financial: The resources utilized in the delivery of each of the three programs under review and 
the unreviewed Related courses are very integrated at this time. Therefore, the funding and 
expense tracking remains integrated. Following are expenditures for the Department over the years 
of interest. 

FY 1997 
FY 1998 
FY 1999 
FY2000 

$23,425 
$30,407 
$30,586 
$42,617 
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Equipment dollars fluctuate significantly depending on the availability of Perkins money for the IET and 
some Related courses, and University equipment dollars that become available on an unpredictable basis. 
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BS-Computer Networks and Systems Graduate Survey 

A. INTRODUCTION 

Graduate follow-up survey: The purpose of this survey is to learn from the graduates their 
perceptions and experiences regarding employment based on program outcomes. The goal is to 
assess the effectiveness of the University and the program in terms of job placement and 
preparedness of the graduate for the marketplace. 

Since the Computer Networks and Systems Program is relatively new, the numbers of graduates 
through to 2000' are only twelve. Some of these students transferred into CNS from other degree 
programs. A cover letter and survey instrument were developed to obtain several information 
elements from the responding graduate without requiring a significant investment of their time. 
The survey was both e-mailed and mailed with a self-addressed, stamped envelope enclosed. 
Responses from five alumni have been received (42%). The response rate would seem to indicate 
there is a good level of interest in the program among the graduate community. 

The survey instrument is provided in the Appendix B. 

B. BS-CNS SURVEY RESULTS 

The survey asked a number of questions using several formats. A discussion of the results of the 
survey for each question is provided in this document. The graduate respondent's names are 
presented followed by a summary of the answers to the questionnaire. 

Figure 2-1 Graduate Survey Results 

BS CNSR esnonses to questions: -
Resoonses I 

Which one area best describes your field of a) networks 2 
work.1 b) software 2 

c) embedded systems 2 
d) system Integration 0 
e) other (please state) 1 

Which one best describes the work you a) network administration 0 
perform. b) circuit/network design 0 

c) people management 0 
d) project management 0 
e) manufacturing support 0 
f) software design 3 
g) system/network design 1 
h) system Integration 1 
i) other (please state): 0 

Which one area best describes the Industry you a) manufacturing 2 
are employed In. b) Instrumentation 0 

c) networks/communication 3 
d) education 0 
e) other (please state) 0 

1 Multiple response were included in these questions 
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My starting salary at my 1•• CNS related a) <30,000 0 
position after graduation was: b) 30Kto34K 1 

c) 36K to39K 0 
d) 40Kto44K 1 
e) 45Kto49K 2 
f) 50K to54K 1 
g) 55Kto59K 0 
h) 60K to64K 0 
i) 65K to70K 0 
il > 70,000 0 

My current salary range is: a) <30,000 0 
b) 30Kto34K 0 
c) 36Kto39K 0 
d) 40K to44K 1 
e) 45K to49K 2 
f) 50Kto54K 2 
g) 55Kto59K 0 
h) 60K to 64K 0 
i) 65Kto70K 0 
j) > 70,000 0 

I am currently taking classes for a) certifications 1 
b) a Masters Degree 1 
c) a Bachelor Degree 0 
d) Interest only 0 
e) other: 0 
f) not taking classes 3 

I plan to further my education by: a) Pursuing a Masters Degree 3 
b) Seminars 2 
c) Internet based courses 0 
d) Certifications 3 
e) No Plans 1 

Please answer these questions based on your experience from FSU -
Computer Networks and Systems program. Your thoughtful answers will >. ~ >. Q) 
help us to evaluate and direct our program quality. C> Q) ~ 

- Q) 

~ 
C> ..... 

c Q) - C> c C> e ..... :::J »J em 
- C> :f Q) 

As a CNS graduate: en <( z i:S Ci5 i:S 
1. I perform well overall compared to graduates from other 3 1 0 0 0 

colleaes: 
2. I am able to use written and oral skills effectivelv: 2 1 1 0 0 
3. I have developed good critical thinking, problem solving, and 3 1 0 0 0 

decision makina skills. 
4. I have a strona technical understandina: 4 0 0 0 0 
5. I have the ability to apply technical theory to practical 4 0 0 0 0 

situations. 
6. I have adeauate mathematical skills. 1 2 0 1 0 
7. I am self-motivated and enthusiastic. 4 0 0 0 0 
8. I am ready and able to assume resoonsibilitv. 4 0 0 0 0 
9. I am able to olan effective use of available resources. 4 0 0 0 0 
10. I am able to participate as part of a team. 3 1 0 0 0 
11. I work well with individuals from diverse backarounds. 3 1 0 0 0 
12. I have good ethical values. 4 0 0 0 0 
13. The courses provided a good mix of subjects for my career 2 1 1 0 0 

options. 
14. Courses challenged me intellectually. 1 3 0 0 0 
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15. Courses motivated me to a hioher level of performance. 3 1 0 
16. Overall CNS program developed my ability to reason and 0 4 0 

solve problems. 
17. Coursework provided a solid electronics foundation. 3 1 0 
1 a. Coursework provided a good understanding of 1 3 0 

dioital/microprocessor electronics. 
19. Coursework provided aood proaramming skills. 0 3 1 
20. Coursework provided a good foundation in network 0 1 3 

aoolication, implementation, and operation. 
21. Experiences other than coursework (i.e. part time work, 3 1 0 

seminars, student groups etc.) were a valuable part of my 
education at Ferris. 

22. Internship experience was an important aspect of my 3 1 0 
education at Ferris. 

23. My overall camous experience at Ferris was satisfying. 3 1 0 
25. I would recommend the CNS program to others. 3 1 0 
26. I would be interested in working to advance the CNS 2 2 0 

program (i.e. Advisory Committee member, etc.) 

Please provide us with your comments regarding the CNS program curriculum. 

DeMott, Jared (00')-
"Needed more TCP/IP" 

0 0 
0 0 

0 0 
0 0 

0 0 
0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

"I liked CNS. Especially the assembly language (although not at the time) has been a huge help for me 
to develop attacks. Programming back ground is OK too. Needed a bit more math for my masters ... 
but I would have hated that too. 
Really though from CIS to CNS to EET (and all others) I feel like my undergrad did a good job of 
starting me out! 
Thanks, 
Jared 

Brown, Roy (98') -
More emphasis on Network Electronics I Communications Protocols would be valuable. I believe I 
heard through the grapevine that this had been implemented in the past couple of years. 

C. BS-CNS RESPONSE EVALUATION 

Each part of the questionnaire was evaluated by drawing conclusions from the responses. These 
conclusions are stated below. 

Graduates are employed in the three areas most target by the CNS program: 

i. networks 
ii. embedded systems 

iii. software (targeted for real-time/control applications) 
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Which one area best describes your field of work. 

Field of Work 
other 

. system 143 
rntegratlon)tnetworks 

0% 28% 

embedded \'}«· 
systems software 

29% 29% 

[Multiple answers accepted.] 

ll!lnetworks 
•software 
ID embedded systems 
13 system integration 
•other 

• Graduates perform work in a mix of systems, networks, and software development. 

• 

Which one best describes the work you perform. 

project 
management 

0% 
other 

system 0% 
integration 

20% 

system/networ 
kdesign 

20% 

network 

Your Work 

people 
management 

OJ% . manu actunng 
support 

0% 
circuit/network 

desgn 
0% 

software 
design 
60% 

11 network administration 
• circuiVnetwork desgn 
m people management 
Cil project management 
•manufacturing support 
•software design 
•system/network design 
m system integration 
•other 
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• Graduates are employed primarily in the manufacturing and networks/communications industries. 

Which one area best describes the industry you are employed in. 

Industry Type instrumentation 
0% 

education other 
1111 manufacturing 
•instrumentation 

0% 

manufacturing 
40% 

m networks/communications 
Ceducation 

networks/ •other 
communications 

60% 

• Graduates starting salary range: $42,000 to $45,200 (average across graduation years). 
• Graduates from the class of 2000' starting salary range: $45,000 to $49,000. 
• Graduates current salary range is: $46,000 to $50,000. 

My starting salary at my 151 CNS related position after graduation was: 
My current salary range is: 

2.5 
2 

1.5 
1 

0.5 
0 

Start/Current Salary Ranges 

<30 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 55-59 

11!!1 Start Salary 

•Current Salary 
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• Graduates consider continuing education importa,nt to them - 80% plan to continue their education. 
• Graduates consider a Masers degree important to their careers. - 50% are pursuing or plan to 

pursue a Maters degree. 

I am currently taking classes for: 

not taking classes 
60% 

Currently Taking Classes For 

certifications 

Masters degree 
20% 

Bachelors degree 
0% 

other interest only 
0% 0% 

ID certifications 
•Masters degree 
Cl Bachelors degree 
D Interest only 
•other 
ID not takin classes 

[Multiple answers accepted.] 

I plan to further my education by: 

no plans 
11% 

Future Education 

Masters 
degree 

34% 

internet based seminars 
courses 22% 

0 

Ell Masters degree 
•seminars 
ID internet based courses 
Cl certifications 
•no lans 

[Multiple answers accepted.] 

• Graduates are employed in engineering related positions - 80% of the respondents have the word 
Engineer in their title. 

• Graduates largely decide to remain in this state - 100% of the respondents live in Michigan. 

BS-CNS Graduate's Opinions: 

100% of the graduates believe they perform well overall compared to graduates 
from other colleges: 

75% of the araduates believe they are able to use written and oral skills effectively: 
100% of the graduates believe they have developed good critical thinking, problem 

solvina, and decision making skills. 
100% of the graduates believe thev have a strona technical understanding: 
100% of the graduates believe they have the ability to apply technical theory to 

practical situations. 
75% of the graduates believe thev have adequate mathematical skills. 

100% of the araduates believe they are self-motivated and enthusiastic. 
100% of the araduates believe they are readv and able to assume responsibility. 
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100% of the graduates believe they are able to plan effective use of available 
resources. 

100% of the graduates believe they are able to participate as part of a team. 
100% of the graduates believe they work well with individuals from diverse 

backarounds. 
100% of the graduates believe they have good ethical values. 

75% of the graduates believe courses provided a good mix of subjects for my 
career ootions. 

100% of the graduates believe courses challenged them intellectually. 
100% of the graduates state courses motivated them to a higher level of 

performance. 
100% of the graduates believe the overall CNS program developed their ability to 

reason and solve problems. 
100% of the graduates believe that coursework provided a solid electronics 

foundation. 
100% of the graduates believe that coursework provided a good understanding of 

digital/microprocessor electronics. 
75% of the araduates believe that coursework orovided aood programming skills. 
25% of the graduates believe that coursework provided a good foundation in 

network aoolication, implementation, and operation. 
100% of the graduates believe that experiences other than coursework (i.e. part 

time work, seminars, student groups etc.) were a valuable part of their 
education at Ferris. 

100% of the graduates believe that internship experience was an important aspect 
of their education at Ferris. 

100% of the graduates state their overall campus experience at Ferris was 
satisfvino. 

100% of the graduates state they would recommend the CNS program to others. 
100% of the graduates state they would be interested in working to advance the 

CNS program (i.e. Advisory Committee member, etc.) 

D. BS-CNS Graduate Survey Summary 

Due to the recent launch of the Computer Networks and Systems program, graduates are still 
ramping up. These Graduate Surveys however provide initial indication of the success of CNS. 
The only response of concern was that only 25% of the graduates believed coursework provided a 
good foundation in network application, implementation, and operation. We have already taken 
steps to strengthen networking technologies in CNS. The first was implemented last year. A new 
course in networks was introduced to the third year students "Control Networks" and another 
"Network Theory and Test" course was also enhanced. CNS strives to present both the theory and 
application of network technologies using a mix of course and hands-on labs. The second step 
provides a very strong and sequential sequence in network technologies beginning the very first 
semester. The step is in process as a proposal within the College and is very strongly advocated 
by both our Industrial Partners and students. We believe the end result will ensure CNS is the 
most advanced program for networks, embedded systems (microprocessor controlled systems), 
and control software technologies in the world. 

Overall this survey indicates that graduates of the BS-CNS program enjoy excellent employment, 
compensation, and career growth opportunities. They are, as a group, well satisfied with the 
professional preparation provided by the program. 
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AAS Industrial Electronics Technology Graduate Survey 

A. INTRODUCTION 

Graduate follow-up survey: The purpose of this survey is to learn from the graduates their 
perceptions and experiences regarding employment based on program outcomes. The goal is to 
assess the effectiveness of the University and the program in terms of job placement and 
preparedness of the graduate for the marketplace. 

The Ferris State University Alumni office was able to provide the names and addresses for 44 of 
the IET graduates. A cover letter and survey instrument were developed to obtain several 
information elements from the responding graduate without requiring a significant investment of 
time. The survey was mailed with a self-addressed, stamped envelope enclosed. Of the 44 
surveys mailed there were 2 responses received for a 4.5% response rate. The response rate would 
seem to indicate there is a low level of interest in the program among the graduate community. 
However, over 90% of our IET graduates do not acquire work positions after graduation, 
but continue on in our BS-EET program. 

B. SURVEYRESULTS 

Upon examining the two returned IET graduate surveys, it was found the two individuals 
graduated from the BS-EET program. The individuals are: 

Victor P. Manske - 1997 BS-EET and Richard Faber- 1998 BS-EET 

The committee decided to include these individuals in the BS-EET graduate survey pool. 

The JET Survey Instrument is provided in the Appendix B. 

c. SUMMARY 

Not one graduate responded who had only an Associates degree in the JET program. All 
respondents had gone on to obtain their BS-EET. These results, obviously, do not allow any 
independent evaluation of the IET program since all the graduates who responded were hired on 
the basis of having obtained a BS-EET. 

Overall this survey indicates that the vast majority of the IET graduates continues on and do 
not strongly feel associated with the IET program once they have completed the BS-EET 
program. 
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BS Electrical/Electronics Engineering Technology Graduate Survey 

A. INTRODUCTION 

Graduate follow-up survey: The purpose of this survey is to learn from the graduates their 
perceptions and experiences regarding employment based on program outcomes. The goal is to 
assess the effectiveness of the University and the program in terms of job placement and 
preparedness of the graduate for the marketplace. 

The Ferris State University Alumni office was able to provide the names and addresses for 108 of 
the BS-EET graduates. A cover letter and survey instrument were developed to obtain several 
information elements from the responding graduate without requiring a significant investment of 
time. The survey was mailed with a self-addressed, stamped envelope enclosed. Of the 108 
surveys mailed there were 30 responses received for a 27.7% response rate. The response rate 
would seem to indicate there is a fairly good level of interest in the program among the graduate 
community. 

The survey instrument is provided in the Appendix B. 

B. SURVEY RESULTS 

The survey asked a number of questions using several formats. A discussion of the results of the 
survey for each question is provided in this section. The graduate respondent's names are 
presented followed by a summary of the answers to the questionnaire. 

The Survey instrument is provided in Appendix B. 

C. Responses to questions: 

Figure 2·2 GRADUATE SURVEY - RESULTS 

Which one area best describes the over-all business facility at your work location? 

Number Nature of employer's business 
11 . . . . . . . . . . . a - Manufacturing Plant 
6 ............ b-OEM 
3 ............ c-Administrative Office 

d-R&Dlab 
e - Parts/Equipment Warehouse 
f - Sales Office I Distributor 

2 . . . . . . . . . . . . g - Field Service Center 
5 . . . . . . . . . . . . h - Engineering Firm 
3 ............ i - other Education, System Integrator, Utility Company 
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Which one area best describes the type of product/service produced by your employer? 
NUD1ber Product/Service 
3 . . . . . . . . . . . . a - Construction of Production Equipment 
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . b - Sales/ Distribution of Product 
6 . . . . . . . . . . . . c - Engineering of Product 
4 ............. d - Engineering of Manufacturing Control Systems 

e - Engineering of Facilities 
f - Contract Maintenance 

3 ............ g - Contract Engineering 
10 ............ h - Other Software Engineering, System Integrator, Production of Product, Service 

3 No Responses 

Telecom., Automatic Welding Equipment, Automobile Manufacture, 
Communications, Chemical Eng. Circuit Board, Drugs Manufacturer 

Which one area best describes your primary work function? 

Number Work Function 
a - People management 

7 ............. b- Project management 
4 ............. c - Software design 
9 ............. d - Industrial Control System Integration 
2 ............. e - Circuit/network design 
3 ............. f - Computer System/network design 

g-Sales 
2 ............. h - Consultant 
2 ............ .i - Other Test design, communications equipment install 
3 No Responses 

My starting salary at my 1"1 BS-EET related position after graduation was: 

Number $Amount 
3 ............ a-<30K 
8 . . . . . . . . . . . . b - 30K to 35K 
3 ............ c-36Kto39K 
6 ............ d-40Kto44K 
3 ............ e-45Kto49K 
2 ............ f-50Kto54k 

g-55Kto59K 
. . . . . . . . . . . . h - 60k to 64K 

i-65Kto70K 
j ->70K 

4 No Responses 
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My current salary range is: 
Number Amount 

a-<30K 
b-30Kto34K 

3 ............ c-36Kto39K 
2 ........... d-40Kto44K 
5 ........... e-45Kto49K 
7 ........... f-50Kto54K 
I . . . . . . . . . . . . g - 55K to 59K 
I ............ h - 60K to 64K 
3 . . . . . . . . . . . . i - 65k to 70K 
3 ............ j- >70K 

5 No Responses 

I am currently taking classes for: 

Number Type of Class 
3 . . . . . . . . . . . . a - certifications 
4 . .. .. .. .. .. . b - a Masters Degree 

c - a Bachelor Degree 
2 . . . . . . . . . . . . d - interest only 
I . . . . . . . . . . . . e - other Training 
18 . . . . . . . . . . f - not taking classes 

2 No Responses 

As a BS-BET Graduate: 

I . I perform well overall compared to 
graduates from other colleges: 

2. I am able to use written and oral skills 
effectively: 

3. I have developed good critical thinking, 
problem solving, and decision-making 
skills. 

4. I have a strong technical understanding: 

5. I have the ability to apply technical 
theory to practical situations. 

6. I have adequate mathematical skills. 

7. I am self-motivated and enthusiastic. 

8. I am ready and able to assume 
responsibility. 

Strongly Strongly No 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Disagree Response 

l l 11 6 0 l l 

9 19 2 0 0 

14 14 2 0 0 

12 18 0 0 0 

12 17 1 0 0 

12 16 2 0 0 

15 13 1 1 0 

17 12 0 1 0 
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As a BS-EET Graduate: Strongly Strongly No 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Disagree Response 

9. I am able to plan effective use of 
available resources. 10 17 3 0 0 

10. I am able to participate as part 
ofa team. 14 15 1 0 0 

11. I work well with individuals from 
diverse backgrounds. 12 15 2 1 0 

12. I have good ethical values. 20 9 0 1 0 

13. The courses provided a good mix 
of subjects for my career options. 4 25 1 0 0 

14. Courses challenged me intellectually. 10 18 2 0 0 

15. Courses motivated me to a high 
level of performance. 5 18 5 0 0 2 

16. Overall BS-EET program developed my 
ability to reason and solve problems. 6 19 4 1 0 

17. Coursework provided a solid 
electronics foundation. 8 21 0 0 0 1 

18. Coursework provided a good under-
standing of digital/microprocessors 5 19 6 0 0 

Academic Program Review Report 2-15 
BS Electrical/Electronics Engineering Technology 

19. Coursework provided good 
programming skills. 6 14 8 2 0 

20. Coursework provided a good 
foundation in Control Systems 
used in manufacturing. 9 12 7 0 0 2 

21. Experiences other than coursework 
were a valuable part of my education. 8 15 4 2 0 

22. Internship experience was an 
important aspect of my education. 8 9 9 0 1 3 

23. My overall campus experience at 
Ferris was satisfying. 7 19 3 0 0 

24. I would recommend the BS-EET 
program to others. 11 18 0 0 1 

25. I would be interested in working to 
advance the BS-EET program. 4 7 12 5 1 
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Please provide us with your comments regarding the BS-EET program curriculum. 

I am extremely disappointed that no hiring of professors will be done without a masters degree. 
Some of my best student learning was done with a professor that had more industry background 
and no master's degree. There also should be more effort made for the women in the program and 
technology as a whole at Ferris. The programs are good but it is like fighting through a sea of 
testosterone at times to get to graduation. Support groups from industry for the women in the 
various programs should be pursued. 

I think the BS-EET program offered at FSU provides students/graduates with the necessary skills 
to be knowledgeable and capable in an engineering/design environment. It also provides a decent 
baseline for ones problem solving skills. Obviously, now working as a controls engineer, I will 
say that all the industrial automation courses helped me out. I also enjoyed them. I did not take 
the advanced digital courses but I sometimes wish I had, as I occasionally have a microprocessor 
interface/architecture design issues. The math courses are another necessity to help with the 
problem solving skills. 

Ferris BS-EET program is very good. I find that the Industrial Automation, Project Management, 
AutoCAD, and Industrial Communications class help me out the most. The internship program is 
an excellent starting point. 

The Industrial Automation courses relate directly to my field. The people in my department are 
very happy with the people they have had that are Ferris graduates in the BS-EET Program. 

I was and still am a little disturbed that I was never asked to ___ . I felt a little shunned in my 
senior year as I was a quiet student who studied alone most of the time. It seemed that instructors 
were more interested in the "loud" students that talked a lot about $ and new jobs. I am not 
feeling sorry for myself or blaming anyone here, just remember Ferris graduates all types of 
students. As a whole the program is decent. I would have taken the ECNS track if it was offered. 

I think the program does a good job of providing students with the skills they need after 
graduation. I think the most valuable classes are: Sr. Project, PLC programming- especially the 
Petra project, AutoCAD, Hydraulics/Pneumatics. I am very pleased with the direction the 
program has taken in offering more courses that teach practical skills such as the new motion 
control and industrial communications network class. Bob Willison and Dan Smalley should be 
commended for their work in forming these courses. Another course you should consider adding 
is the National Electric Code. This is absolutely essential if anyone is considering writing for a 
license. I am amazed at the number of engineers who cannot size motor circuit components or 
size conduits without cheat sheets from manufacturers. 

I enjoyed all 3 topical courses, but communications was probably not favorite. It was hard! But 
very interesting too. The instructors all had unique personalities which __ in their 
respective coursework. 

The curriculum as a whole was very good at preparing me for my job. I would like to see the 
college start toward PC controlled systems class. I believe that it is going to be a very 
advantageous skill for future graduates. Where I work we have only done one PC based system, 
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but it looks like it is going to become more prominent. The only class that I have a problem with 
is the BEET 110 class. This basic computer class wasted my time and money when students 
graduating from Michigan schools have to have taken computer to graduate. Spare the students. 
It is a giant waste. If a student needs that type of class it should be done on their own, not required 
by me. Thanks. 

We need the BS-EET program to remain ABET Accredited for employers to take our program 
seriously. 

All courses were challenging and helped improve my problem solving ability. Courses, which 
helped most, are: Industrial Control Systems theory, C++, Senior Project, Microprocessors, math 
courses. 

My job currently is project engineer designing/building machine vision inspection products. I do a 
lot of visual C++ programming, I am able to prototype the electrical connections between cameras 
and computer hardware and control the 1/0 to the rest of there machines. There are many things in 
the coursework that I do not use on a regular basis, but the general knowledge is helpful overall. 

I believe a more better PLC program is needed in the Industrial Courses of electronics. 

My two concentrations digital systems and controls turned out to be excellent combination for my 
first job designing engine and transmission computer test systems. My skills in these areas helped 
me move quickly to engine test manager at Bauer Controls. I am currently at DaimlerChrysler to 
focus on product design to improve test methods for engines. 

The programming courses were of most value to me. Also in my current position the 
Communication class was of great value. I would have taken computer-networking classes if they 
were available with my degree. 

After being in the field for almost 2 years, I would have found it beneficial for these classes listed. 
- Motion "Interface PLC to Servo - HMI "Interface PLC to HMI" - Other Industrial Controls 
like PC based, Open Control, Flow Pro, etc. 

PLC courses quite useful, though I don't do much PLC programming at work. A necessity for 
troubleshooting and modification. Microprocessor - related courses helpful. Actually, going back 
to the Ind. Auto. Course, the design work was highly similar to the design work I do now. I think 
the course mix was good. A pretty good balance of theory and practice. (Unfortunately, some of 
the theory has worn off: I haven't used h-parameters or solved any ODE's on the job.) I can't 
think of any major flaws in the EET program. For what it's worth - I use quite a bit of Lab View 
on the job. 

The course work was invaluable. -For assembly language especially - lab experience in various 
courses. -The advanced math - 2 semester of Cale., network analysis, DSP. -Although I've not 
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had a change to use everything, having the skill level provided by the course work opened the door 
for my eventual employment. 

I think that all of the cultural and social classes are not needed. All of the JET classes gave me a 
good foundation for my career. 

At the time I finished school in 1998, 80% of the job market was in computer related fields. I am 
happy I stayed an extra year to get a second BS in computer network & Systems. All of the CNS 
courses helped me out a great deal especially the programming courses because they can be 
applied in almost every field. Unix training and programming in shell, Perl, and C are the most 
beneficial courses that should be taught. MQ Series is my specialty but MQ Series is a specific 
application so I don't expect this to be taught. 

D. RESPONSEEVALUATION 

Each part of the questionnaire was evaluated by drawing conclusions from the responses. These 
conclusions are stated below. 

Personal Status: The majority of the respondents have the word Engineer in their position titles. 
A break down of the respondent's year of graduation is as follows: 

1992- I 1995-2 1996-6 1997-5 1998-7 1999-4 

The number of respondents that live and work by State: 

Arizona- I 
Indiana- I 
Michigan - 28 

The vast majority, about 93%, live in the State of Michigan. 

2000-5 

Nature of employer's business: About 37% of our graduates work in manufacturing plants. 
About 20% work for OEMs, and about 17% work for Engineering Firms. 

Product/Service of Employer: About 20% of our graduates work for companies which Engineer 
Products; about I3% work for companies which do engineering with manufacturing control 
systems, and the others perform other functions. 

Work Function: About 30% describe their primary work as Industrial Control System Integration; 
about 23% perform Project Management, and about 10% perform Software design. 
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Average Salaries: The average salaries of graduates from 1996 to 2000 are as listed below. 
Salary offers vary considerably from company to company and from position to position. Though 
based on a small sample size, the average current salary of the entire group is at least $53.lK 
depending on the extent to which the top salaries exceed $70K. The average starting salary for 
the 8 EEET alumni that graduated in the last two years is $44.6K. 

Year Sample Average Average 

Grad. Number Start 2001 % Increase %Increase /year 

1996 5 $35.8K $49K 36.9 7.4 
1997 5 $41.2K $60.5K 46.8 11.7 
1998 6 $37.8K $49.8K 31.7 10.6 
1999 4 $37K $48.3K 30.5 15.3 
2000 4 $52.1 $52.lK 0.0 0.0 [most recent data] 

Current Continuing Education: From the data, over 60% of the BS-BET graduates are presently 
not taking classes of any type. About 10% are taking certification classes and about 13% are 
taking a Masters Degree class. 

BS-EET Graduate's Opinions: From the data, the following facts can be stated. 

1. Over 73% feel they perform well compared to other graduates from other colleges. 

2. Over 93% feel they are able to use written and oral skills effectively. 

3. Over 93% feel they have developed good critical thinking and problem solving skills. 

4. 100% feel they have a strong technical understanding. 

5. Over 96% feel they have the ability to apply technical theory to practical situations. 

6. Over 93% feel they have adequate mathematical skills. 

7. Over 93% feel they are self-motivated and enthusiastic. 

8. Over 96 % feel they are ready and able to assume responsibility. 

9. 90% feel they are able to plan effective use of available resources. 

10. Over 96% feel they are able to participate as part of a team. 

11. 90% feel they work well with individuals from diverse backgrounds. 

12. Over 96% feel they have good ethical values. 
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13. Over 96% feel the courses provided a good mix of subjects for my career options. 

14. Over 93% feel the courses challenged me intellectually. 

15. Over 76% feel the courses motivated them to a high level of performance. 

16. Over 83% feel the overall BS-EET program developed their ability to reason and solve 
problems. 

17. Over 96% feel the coursework provided a solid electronics foundation. 

18. 80% feel the coursework provided a good understanding of digital/microprocessor electronics. 

19. Over 66% feel the coursework provided good programming skills. 

20. 70% feel the coursework provided a good foundation in Control Systems used in 
manufacturing. 

21. Over 76% feel the experiences other than coursework were a valuable part of their education 
at Ferris. 

22. Over 56% feel the internship experience was an important aspect of their education at Ferris. 

23. Over 86% feel their overall campus experience at Ferris was satisfying. 

24. Over 96% feel they would recommend the BS-BET program to others. 

25. Over 36% feel they would be interested in working to advance the BS-EET program. 

E. SUMMARY 

The Graduate Survey had a reasonable rate of return and the response information is very positive. 
The survey provides clear indications of the strengths and weaknesses of the BS-EET program as 
perceived from a graduate's point of view. The relatively lower rating in question #19 
(Programming Skills) and #22 (Internship Experience) should be investigated in more depth and 
improvements considered. 

Overall this survey indicates that graduates of the BS-EET program enjoy excellent employment, 
compensation, and career growth opportunities. They are, as a group, well satisfied with the 
professional preparation provided by the program. One recommendation for improvement is the 
establishment of a graduate database in the EET & CNS Department. This database would 
provide a larger pool of alumni for future evaluations and provide sources for contacts for future 
program support, internships, and graduate placement. 
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BS Computer Networks and Systems Employer Survey 

A. INTRODUCTION 

Employer follow-up survey: This activity is intended to aid in assessing the employers' 
experiences with graduates and their perceptions of the program itself. A cover letter and survey 
instrument were developed to obtain several information elements from the responding employer 
without requiring a significant investment of time. The survey was both emailed and mailed with 
a self-addressed, stamped envelope enclosed. Due to the few CNS graduates up through 2000' 
few surveys were available to be evaluated. 

The survey instrument is provided in the Appendix C. 

B. SURVEY RESULTS 

The survey asked a number of questions where the employer rated statements from "Strongly 
Agree" to "Strongly Disagree". A discussion of the results of the survey for each question is 
provided in this document. The employer's names are presented followed by a summary of the 
answers to the questionnaire. 

Figure 3-2 EMPLOYER SURVEY - RESULTS 

E l mp1oyers: 
Comoanv Names Address Contact Person Positionffitle 
Logic Plus Reed City, MI Jody Zolman Owner/CEO 
Department of Ft. Meade, MD K. Rabenstein Division Manager 
Defense 

Summery o(Answers: 

Dear Employer, Q) 

Please answer these questions based on your perception and ~ experience with FSU - Computer Networks and Systems graduate(s). Q) 

£ ~ ~ Your thoughtful answers will help us to evaluate our program quality. Q) O> 
~ - cu g :::> 
O> Q) IJ) 

i5 CNS Graduates: <( z 
Cl) 

24. Perform well overall compared to graduates from other 2 0 0 0 
colleges: 

25. Use written and oral skills effectively: 1 1 0 0 
26. Use critical thinking, problem solving, and decision 2 0 0 0 

making skllls: 
27. Demonstrate a strong technical understandina: 1 1 0 0 
28. Demonstrate the ablllty to apply technical theory to 2 0 0 0 

practical situations: 
29. Have adeauate mathematical skills: 0 1 1 0 
30. Are self-motivated and enthusiastic: 2 0 0 0 
31. Are ready and able to assume resi:>onsibllitv: 0 2 0 0 
32. Plans effective use of available resources: 1 1 0 0 
33. Demonstrate abllltv to participate as part of a team: 2 0 0 0 
34. Work well with Individuals from diverse backgrounds: 1 1 0 0 

~~ 
e~ ...... en 

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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35. Demonstrate aood ethical values: 2 0 0 0 

I/ mv comDanv would hire another FSU/CNS araduate: 2 0 0 0 
I/ my company would like to serve as an advisor to the CNS 0 0 1 1 
oroaram. 

Jared's curriculum appears to have prepared him for real world problems. I would rate 
him ri ht u there with analysts who have 2-3 ear of ex erience. 

C. Employer Response Summary 

Although the number of responses is not sufficient to draw absolute conclusions, we are very 
pleased with the positive evaluations given by these employers. 

0 

0 
0 

It is worthy to note that the employer making the above comment usually only hires Master's level 
or PhD. level students from elite Universities. I am pleased that our graduate compares well 
against those with multiple years of experience. I am also aware that this student is being given 
release time to obtain a Masters degree at Carnegie Mellon University - School of Computer 
Science. His employer is paying for the education while continuing his full time salary. 

As the CNS graduate/employer database increases, we fully expect excelling evaluations from 
industries. Our goal is to increase the demand for both our program and our graduate by 
increasing the quality of the latter. 
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AAS Industrial Electronics Technology Employer Survey 

A. INTRODUCTION 

Employer follow-up survey: This activity is intended to aid in assessing the employers' 
experiences with graduates and their perceptions of the program itself. The EET & CNS 
Department had no current list of graduate employers. Faculty were asked to provide names of 
employers from their knowledge of graduate placement activities. Another source was the 
returned graduate surveys. From these two sources a list of 8 employers was obtained. A cover 
letter and a survey instrument were developed to obtain several information elements from the 
responding employer without requiring a significant investment of time. 

B. SURVEYRESULTS 

The survey was mailed with a self-addressed, stamped envelope enclosed. Of the 8 surveys 
mailed there were 0 responses received for a 0% response rate. The response rate would seem to 
indicate there is a very poor level of interest in the program among the graduate community, but 
the initial number of employers was very low and more than 90% of our IET graduates go into our 
BS-EET program and are not available for hire. 

The survey instrument is provided in Appendix C. 

C. SUMMARY 

No survey information was obtained from JET employers. A combination of a small sample size 
of responding companies and the small number of JET-only graduates out in the work force 
resulted in the lack of data. Again, in the last several years, a great majority of JET graduates go 
on for the 4-year BS-EET degree. 

It is suggested that the EET & CNS Department start and maintain a database of JET employers to 
help with the next employer survey and to provide a support base for other activities like 
internships and donations. 
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BS ElectricaVElectronics Engineering Technology Employer Survey 

A. INTRODUCTION 

Employer follow-up survey: This activity is intended to aid in assessing the employers' 
experiences with graduates and their perceptions of the program itself. The EET & CNS 
Department had no current list of graduate employers. Faculty were asked to provide names of 
employers from their knowledge of graduate placement activities. Another source was the 
returned graduate surveys. From these two sources a list of 26 employers was obtained. A cover 
letter and survey instrument were developed to obtain several information elements from the 
responding employer without requiring a significant investment of time. The survey was mailed 
with a self-addressed, stamped envelope enclosed. Of the 26 surveys mailed there were 5 
responses received for a 19.3% response rate. The response rate would seem to indicate there is a 
fairly good level of interest in the program among the graduate community, but the initial number 
of employers was very low. 

The survey instrument is provided in the Appendix C. 

B. SURVEY RESULTS 

The survey asked a number of questions where the employer rated statements from "Strongly 
Agree" to "Strongly Disagree". A discussion of the results of the survey for each question is 
provided in this document. The employer's names are presented followed by a summary of the 
answers to the questionnaire. 

Figure 3-2 EMPLOYER SURVEY -RESULTS 

Summea. o{.Answers: 
Asa BS-BET Employer, Strongly Strongly No 
BS-EET Graduates: Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Disagree Response 
t. Perform well overall compared to 

graduates from other colleges 3 1 0 0 

2. Use written and oral skills effectively 3 0 0 

3. Use critical thinking, problem solving, 
and decision making skills 4 0 0 0 

4. Demonstrate the ability to apply 
technical theory to practical situations 0 4 0 0 

5. Have adequate mathematical skills 0 5 0 0 0 

6. Are self-motivated and enthusiastic 0 4 1 0 0 

7. Are ready and able to assume 
responsibility 3 1 0 0 

8. Plans effective use of available 
resources 0 4 1 0 0 
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As a BS-EET Employer, Strongly Strongly No 
BS-EET Graduates: Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Disagree Response 

9. Demonstrate ability to participate 
as part of a team 4 0 0 0 

I 0. Work well with individuals from 
diverse backgrounds 0 5 0 0 0 

I/my company would hire another 
FSU/BS-EET graduate 0 5 0 0 0 

I/my company would like to serve 
as advisor to the BSEE program 0 1 0 1 2 

C. RESPONSE EVALUATION 

Each part of the questionnaire was evaluated by drawing conclusions from the responses. These 
conclusions are stated below. 

All of the respondent companies are located within the State of Michigan 

Employers' Opinions: From the data, the following facts can be stated. 

I . 80% feel our graduates perform well overall compared to graduates from other colleges. 

2. 80% feel our graduates use written and oral skills effectively. 

3. 100% feel our graduates use critical thinking, problem solving, and decision-making skills. 

4. 80% feel our graduates demonstrate the ability to apply technical theory to practical situations. 

5. 100% feel our graduates have adequate mathematical skills. 

6. 80% feel our graduates are self-motivated and enthusiastic. 

7. 80% feel our graduates are ready and able to assume responsibility. 

8. 80% feel our graduates plan effective use of available resources. 

9. 100% feel our graduates demonstrate ability to participate as part of a team. 

10. 100% feel our graduates work well with individuals from diverse background. 

t t. 100% would hire another FSU/BS-EET graduate again. 

12. 20% of the employers would like to serve as advisor to the BS-EET program. 
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The Employer Survey provided some very positive information, but the small sample received 
should be viewed as suggestive only. Other than the information provided by the survey, there are 
some important fact, which are strongly indicative of the industrial support that the current BS-
EET Program has received to include: 

1) There are currently 15 scholarships for BS-EET students generated from 
employers. 

2) The program received over the last 3 year $120,000 in equipment donations 
from employers. 

3) The Senior Project is especially highly rated by employers and industrial 
advisory members. 

4) The Graduate Placement is about 100%. 
5) There is a very large demand for BS-EET graduates with some salaries 

exceeding $80,000 per year. 

It is suggested that the EET & CNS Department start and maintain a data basic of prospect 
employers to help with the next employer survey and to provide a support base for other activities 
like internships and donations. 
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Student Evaluation of Instruction for EET & CNS Department 

A. INTRODUCTION 

The student evaluation of instruction survey instrument, found in Appendix B, was given to 
students in all three programs; CNS, IET, and EET. 

The results of the survey follow the sample survey with written summary after that. The results 
are broken down for the three programs; CNS, IET, and EET. 

B. SURVEY RESULTS 

Figure 4-1 RESULTS for CNS 

(37 of 42 students completed the survey) 

2. What year are you in? a. Fresh = 9 b. Soph= 7 c. Junior = 12 d. Senior = 14 

3. Why did you select the EET & CNS programs at Ferris? 
Please rate 1st reason, 2"d reason, etc for as many as apply. 
L Friend suggested program L Teacher suggested program 
L Family suggested program L School counselor 
L Advertising L Reputation and quality 
1_ Other : Financial reasons 

4. What could Ferris do to better promote the EET & CNS programs? 
Please rate 1"1

, 211
d, etc for as many as apply. 

!L TV advertising L Radio advertising 
lJ_ Video sent to school Ji_ Web page on Internet 
H_ Visits from Ferris admission representative 
H_ Host field trips to Ferris to see facilities and talk to faculty 
1Q_ Brochures and materials sent to school counselors 

5. What percentage of educational time in the EET & CNS classes should be spent in 
laboratory "hands on" experience? 

a. 30% to 40% b. 40% to 50% c. 50% to 60% d. 60% to 70% 
8.1% 27% 51.4% 10.8% 

The small numbers below the letters indicate the percent that picked that response. 
The small number under the statement indicates the "score" of this statement based on a 4.0 being best 
scale. 

Strongly Strongly 
Agree neutral Disagree 

6. Quality of material presented is high: A B c D E 
score= 2.73 8.1% 62.2% 24.3% 5.4% 0 

7. Material presented meets current standards: A B c D E 
score= 2.40 13.5% 35.1% 29.7% 21.6% 0 

8. Pace of material is appropriate: A B c D E 
score= 2.54 5.4% 56.8% 24.3% 13.5% 0 
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9. Instructors care about your learning: A B c D E 
score= 2.54 5.4% 56.8% 27% 8.1% 2.7% 

10. Material presented is relevant to the curriculum: A B c D E 
score= 2.72 16.2% 48.6% 27% 2.7% 5.4% 

11. Difficulty of material for level of course is appropriate: A B c D E 
score= 2.59 10.8% 51.4% 27% 8.1% 2.7% 

12. Assignment objectives are made clear to students: A B c D E 
score= 2.83 18.9% 51.4% 24.3% 5.4% 0 

13. Use of media, white boards, overheads, video is A B c D E 
appropriate and helpful: 18.9% 54.1 % 24.3% 2.7% 0 

score= 2.89 
14. Lectures are well prepared and organized: A B c D E 

score= 2.97 16.2% 59.5% 18.9% 5.4% 0 

15. Student expectations and grading are clearly explained: A B c D E 
score= 2.80 21.6% 45.9% 24.3% 8.1% 0 

16. Testing and evaluation procedures are fair: A B c D E 
score= 2.78 24.3% 37.8% 32.4% 2.7% 2.7% 

17. Graded materials are returned within reasonable time: A B c D E 
score= 2.81 16.2% 54.1% 27.0% 0 2.7% 

18. Laboratory exercises are relevant to lecture material: A B c D E 
score= 2.86 18.9% 56.8% 16.2% 8.1 % 0 

19. Laboratory equipment is in good condition: A B c D E 
score= 1.91 5.4% 32.4% 27% 18.9% 16.2% 

20. Laboratory equipment is of high quality: A B c D E 
score= 1.83 5.4% 27% 27% 27% 13.5% 

21. Reference materials are available and relevant: A B c D E 
score= 1.94 5.4% 21.6% 43.2% 21.6% 8.1% 

22. Open lab hours are sufficient: A B c D E 
score= 2.45 21.6% 27% 29.7% 18.9% 2.7% 

23. Classroom lighting, heating, etc is good: A B c D E 
score= 2.37 13.5% 24.3% 48.6% 13.5% 0 

24. Advising is available and helpful: A B c D E 
score= 2.29 8.1% 40.5% 29.7% 16.2% 5.4% 

25. General education courses are relevant to curriculum: A B c D E 
score= 1.45 2.7% 13.5% 32.4%29.7% 21.6% 

26. General education instruction is of high quality: A B c D E 
score= 2.32 10.8% 29.7% 45.9% 8.1% 5.4% 
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27. Technical electives are relevant: 
score= 2.40 

28. Technical electives instruction is of high quality: 
score= 2.40 

29. The curriculum provides knowledge and skills: 
required by employers 

score= 2.40 

A B c D 
8.1% 45.9% 53.2% 2.7% 

A B c D 
8.1% 32.4% 54.1% 2.7% 

A B c D 
13.5% 29.7% 43.2% 10.8% 

E 
0 

E 
2.7% 

E 
0 

30. SLA labs in BEET were very worthwhile and helpful; A B C D E 
(answer only if you attended SLA labs) 0 21.6% 13.5% 10.8% 13.5% 
score= 1.02 There were 15 students who answered question #30 

31. Student comments on how the EET & CNS Department could improve the overall program. 

Get students involved in the program from their freshman year i.e. group organizations. 

This is my 3rd year in college, this program tends to treat students like high school kids. I am not 
happy with the way some, not all, of instructors treat and act toward us. 

Examples as to how BEET classes are relevant to CNS majors and their field are few. How do I 
apply knowledge from EEET 124 to my field in computer networks. 

Fire******. 

Insure that all equipment is working before semester begins. Optional summer courses that review 
and preview what should have been learned and what to expect as well as a project to complete 
worthy of that level (excluding senior students) A mandatory department get together with 
students to discuss current department goals and student expectations. 

Talk more about how what we are doing will pertain to the real world. I still have no idea what I 
want to do or will be doing once I graduate from this program. 

Programming and hardware courses are too low level. 

Teachers should get more involved, and relate with students better. Teacher/student relationship 
can be less formal. 

Either start teaching networking to the CNS students or change the name of the program to 
computer programming and systems. 

Fire******· 

Need more technical electives in mechanical. Need visual basic w/ or w/o C++. Dress code for 
senior year (tie and slacks). 

The teachers need to be more responsive to student ideas and questions. Need to make sure labs 
are set up properly before class starts. 
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Figure 4-2: RESULTS for IET 

(26 of 27 students completed the survey) 

2. What year are you in? a. Fresh= 19 b. Soph = 7 

3. Why did you select the EET & CNS programs at Ferris? 
Please rate 181 reason, 2°d reason, etc for as many as apply. 
L Friend suggested program Q_ Teacher suggested program 
1.. Family suggested program 1... School counselor 
1... Advertising 1.. Reputation and quality 
.L Other 

4. What could Ferris do to better promote the EET & CNS programs? 
Please rate l "1, 2°d, etc for as many as apply. 
J_ TV advertising L Radio advertising 
J_ Video sent to school J_ Web page on Internet 
.l_ Visits from Ferris admission representative 
J_ Host field trips to Ferris to see facilities and talk to faculty 
~ Brochures and materials sent to school counselors 

5. What percentage of educational time in the EET & CNS classes should be spent 
in laboratory "hands on" experience? 

a. 30% to 40% b. 40% to 50% c. 50% to 60% d. 60% to 70% 
20.8% 25% 41.7% 8.3% 

The small numbers below the letters indicate the percent that picked that response. 
The small number under the statement indicates the "score" of this statement based on a 4.0 being best 
scale. 

Strongly Strongly 
Agree neutral Disagree 

6. Quality of material presented is high: A B c D E 
score= 2.81 16.7% 45.8% 25% 4.2% 0 

7. Material presented meets current standards: A B c D E 
score= 2.69 16.7% 45.8% 20.8% 12.5% 0 

8. Pace of material is appropriate: A B c D E 
score= 2.56 8.3% 54.2% 8.3% 12.5% 4.2% 

9. Instructors care about your learning: A B c D E 
score= 2.43 20.8% 20.8% 37.5% 12.5% 4.2% 

10. Material presented is relevant to the curriculum: A B c D E 
score= 3.17 37.5% 41.7% 12.5% 4.2% 0 

t t. Difficulty of material for level of course is appropriate: A B c D E 
score =2.74 8.3% 54.2% 33.3% 0 0 

12. Assignment objectives are made clear to students: A B c D E 
score= 2.95 29.2% 37.5% 25% 4.2% 0 
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13. Use of media, white boards, overheads, video is 
appropriate and helpful: 

score= 3.04 

14. Lectures are well prepared and organized: 
score= 2.82 

15. Student expectations and grading are clearly explained: 
score= 3.00 

16. Testing and evaluation procedures are fair: 
score= 2.96 

17. Graded materials are returned within reasonable time: 
score= 3.13 

18. Laboratory exercises are relevant to lecture material: 
score= 3.04 

19. Laboratory equipment is in good condition: 
score= 1.91 

20. Laboratory equipment is of high quality: 
score= 2.33 

21. Reference materials are available and relevant: 
score= 2.43 

22. Open lab hours are sufficient: 
score= 2.69 

23. Classroom lighting, heating, etc is good: 
score= 2.57 

24. Advising is available and helpful: 
score= 2.56 

25. General education courses are relevant to curriculum: 
score= 1.95 

26. General education instruction is of high quality: 
score= 2.73 

27. Technical electives are relevant: 
appropriate and helpful: 

score= 2.60 

A 

28. Technical electives instruction is of high quality: 
score= 2.56 

B 

29. The curriculum provides knowledge and skills: A 
required by employers 

score= 3.03 

A B c D E 
29.2% 50% 12.5% 0 4.2% 

A B c D E 
8.3% 70.8% 8.3% 8.3% 0 

A B c D E 
29.2% 41.7% 20.8% 4.2% 0 

A B c D E 
29.2% 41.7% 16.7% 8.3% 0 

A B c D E 
25% 58.3% 12.5% 0 0 

A B c D E 
33.3% 41.7% 12.5% 8.3% 0 

A B c D E 
5.3% 58.3% 8.3% 20.8% 0 

A B c D E 
5.4% 27% 27% 27% 13.5% 

A B c D E 
16.7% 25% 37.5% 16.7% 0 

A B c D E 
25% 33.3% 20.8% 16.7% 0 

A B c D E 
25% 54.2% 4.2% 4.2% 4.2% 

A B c D E 
16.7% 33.3% 33.3% 12.5% 0 

A B c D E 
4.2% 12.5% 58.3% 16.7% 4.2% 

A B c D E 
20.8% 37.5% 29.2% 8.3% 0 

C D E 
8.3% 58.3% 16.7% 8.3% 4.2% 

A B C D E 
12.5% 37.5% 37.5% 8.3% 0 

B CD E 
16.7% 58.3% 8.3% 12.5% 0 
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30. SLA labs in BEET were very worthwhile and helfpul; A B C D E 
(answer only if you attended SLA labs) 23.5% 23.5% 5.9% 17.6% 35.3% 
score = 1.93 There were 17 students who answered question #30 

31. Student comments on how the EET & CNS Department could improve the overall program. 

Provide classes during every semester & during summer. 

Robots and lots of them. 

Broader career track w/optional minors for a variety of special interests of study. The 
program is too broad and undefined, needs to be more specialized. 

Just try to keep kids out of SLA, I think too many kids walk out of lecture not knowing how 
to do the work. 

Slow down with the material taught. It's sometimes ridiculously hard to understand. 

Go over material a little slower. 

Doing an excellent job. No improvement necessary. 

SLA needs to be improved and open labs needs more help. 

Get rid of Mr ******and get more teachers like Mr******. 

Larger windows. 

More emphasis on homework and labs rather than your grade relying on major tests. 

Fire******. 

Get quality SLA teachers. I leave SLA more confused because the instructor is also confused 
on how to do things. 

Help students find summer jobs. 
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Figure 4.3 RESULTS for EET 

(32 of 38 students completed the survey) 

2. What year are you in? c. Junior= 21 d. Senior = 17 

3. Why did you select the EET & CNS programs at Ferris? 
Please rate I st reason, 2nd reason, etc for as many as apply. 
L Friend suggested program .L Teacher suggested program 
iL Family suggested program .L School counselor 
iL Advertising !.. Reputation and quality 
L Other L College night at high school 

4. What could Ferris do to better promote the EET & CNS programs? 
Please rate 1st, 2"d, etc for as many as apply. 
2.._ TV advertising L Radio advertising 
_Q_ Video sent to school lL Web page on Internet 
.H_ Visits from Ferris admission representative 
..2.... Host field trips to Ferris to see facilities and talk to faculty 
.H_ Brochures and materials sent to school counselors 

5. What percentage of educational time in the EET & CNS classes should be spent 
in laboratory "hands on" experience? 

a. 30% to 40% b. 40% to 50% c. 50% to 60% d. 60% to 70% 
21.9% 15.6% 43.8% 15.6% 

The small numbers below the letters indicate the percent that picked that response. 
The small number under the statement indicates the "score" of this statement based on a 4.0 being best 
scale. 

Strongly Strongly 
Agree neutral Disagree 

6. Quality of material presented is high: A B c D E 
score= 2.72 9.4% 62.5% 18.8% 9.4% 0 

7. Material presented meets current standards: A B c D E 
score= 2.53 12.5% 46.9% 25% 12.5% 3.1% 

8. Pace of material is appropriate: A B c D E 
score= 2.56 3.1% 62.5% 25% 6.3% 3.1% 

9. Instructors care about your learning: A B c D E 
score= 3.00 21.9% 59.4% 15.6% 3.1% 6.3% 

10. Material presented is relevant to the curriculum: A B c D E 
score= 2.78 21.9% 59.4% 55.6% 3.1% 0 

11. Difficulty of material for level of course is appropriate: A B c D E 
score= 2.78 18.8% 50% 25% 3.1% 3.1% 

12. Assignment objectives are made clear to students: A B c D E 
score= 2.81 12.5% 59.4% 25% 3.1% 0 

13. Use of media, white boards, overheads, video is A B c D E 
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appropriate and helpful: 25% 46.9% 25% 3.1% 0 
score= 2.93 

14. Lectures are well prepared and organized: A B c D E 
score= 2.84 15.6% 56.3% 25% 3.1% 0 

15. Student expectations and grading are clearly explained: A B c D E 
score= 2.96 25% 50% 21.9% 3.1% 0 

16. Testing and evaluation procedures are fair: A B c D E 
score= 2.94 18.8% 59.4% 18.8% 3.1% 0 

17. Graded materials are returned within reasonable time: A B c D E 
score= 2.75 15.6% 50% 31.3% 0 3.1% 

18. Laboratory exercises are relevant to lecture material: A B c D E 
score= 2.63 18.8% 43.7% 18.8% 18.8% 0 

19. Laboratory equipment is in good condition: A B c D E 
score= 1.54 0 9.4% 55.1% 15.6% 21.9% 

20. Laboratory equipment is of high quality: A B c D E 
score= 1.56 0 15.6% 37.5% 34.4% 12.5% 

21. Reference materials are available and relevant: A B c D E 
score= 2.03 3.1% 34.4% 31.3% 25% 6.3% 

22. Open lab hours are sufficient: A B c D E 
score= 2.53 9.4% 46.9% 31.3% 12.5% 0 

23. Classroom lighting, heating, etc is good: A B c D E 
score= 2.25 6.3% 43.8% 21.9% 25% 3.1% 

24. Advising is available and helpful: A B c D E 
score= 2.18 3.1% 34.4% 50% 3.1% 9.4% 

25. General education courses are relevant to curriculum: A B c D E 
score= 1.62 3.1% 21.9% 28.1% 28.1% 18.8% 

26. General education instruction is of high quality: A B c D E 
score= 2.09 3.1% 40.6% 28.1 % 18.8% 9.4% 

27. Technical electives are relevant: A B c D E 
score= 2.65 9.4% 53.1% 31.3% 6.3% 0 

28. Technical electives instruction is of high quality: A B c D E 
score= 2.34 6.3% 43.8% 34.4% 9.4% 6.3% 

29. The curriculum provides knowledge and skills: A B c D E 
required by employers 9.4% 53.1% 28.1% 9.4% 0 

score= 2.62 

30. SLA labs in EEET were very worthwhile and helpful; A B c D E 
(answer only if you attended SLA labs) 21% 15.7% 21% 15.7% 21% 
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score= 1.88 There were 18 students who answered question #30 

31 . Student comments on how the BET & CNS Department could improve the overall program. 

Do a better job in getting student internships for the program 

Less digital design stuff for automation majors. More programming such as Visual basic. 
Remove C++ programming for automation. More HMI work as well as more panel building 
for automation. 

New lab equipment (i.e. meters, o'scopes, etc) Classes involved with frequency and 
communications. Take home version of network assembly or RS logic, Q basic, and micro 
logic 500 software. 

More open Jabs/computers should be available for those that need it. 

The Dept needs tools, better breadboards, more electronic supplies in general. Rm 409 needs 
newer computers. Very outdated. 

Classes are redundant. 

Better lab equipment, newer, more up to date. Air conditioning. 

Make software programs available to students @ home because many labs can only be 
worked on while in a lab on the 4th floor of Swan. 

Improve lab equipment. 

Have****** teach all of the classes-unrealistic I know, but you asked. 

Get more teachers like Mr. ******. 

Air conditioning, more up to date lab (423) equipment, and more electrical code edu. 

They could get better equipment in lab & lecture about new high tech things in industry. 

NA 



l 
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C. Summary 

The survey was given in the classroom with 88% of students responding. The total number of 
students shown above each survey will not agree with the enrollment shown in section 10 of this 
review. This survey was given in the winter semester and the enrollment numbers are from the 
fall semester. 

All three programs, CNS, IET, BET, were rated by the students with very similar results. The 
material presented, pace of courses, relevance of material, and difficulty all rated above average. 
Assignment objectives, use of media, lecture preparation, and laboratory exercises were also rated 
above average at about 72%. 

The fairness of testing and the return of graded material were rated above average. 

The laboratory equipment was rated average or below in quality and condition as was availability 
of reference material. This also shows in the written comments by the students. Classroom 
conditions were rated average or below. 

Overall, the programs were rated above average with the exception of laboratory equipment and 
the general education courses. 
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FACULTY PERCEPTIONS SURVEY RESULTS 

A. Introduction and Methodology: 

Six surveys were conducted, two for each of the three programs taught within the department. 
These are the Industrial Electronics Technology Associate in Applied Science Program (IET) , the 
Electrical/Electronics Engineering Technology Bachelor of Science Program (BET) , and the 
Computer Networks and Systems Bachelor of Science Program (CNS). 

Two different survey forms were used for each program; one for the IET/EET/CNS faculty and 
another for faculty outside the program that teach required courses for the IET/EET/CNS degrees. 
The courses targeted were MATH, ENGL, COMM, PHYS, and ISYS. Class lists were included 
with the survey forms to help the non-IET/EET/CNS faculty to identify our students and 
discriminate them from students from other programs. Survey forms were sent out to twenty-six 
non-IET/EET/CNS faculty with completed survey forms received from 3 out of 10 MATH 
faculty , 2 out of 3 ENGL faculty , 0 out of 7 COMM faculty, 0 out of 1 PHYS faculty , and 2 
out of 5 ISYS faculty. Several of these faculty responded by returning the survey forms and 
stating they did not have enough experience with our students to answer the survey forms. 

Survey forms were sent out to all IET/EET/CNS faculty with seven faculty responding to the IET 
and EET surveys and five faculty responding to the CNS survey. The survey questions were 
broken down into six sections. The individual questions and responses to each question for each 
program are listed separately below. 

B. COMPUTER NETWORKS and SYSTEMS 

COMPUTER NETWORKS and SYSTEMS 
IET/EET/CNS Faculty Responses 

On a scale of 0 to 4 , with 4 being the most desirable response, the overall average for each of the 
six sections are: 

Your Perception of the Administration: overall avg.= 1.70 

Your Perception of our Students: overall avg. = 1.65 

Your Perceptions of the Facilities and Equipment overall avg. = 1.99 

Your Perceptions of the Curriculum: overall avg. = 2.67 

Your Perceptions of the Faculty : overall avg. = 3.24 

Your Perceptions of the Advisory Committee: overall avg. = 2.60 

Your Perception of the Administration: overall avg.= 1.70 
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CNS Summary : 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 

The IET/EET/CNS Faculty Perceptions were less than neutral in terms of the Administration, 
Students, and Facilities and Equipment. Specific questions in the survey results are bolded that 
had a high number of "negative" responses. Additionally, questions are italicized that had a high 
number of "positive" responses. 

Disagree (0) (2) Agree (4) 
The scheduling of courses is done at appropriate times of the day 0 2 1 2 0 
The scheduling is done in appropriate labs 0 0 0 4 I 
The appropriate instructors are assigned to courses 0 1 0 2 2 
Lecture class sizes are appropriate for facilities 0 1 0 3 1 
Laboratory class sizes are appropriate for facilities 0 1 1 2 1 
The department get its fair share of capital improvement moneys 1 2 1 1 0 
The department operating budget is adequate 3 1 1 0 0 
Adequate funds are allocated for faculty development 3 1 0 I 0 
Adequate release time is provided for faculty development 2 3 0 0 0 
Adequate provisions are made for release time for course development 4 1 0 0 0 
Adequate technical support is provided to the department 1 2 2 0 0 
Secretarial support is adequate 0 3 0 2 0 
Computer support from the BTC is adequate 1 1 3 0 0 
Adequate resources for program marketing activities are provided 3 1 0 1 0 
The faculty are encouraged to stay current in their field 1 1 3 0 0 
The advisory committee is adequately utilized by our program 0 l 2 ] 1 
The advisory committee's suggestions are encouraged 0 1 2 1 1 
The advisory committee's suggestions are acted upon 0 ] 3 1 0 

Additional Comments concerning your perception of the Administration: 

The administration is driving the chair and most faculty too hard under the circumstances. The 
administration has unrealistic timeliness to satisfy expectations. Training for the chair is next to 
non-existent. There is not a useable handbook for the chair. Policies and procedures are not 
organized in a manner, which allows for easy lookup. Their locations and currentness are uncertain. 
The chair spends too much time in a clerical/clerk capacity submitting reports to the Dean, V.P. of 
Academic Affairs, etc. that should be generated outside the department and given to the chair so that 
the chair could function much more as a manager and far less as a clerical or clerk. Adequate 
staffing for the office is a must that needs to be corrected. A workload analysis from HRD needs to 
be accomplished. The general sense I have is that academic administrators perceive faculty as 
having an easy job. Phrases like "they only work 20 or 30 hours a week for their pay" only shows 
their lack on knowledge of the work life of faculty in this department. 

I have a strong feeling based on observations over several years that many students waste a lot of 
time in their dorm rooms plugged in to those high-speed internet ports surfing the net. What was the 
administration thinking when the decisions to install those ports were made? Money? WHAT 
ABOUT OUR CORE BUSINESS OF EDUCATION!! I assume they are smart enough to realize 
how those ports would impact student success. That decision demonstrates a lack of respect for the 
faculty, in my opinion. 

Faculty development budgeting is woefully inadequate. Many faculty have requested support to 
attend seminars and training to keep current, but have been turned down. The responsibility rests 
solely on the administration; the faculty cannot be expected to absorb this cost. How can we be a 
"national leader in career-oriented education" without the administration supporting the faculty to 
stay current? Is this more "smoke and mirrors"? 
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Your Perception of our Students: overall avg. = 1.65 
Strongly Neutral Strongly 
Disagree (0) (2) Agree(4) 

19. The incoming students are academically prepared for the curriculum 1 2 2 0 0 
20. The incoming students possess good work ethics 2 1 2 0 0 
21. The students posses adequate study habits 1 4 0 0 0 
22. Adequate remedial electrical courses are offered 3 0 1 1 0 
23. The students are aware of available tutoring opportunities 0 0 3 2 0 
24. The students take advantage of available tutoring opportunities 1 2 1 1 0 
25. The graduates have attained an appropriate level of maturity 0 l 1 3 0 
26. The graduates have attained an appropriate level of competence 0 0 2 3 0 
27. The graduates leave with good critical thinking skills 0 1 3 1 0 
28. The graduates leave with a sense of professional identity 0 0 3 2 0 
29. Students take advantage of professional organization membership 1 3 1 0 0 

Additional Comments concerning your perception of our students : 

Students are not prepared for the curriculum. Their expectation of the level of work necessary 
to learn is significantly low. Their reading skills for a technical subject matter are 
inappropriate. Their ability to persist in resolving a problem is very short compared to prior 
generations- they give up so quickly. They are not coming to class lectures and especially labs 
having studied their materials. The student's knowledge of the physical world in which they 
have grown up has become rather limited. They have a hard time mastering abstract topics like 
electricity and electronics when they have not learned principles from the physical sciences that 
they can sense better. 

Too many students seem to think that paying tuition and attending class should earn them a C 
in the class. Perhaps this is their experience from high school (which is besides the point - this 
isn't high school). When they find out this is not the case, many become downright hostile 
towards the course in general and professor with obvious results on the SAi's. I will not 
"dummy down" my courses to keep the "customers" happy, SAi results acceptable to 
administration, and/or keep enrollment up. Education should not be a "smoke and mirrors" 
endeavor. 

Too many CNS students perceive the required electronic courses as having no value to .them. 
The CNS faculty should educate the CNS students about the importance of these courses or 
drop the electronics courses from the CNS program. I'm tired of having my SAi's suffer 
because of this. 

Your Perceptions of the Facilities and Equipment: overall avg. = 1.99 
Strongly Neutral Strongly 
Disagree (0) (2) Agree(4) 

30. The facilities are kept neat and clean 1 0 1 2 1 
31. The facilities present a good image to students and visitors 1 1 0 2 1 
32. Lecture rooms are adequate for the number of students scheduled 1 0 0 3 1 
33. Laboratory rooms are adequate for the number of students scheduled 0 0 2 1 2 
34. Laboratory equipment is adequate for the number of students scheduled 0 1 2 2 0 
35. The instructional materials and supplies are adequate 0 I 2 2 0 
36. Laboratory equipment is adequately provided and maintained 0 3 1 1 0 
37. Adequate storage space is provided 1 2 l 1 0 
38. The HY ACR system is adequate in lecture rooms 1 3 0 1 0 
39. The lighting system is adequate in lecture rooms 0 2 1 2 0 
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40. The white boards are adequate in lecture rooms 
41. The noise level in lecture rooms is acceptable 
42. Audio visual equipment is up to date and adequate 
43. The lighting system is adequate in lab rooms 
44. The HV ACR system is adequate in Jab rooms 

0 
1 
4 
0 
1 

1 
1 
0 
0 
1 

Additional Comments concerning your perceptions of the Facilities and Equipment: 

1 
2 
1 
0 
0 

3 
1 
0 
5 
2 

The facilities are adequate for learning. However, the labs are unsightly. The quality of the 
program is hard to market with the condition of the facilities and age and condition of the 
equipment. Storage is a significant problem. The labs must keep items in them that need to be 
moved out. This would reduce the accidental breakage and improve the marketing image of 
the labs. 

Your Perceptions of the Curriculum: overall avg. = 2.67 
Strongly Neutral Strongly 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Disagree (0) (2) Agree(4) 

45. The curriculum provides the proper mix of courses 0 0 2 2 
46. The academic level of the curriculum is appropriate to the mission 0 0 2 2 
47. There is adequate continuity among courses 0 0 2 2 
48. The curriculum has a path for students who progress at a slower pace 3 1 0 1 
49. The curriculum provides adequate choices of specialization 0 0 2 0 
so. The curriculum is relevant to the needs of industry 0 0 0 2 

Additional Comments concerning your perception of the Curriculum: 

The curriculum changes much to frequently. This is a common complaint of students. 
Almost every year there has been changes that disproportionately effect the department. The 
curriculum is however well thought of by the advisory committee and local industry. 

The curriculum evolves and evolves and evolves ........ The move to Cisco should help 
stabilize the curriculum somewhat but still maintain currency. 

Your Perceptions of the Faculty: overall avg. = 3.24 

1 
1 
1 
0 
3 
3 

Disagree (0) (2) Agree(4) 

Sl. The faculty are technically competent 0 0 1 1 3 
52. The faculty know how to teach 0 0 1 3 1 
SJ. The faculty are well prepared for class 0 0 1 1 2 
54. The faculty are concerned with the educational needs of the students 0 0 1 0 4 
SS. The faculty are active in committees 0 1 0 1 3 
S6. The faculty are current in their field 0 0 1 2 2 
57. The faculty have adequate work experience 0 1 0 2 2 
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Additional Comments concerning your perception of the Faculty: 

Most faculty in the department are hard working and diligent. Based on the workloads of the 
faculty in the last few years, they are averaging around a full load. Their concern for the 
students and the profession is genuine. They sometimes disagreeing on how best to 
accomplish this but that is to be expected. Some should work more in the committee area 
while others need to back off on their committee commitments. A complaint I have with the 
faculty is that they leave the labs such a mess for the next person. Amazingly, almost 
everyone agrees but they are not the one doing it. 

Some faculty are reluctant to ever say anything negative about the students, even when a 
student is clearly at fault. For instance, when students leave the labs a mess, even after being 
reminded by the lab instructor to clean-up, somehow it is perceived to be the instructor's 

Your Perceptions of the Advisory Committee: overall avg. = 2.60 
Strongly 
Disagree(O) 

Neutral 
(2) 

Strongly 
Agree(4) 

58. The advisory committee is knowledgeable about the program 
59. The advisory committee consists of the appropriate mix of people 
60. The advisory committee is supportive of the program 
61. The Advisory Committee provides good guidance for the program 

0 
0 
0 
0 

Additional Comments concerning your perception of the Advisory Commitee: 

2 
2 
2 
2 

The advisory committee has only been active for a few years but seems to have a genuine 
interest and willingness to invest themselves in the success of the profession by helping this 
program. 

1 
1 
1 
1 
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COMPUTER NETWORKS and SYSTEMS 

Non-IET/EET/CNS Faculty Responses 

FACULTY PERCEPTIONS 
2001 PROGRAM REVIEW SURVEY 

1. I would describe the preparation of the typical CNS student for my course as follows when compared 
to other members of the FSU student population. 

Better-Prepared (4) (3) Average (2) (1) Inadequately Prepared (0) 

0 0 2 0 0 

Comments : none 

2. I would rate the written communication skills of the typical CNS student relative to those of other 
FSU students. 

Better-Prepared (4) (3) Average (2) (1) Inadequately Prepared (0) 

0 0 1 0 

Comments: none 

3. I would rate the verbal communications skills of the typical CNS student relative to those of other FSU 
students. 

Better-Prepared ( 4) (3) Average (2) (1) Inadequately Prepared (0) 

2 0 0 0 0 

Comments : none 

4. I would rate the reading skills of the typical CNS student relative to those of other FSU students. 

Better-Prepared (4) (3) Average (2) (1) Inadequately Prepared (0) 

0 0 1 0 

Comments : none 
5. 
6. I would rate the comprehension skills of the typical CNS student relative to those of other FSU 

students. 

Better-Prepared (4) (3) Average (2) (1) Inadequately Prepared (0) 

0 0 1 1 0 

Comments : none 
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7. I would rate the quantitative skills of the typical CNS student relative to those of other FSU students. 

Better-Prepared (4) (3) Average (2) (1) Inadequately Prepared (0) 

0 1 0 0 

Comments: none 

8. I would rate the problem solving ability of the typical CNS student to those of other students. 

Better-Prepared (4) (3) Average (2) (1) Inadequately Prepared (0) 

0 0 2 0 0 

Comments: none 

9. I would rate the critical thinking skills of the typical CNS student to those of other students. 

Better-Prepared (4) (3) Average (2) (1) Inadequately Prepared (0) 

0 0 1 1 0 

Comments : none 

Please describe the extent of your experience with our CNS students: 

• I typically work 1 on 1 with students in a lab setting for 0 minutes a week. The IEET students needed 
little help. 

Please suggest any courses/requirements, which you believe, should be added: 

• Make sure they have the math and reading skills to succeed. 

Please include any additional comments you may like to share concerning the CNS students: 

• The CNS sophomores I have taught this last year are not enthusiastic or excited about their field of 
study. 
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C. INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM 

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 

IET/EET/CNS Faculty Responses 

• On a scale of 0 to 4, with 4 being the most desirable response, the overall average for each 
of the six sections are: 

Your Perception of the Administration: 
Your Perception of our Students: 
Your Perceptions of the Facilities and Equipment : 
Your Perceptions of the Curriculum: 

Your Perceptions of the Faculty : 

overall avg. = 1.43 
overall avg. = 1.52 
overall avg.= 1.63 
overall avg. = 2.55 

overall avg. = 3.04 

JET Summary : 

The IET/EET/CNS Faculty Perceptions were less than neutral in terms of the Administration, 
Students, and 

Facilities/ Equipment. Specific questions in the survey results are bolded that had a high number of 
"negative" responses. Additionally, questions are italicized that had a high number of" positive" 
responses. 

Your Perceptions of the Advisory Committee: overall avg.= 1.83 

Neutral Strongly 
Your Perception of the Administration: overall avg. = 1.43 

Strongly 
Disagree (0) (2) Agree(4) 

1. The scheduling of courses is done at appropriate times of the day 0 1 3 3 0 
2. The scheduling is done in appropriate labs 0 1 0 4 2 
3. The appropriate instructors are assigned to courses 0 1 0 6 0 
4. Lecture class sizes are appropriate for facilities 0 1 2 3 1 
5. Laboratory class sizes are appropriate for facilities 0 0 3 4 0 
6. The department get its fair share of capital improvement moneys 1 6 0 0 0 
7. The department operating budget is adequate 5 2 0 0 0 
8. Adequate funds are allocated for faculty development 7 2 0 0 0 
9. Adequate release time is provided for faculty development 5 2 0 0 0 
10. Adequate provisions are made for course development release time7 0 0 0 0 
11. Adequate technical support is provided to the department 2 2 3 0 0 
12. Secretarial support is adequate 1 3 1 2 0 
13. Computer support from the BTC is adequate 2 2 3 0 0 
14. Adequate resources for program marketing activities are provided 5 2 0 0 0 
15. The faculty are encouraged to stay current in their field 1 3 3 0 0 
16. The advisory committee is adequately utilized by our program 0 3 2 2 0 
17. The advisory committee's suggestions are encouraged 0 2 2 2 0 
18. The advisory committee's suggestions are acted upon 0 2 4 1 0 
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Additional Comments concerning your perception of the Administration: 

The administration is driving the chair and most faculty too hard under the circumstances. The 
administration has unrealistic timeliness to satisfy expectations. Training for the chair is next to non-
existent. There is not a useable handbook for the chair. Policies and procedures are not organized in a 
manner which allows for easy lookup. Their locations and currentness are uncertain. The chair spends 
too much time in a clerical/clerk capacity submitting reports to the Dean, V.P. of Academic Affairs, 
etc. that should be generated outside the department and given to the chair so that the chair could 
function much more as a manager and far less as a clerical or clerk. Adequate staffing for the office is 
a must that needs to be corrected. A workload analysis from HRD needs to be accomplished. The 
general sense I have is that academic administrators perceive faculty as having an easy job. Phrases 
like "they only work 20 or 30 hours a week for their pay" only shows their lack on knowledge of the 
work life of faculty in this department. 

I have a strong feeling based on observations over several years that many students waste a lot of time 
in their dorm rooms plugged in to those high-speed internet ports surfing the net. What was the 
administration thinking when the decision to install those ports were made ? Money? WHAT , 
ABOUT OUR CORE BUSINESS OF EDUCATION ! ! I assume they are smart enough to realize how 
those ports would impact student success. That decision demonstrates a lack of respect for the faculty, 
in my opinion. 

Faculty development budgeting is woefully inadequate. Many faculty have requested support 
to attend seminars and training to keep current, but have been turned down. The 
responsibility rests solely on the administration; the faculty cannot be expected to absorb this 
cost. How can we be a "national leader in career-oriented education" without the 
administration supporting the faculty to stay current ? Is this more "smoke and mirrors" ? 

Strongly Neutral Strongly 
Your Perception of our Students: overall avg.= 1.52 Disagree (0) (2) Agree (4) 

19. The incoming students are academically prepared for the curriculum 3 2 2 0 0 
20. The incoming students possess good work ethics 3 4 0 0 0 
21. The students posses adequate study habits 3 4 0 0 0 
22. Adequate remedial electrical courses are offered 4 0 1 2 0 
23. /ET Structured Learning Assistance (SIA) should be available 0 0 1 4 2 
24. The students are aware of available tutoring opportunities 0 I 3 3 0 
25. The students take advantage of available tutoring opportunities 1 5 1 0 0 
26. The graduates have attained an appropriate level of maturity 0 3 4 0 0 
27. The graduates have attained an appropriate level of competence 0 1 5 1 0 
28. The graduates leave with good critical thinking skills 0 1 5 I 0 
29. The graduates leave with a sense of professional identity 0 1 5 1 0 
30. Students take advantage of professional organization membership 0 4 2 1 0 
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Additional Comments concerning your perception of our students : 

I wonder how the SLA is doing? 

Students are not prepared for the curriculum. Their expectations of the level of work necessary to 
learn is significantly low. Their reading skills for a technical subject matter are inappropriate. Their 
ability to persist in resolving a problem is very short compared to prior generations- they give up so 
quickly. They are not coming to class lectures and especially labs having studied their materials. 
The student's knowledge of the physical world in which they have grown up has become rather 
limited. They have a hard time mastering abstract topics like electricity and electronics when they 
have not learned principles from the physical sciences that they can sense better. 

Too many students seem to think that paying tuition and attending class should earn them a C in the 
class. Perhaps this is their experience from high school (which is besides the point- this isn't high 
school ). When they find out this is not the case, many become down-right hostile towards the 
course in general and professor with obvious results on the SAI' s. I will not "dummy down" my 
courses to keep the "customers" happy, SAI results acceptable to administration, and/or keep 
enrollment up. Education should not be a "smoke and mirrors" endeavor. 

Many students are here because they did not do well previously. Students need to understand that a 
big change is necessary on their part. They have a tremendous opportunity at FSU but it involves 
HARD WORK. We all know from experience that learning is usually not "fun" , especially in 
difficult technical subjects. Students need to hear this from administrators as well as their professors! 

I expect a degree from my program at FSU to be worth something and not a joke to industry. It is 
important to maintain our standards. 

Your Perceptions of the Facilities and Equipment: overall avg. = 1.63 
Strongly Neutral Strongly 

Disagree (0) (2) Agree (4) 

31. The facilities are kept neat and clean 1 1 5 0 0 
32. The facilities present a good image to students and visit~rs 2 3 2 0 0 
33. Lecture rooms are adequate for the number of students scheduled 1 1 3 2 0 
34. Laboratory rooms are adequate for the number of students scheduled 0 1 3 3 0 
35. Laboratory equipment is adequate for the number of students scheduled 1 1 4 1 0 
36. The instructional materials and supplies are adequate 0 2 2 3 0 
37. Laboratory equipment is adequately provided and maintained 0 2 5 0 0 
38. Adequate storage space is provided 1 2 3 1 0 
39. The HVACR system is adequate in lecture rooms 3 3 0 1 0 
40. The lighting system is adequate in lecture rooms 1 1 2 3 0 
41. The white boards are adequate in lecture rooms 0 1 2 4 0 
42. The noise level in lecture rooms is acceptable 1 2 3 1 0 
43. Audio visual equipment is up to date and adequate 5 0 2 0 0 
44. The lighting system is adequate in lab rooms 1 1 2 3 0 
45. The HV ACR system is adequate in lab rooms 3 1 2 1 0 
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Additional Comments concerning your perceptions of the Facilities and Equipment: 

The facilities are adequate for learning. However, the labs are unsightly. The quality of the 
program is hard to market with the condition of the facilities and age and condition of the 
equipment. Storage is a significant problem. The labs must keep items in them that need to be 
moved out. This would reduce the accidental breakage and improve the marketing image of 
the labs. 

The custodian does her best (a good job) for general cleaning but she is not responsible for 
leads left out, equipment on the benches, etc. 

The labs look like they are out of the 50' s. The professors know they are adequate for 
learning, but DO NOT IMPRESS our current students, visitors and potential students touring 
the labs. The university understands the importance of marketing so why doesn't the 
university budget money to at least "spruce up" the labs? This has been an on-going concern 
for years in the department. This cannot wait until new labs are built. 

Your Perceptions of the Curriculum: overall avg. = 2.55 
Strongly 
Disagree (0) 

Neutral 
(2) 

Strongly 
Agree (4) 

46. The curriculum provides the proper mix of courses 0 
47. The academic level of the curriculum is appropriate to the mission 0 
48. There is adequate continuity among courses 0 
49. The curriculum has a path for students who progress at a slower pace 3 
50. The curriculum provides adequate choices of specialization 0 
51. The cu"iculum is relevant to the needs of industry 0 

Additional Comments concerning your perception of the Curriculum: 

The mixes of courses are getting better, but too slow to implement. 

0 
1 
1 
2 
2 
0 

2 
0 
0 
1 
2 
2 

2 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 

I would put our IET program against any other associates degree in the state. Associate 
degrees from most junior and community colleges do not even come close to ours based on 
our experience with our EET transfer students. 

The only "problem" with the curriculum is that it is much better than our average student and 
our advisory committee says not to dummy it down ! 

The IET curriculum has become essentially the first two years of a BS degree. This is fine for 
those going on to the BSEET, Business, Technical writing or other plus 2 bachelor programs. 
The curriculum does not address the under prepared student that lately has been entering the 
program. However, without more release time for the faculty there is not much they can do. 

3 
2 
1 
0 
1 
2 
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Your Perceptions of the Faculty : overall avg. = 3.04 

52. 
53. 
54. 
SS. 
56. 
57. 
58. 

Strongly 
Disagree (0) 

The faculty are technically competent 0 
The faculty know how to teach 0 
The f acuity are well prepared for class 0 
The faculty are concerned with the educational needs of the students 0 
The faculty are active in committees 0 
The faculty are current in their field 0 
The faculty have adequate work experience 0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 

Neutral 
(2) 

I 
0 
l 
0 
1 
4 
1 

Strongly 
Agree (4) 

4 
6 
3 
3 
2 
2 
4 

2 
I 
2 
4 
2 
1 
2 

Additional Comments concerning your perception of the Faculty: 

Most faculty in the department are hard working and diligent. Based on the workloads of the 
faculty in the last few years, they are averaging around a full load. Their concern for the 
students and the profession is genuine. They sometimes disagreeing on how best to accomplish 
this but that is to be expected. Some should work more in the committee area while others need 
to back off on their committee commitments. A complaint I have with the faculty is that they 
leave the labs such a mess for the next person. Amazingly, almost everyone agrees but they are 
not the one doing it. 

Some faculty are reluctant to ever say anything negative about the students, even when a 
student is clearly at fault. For instance, when students leave the labs a mess, even after being 
reminded by the lab instructor to clean-up, somehow it is perceived to be the instructor's fault. 

Some faculty have never gone back to their field for any practical work since beginning 
teaching at FSU. 

Your Perceptions of the Advisory Committee: overall avg.= 1.83 

Strongly Neutral Strongly 
Disagree (0) (2) Agree (4) 

59. The advisory committee is knowledgeable about the program 0 2 3 2 0 
60. The advisory committee consists of the appropriate mix of people I 2 3 1 0 
61. The advisory committee is supportive of the program 0 1 4 2 0 
62. The Advisory Committee provides good guidance for the program 1 l 5 0 0 

Additional Comments concerning your perception of the Advisory Committee: 

The advisory committee is a joint committee discussing the IET & EET programs. 
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INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 

Non·IET/EET/CNS Faculty Responses 

1. I would describe the preparation of the typical IBT student for my course as follows when compared to 
other members of the FSU student population. 

Better-Prepared (4) (3) Average (2) (1) Inadequately Prepared (0) 

0 2 0 1 0 

Comments : none 

2. I would rate the written communication skills of the typical IET student relative to those of other FSU 
students. 

Better-Prepared (4) (3) Average (2) 

0 1 

Comments: [missing responses from one survey) 

(1) 

0 

Inadequately Prepared (0) 

0 

3. I would rate the verbal communications skills of the typical IET student relative to those of other FSU 
students. 

Better-Prepared (4) (3) Average (2) 

2 0 0 

Comments : [ missing responses from one survey ) 

(1) 

0 

Inadequately Prepared (0) 

0 

4. I would rate the reading skills of the typical IET student relative to those of other FSU students. 

Better-Prepared (4) (3) Average(2) (1) Inadequately Prepared (0) 

0 1 1 0 0 

Comments : [ missing responses from one survey ] 

5. I would rate the comprehension skills of the typical IET student relative to those of other FSU students. 

Better-Prepared (4) (3) Average (2) (1) Inadequately Prepared (0) 

0 1 1 0 

Comments : none 

6. I would rate the quantitative skills of the typical JET student relative to those of other FSU students. 

Better-Prepared (4) (3) Average (2) (1) Inadequately Prepared (0) 
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0 1 1 0 

Comments: none 

7. I would rate the problem solving ability of the typical IET student to those of other students. 

Better-Prepared (4) (3) Average (2) (1) Inadequately Prepared (0) 

0 2 0 1 0 

Comments: none 

8. I would rate the critical thinking skills of the typical IET student to those of other students. 

Better-Prepared (4) (3) Average (2) 

0 2 0 

Comments : [ missing responses from one survey ] 

Please describe the extent of your experience with our IET students: 

(1) 

0 

Inadequately Prepared (0) 

0 

• I typically work 1 on 1 with students in a lab setting for 0 minutes a week. The IEET students needed 
little help. 

Please suggest any courses/requirements, which you believe, should be added: 

• Keep math standards higher than average FSU student. 

Please include any additional comments you may like to share concerning the IET students: 

• Students seem enthusiastic and ready to handle new material. Computer skills were above average. 
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D. ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
PROGRAM 

ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM 

IET/EET/CNS Faculty Responses 

• On a scale of 0 to 4 , with 4 being the most desirable response, the overall average for each 
of the six sections are: 

Your Perception of the Administration: 
Your Perception of our Students: 
Your Perceptions of the Facilities and Equipment : 
Your Perceptions of the Curriculum: 

Your Perceptions of the Faculty : 

Your Perceptions of the Advisory Committee: 

EET Summary : 

overall avg. = 1.41 
overall avg. = 1. 70 
overall avg. = 1.67 

overall avg. = 2.58 

overall avg. = 2.99 

overall avg. = 2.05 

The IET/EET/CNS Faculty Perceptions were less than neutral in terms of the Administration, 
Students, and 

Facilities/ Equipment. Specific questions in the survey results are bolded that had a high number 
of "negative" responses. Additionally, questions are italicized that had a high number of" 
positive" responses. 

Your Perception of the Administration: overall avg.= 1.41 

Strongly Neutral Strongly 
Disagree (0) (I) (2) (3) Agree ( 4) 

1. The scheduling of courses is done at appropriate times of the day I 
2. The scheduling is done in appropriatl! labs 0 
3. The appropriate instructors are assigned to courses 0 
4. Lecture class sizes are appropriate for facilities 0 
5. Laboratory class skes are appropriate for facilities 0 
6. The department get its fair share of capital improvement moneys l 
7. The department operating budget is adequate 5 
8. Adequate funds are allocated for faculty development 7 
9. Adequate release time is provided for faculty development 5 
IO. Adequate provisions are made for course development release time 7 
11. Adequate technical support is provided to the department 2 
12. Secretarial support is adequate I 
13. Computer support from the BTC is adequate 2 
14. Adequate resources for program marketing activities are provided 5 
15. The faculty are encouraged to stay current in their field I 
16. The advisory committee is adequately utilized by our program 0 

1 2 3 
I 0 5 
I 1 5 
I 2 3 
0 2 5 
6 0 0 
2 0 0 
0 0 0 
2 0 0 
0 0 0 
2 3 0 
3 I 2 
2 3 0 
2 0 0 
3 3 0 
4 2 1 

0 
I 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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17. The advisory committee's suggestions are encouraged 
18. The advisory committee's suggestions are acted upon 

0 
0 

2 2 
2 4 

3 
1 

0 
0 

Additional Comments concerning your perception of the Administration: 

The administration is driving the chair and most faculty too hard under the circumstances. The 
administration has unrealistic timeliness to satisfy expectations. Training for the chair is next to non-
existent. There is not a useable handbook for the chair. Policies and procedures are not organized in 
a manner, which allows for easy lookup. Their locations and currentness are uncertain. The chair 
spends too much time in a clerical/clerk capacity submitting reports to the Dean, V.P. of Academic 
Affairs, etc. that should be generated outside the department and given to the chair so that the chair 
could function much more as a manager and far less as a clerical or clerk. Adequate staffing for the 
office is a must that needs to be corrected. A workload analysis from HRD needs to be 
accomplished. The general sense I have is that academic administrators perceive faculty as having 
an easy job. Phrases like "they only work 20 or 30 hours a week for their pay'' only shows their lack 
on knowledge of the work life of faculty in this department. 

I have a strong feeling based on observations over several years that many students waste a lot of 
time in their dorm rooms plugged in to those high-speed internet ports surfing the net. What was the 
administration thinking when the decisions to install those ports were made? Money? WHAT 
ABOUT OUR CORE BUSINESS OF EDUCATION!! I assume they are smart enough to realize 
how those ports would impact student success. That decision demonstrates a lack of respect for the 
faculty, in my opinion. 

Faculty development budgeting is woefully inadequate. Many faculty have requested support to 
attend seminars and training to keep current, but have been turned down. The responsibility rests 
solely on the administration; the faculty cannot be expected to absorb this cost. How can we be a 
"national leader in career-oriented education" without the administration supporting the faculty to 
stay current ? Is this more "smoke and mirrors"? 

The secretary is getting swamped with double duties. This will have a negative impact on our 
program, eventually. 

Your Perception of our Students: overall avg. = 1.70 
Strongly Neutral Strongly 
Disagree (0) (1) (2) (3) Agree (4) 

19. The incoming students are academically prepared for the curriculum 1 3 3 0 0 
20. The incoming students possess good work ethics 1 4 2 0 0 
21. The students posses adequate study habits 1 6 0 0 0 
22. Adequate remedial electrical courses are offered 4 0 2 1 0 
23. The students are aware of available tutoring opportunities 0 0 4 3 0 
24. The students take advantage of available tutoring opportunities 1 4 2 0 0 
25. The graduates have attained an appropriate level of maturity 0 l 4 2 0 
26. The graduates have attained an appropriate level of competence 0 0 3 4 0 
27. The graduates leave with good critical thinking skills 0 1 3 3 0 
28. The graduates leave with a sense of professional identity 0 1 3 3 0 
29. Students take advantage of professional organization membership 0 4 2 1 0 
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Additional Comments concerning your perception of our students : 

Students are not prepared for the curriculum. Their expectations of the level of work necessary to learn is 
significantly low. Their reading skills for a technical subject matter are inappropriate. Their ability to 
persist in resolving a problem is very short compared to prior generations- they give up so quickly. They 
are not coming to class lectures and especially labs having studied their materials. The student's 
knowledge of the physical world in which they have grown up has become rather limited. They have a 
hard time mastering abstract topics like electricity and electronics when they have not learned principles 
from the physical sciences that they can sense better. 

Too many students seem to think that paying tuition and attending class should earn them a C in the class. 
Perhaps this is their experience from high school (which is besides the point-this isn't high school). 
When they find out this is not the case, many become downright hostile towards the course in general and 
professor with obvious results on the SAi' s. I will not "dummy down" my courses to keep the "customers" 
happy, SAi results acceptable to administration, and/or keep enrollment up. Education should not be a 
"smoke and mirrors" endeavor. 

Many transfer students have a difficult time adjusting to the expectations of the four-year program. 
Transfer students need to understand that a big change is probably necessary on their part. They have a 
tremendous opportunity at FSU but it involves HARD WORK. We all know from experience that 
learning is usually not "fun" , especially in difficult technical subjects. Students need to hear this from 
administrators as well as their professors! 

I expect a degree from my program at FSU to be worth something and not a joke to industry. It is 
important to maintain our standards 

Minimum to no tutoring are available for the upper level classes. 

Your Perceptions of the Facilities and Equipment: overall avg. = 1.67 
Strongly Neutral Strongly 
Disagree (0) (1) (2) (3) Agree (4) 

30. The facilities are kept neat and clean 1 1 4 1 0 
31. The facilities present a good image to students and visitors 2 2 2 0 0 
32. Lecture rooms are adequate for the number of students scheduled 1 1 2 3 0 
33. Laboratory rooms are adequate for the number of students scheduled 0 1 3 3 0 
34. Laboratory equipment is adequate for the number of students scheduled 1 0 5 1 0 
35. The instructional materials and supplies are adequate 1 1 3 2 0 
36. Laboratory equipment is adequately provided and maintained 0 3 4 0 0 
37. Adequate storage space is provided 1 2 3 1 0 
38. The HY ACR system is adequate in lecture rooms 2 4 0 1 0 
39. The lighting system is adequate in lecture rooms 1 1 2 3 0 
40. The white boards are adequate in lecture rooms 0 1 2 4 0 
41. The noise level in lecture rooms is acceptable 1 2 4 0 0 
42. Audio visual equipment is up to date and adequate 5 0 2 0 0 
43. The lighting system is adequate in lab rooms 1 0 2 4 0 
44. The HY ACR system is adequate in lab rooms 2 2 2 0 
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Additional Comments concerning your perception of the Facilities and Equipment: 

The facilities are adequate for learning. However, the labs are unsightly. The quality of the program 
is hard to market with the condition of the facilities and age and condition of the equipment. Storage 
is a significant problem. The labs must keep items in them that need to be moved out. This would 
reduce the accidental breakage and improve the marketing image of the labs. 

Students and faculty are responsible for clean-up after each lab and lecture. 

The labs look like they are out of the 50' s. The professors know they are adequate for learning, but 
DO NOT IMPRESS our current students, visitors and potential students touring the labs. The 
university understands the importance of marketing so why doesn't the university budget money to 
at least "spruce up" the labs ? This has been an on-going concern for years in the department. This 
cannot wait until new labs are built. 

Your Perceptions of the Curriculum: overall avg. = 2.58 

Strongly Neutral Strongly 
Disagree (0) (1) (2) (3) Agree(4) 

45. The cu"iculum provides the proper mix of courses 0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 

0 
0 
1 
3 
2 
1 

1 4 
2 4 
1 4 

2 
1 
1 
0 
2 
3 

46. The acadsmic level of the curriculum is appropriate to the mission 
47. There is adequate continuity among courses 
48. The curriculum has a path for students who progress at a slower pace 1 1 
49. The curriculum provides adequate choices of specialization 1 2 
50. The curriculum is relevant to the needs of industry 0 3 

Additional Comments concerning your perception ·of the Curriculum: 

The curriculum has three tracks. The Industrial Automation track has the best mix, academic 
level, continuity of courses, and relevance to industry. Next best is the Communications track. 
It has moderate mix, excellent academic level, moderate continuity of courses, moderate 
specialization, and moderate relevance to industry. The Technical Integration track is 
essentially a Bachelor of Science in Electronic general studies. It has too many courses to mix 
and match, a good academic level for most courses, a poor continuity of courses, moderate 
specialization, and poor relevance to industry in the Great Lakes region. 

Getting better on the mix. 

Students have a variety of tracks to pick from, including the Technical Integration track which 
allows both a depth and breath of courses material. 

Your Perceptions of the Faculty: overall avg. = 2.99 

51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 

The faculty are technically competent 
The faculty know how to teach 
The faculty are well prepared for class 

Strongly 
Disagree (0) 

0 
0 
0 

The faculty are concerned with the educational needs of the students 
The faculty are active in committees 

0 
0 

The faculty are current in their field 
The faculty have adequate work experience 

0 
0 

Neutral Strongly 
(1) (2) (3) Agree (4) 
0 3 2 2 
0 1 5 1 
0 1 3 2 
0 1 3 3 
1 1 2 2 
0 3 3 1 
0 2 3 2 
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Additional Comments concerning your perception of the Faculty 

Most faculty in the department are hard working and diligent. Based on the workloads of the 
faculty in the last few years, they are averaging around a full load. Their concern for the 
students and the profession is genuine. They sometimes disagreeing on how best to accomplish 
this but that is to be expected. Some should work more in the committee area while others need 
to back off on their committee commitments. A complaint I have with the faculty is that they 
leave the labs such a mess for the next person. Amazingly, almost everyone agrees but they are 
not the one doing it. 

Some faculty are reluctant to ever say anything negative about the students, even when a student 
is clearly at fault. For instance, when students leave the labs a mess, even after being reminded 
by the lab instructor to clean-up, somehow it is perceived to be the instructor's fault. 

Your Perceptions of the Advisory Committee: overall avg. = 2.05 

Strongly Neutral Strongly 
Disagree (0) (1) (2) (3) Agree (4) 

58. The advisory committee is knowledgeable about the program 0 I 3 2 1 
59. The advisory committee consists of the appropriate mix of people 0 4 2 1 0 
60. The advisory committee is supportive of the program 0 1 4 2 0 
61. The Advisory Committee provides good guidance for the program 0 1 4 2 0 

Additional Comments concerning your perception of the Advisory Committee: 

The advisory committee is a joint committee discussing the IET & EET programs. 

I think there should be an understanding with the advisory committee members that their companies will offer 
internships to our students. Many of their companies have never had one of students as an intern or hired a 
graduate. 

We need more members who are willing to help both in time, equipment, and internships. 
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ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 

Non-IET/EET/CNS Faculty Responses 

1. I would describe the preparation of the typical BET student for my course as follows when compared 
to other members of the FSU student population. 

Better-Prepared (4) (3) Average (2) (1) Inadequately Prepared (0) 

0 1 1 0 0 

Comments : none 

2. I would rate the written communication skills of the typical EET student relative to those of other FSU 
students. 

Better-Prepared (4) (3) Average (2) (I) Inadequately Prepared (0) 

0 1 0 0 

Comments: none 

3. I would rate the verbal communications skills of the typical EET student relative to those of other FSU 
students. 

Better-Prepared (4) (3) Average (2) (1) Inadequately Prepared (0) 

0 1 0 0 

Comments: none 

4. I would rate the reading skills of the typical EET student relative to those of other FSU students. 

Better-Prepared (4) (3) Average (2) (1) Inadequately Prepared (0) 

0 0 2 0 0 

Comments: none 

5. I would rate the comprehension skills of the typical EET student relative to those of other FSU 
students. 

Better-Prepared ( 4) (3) 

0 0 

Comments: none 

Average (2) 

2 

(1) 

0 

Inadequately Prepared (0) 

0 

6. I would rate the quantitative skills of the typical EET student relative to those of other FSU students. 

Better-Prepared (4) (3) Average (2) (1) Inadequately Prepared (0) 
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0 2 0 0 0 

Comments: none 

7. I would rate the problem solving ability of the typical EET student to those of other students. 

Better-Prepared ( 4) (3) Average (2) (1) Inadequately Prepared (0) 

0 2 0 1 0 

Comments: none 

8. I would rate the critical thinking skills of the typical BET student to those of other students. 

Better-Prepared (4) (3) Average (2) (1) Inadequately Prepared (0) 

0 1 1 0 0 

Comments: none 

Please describe the extent of your experience with our EET students: 

• Teach MATH 116,126,216, 226 

Please suggest any courses/requirements, which you believe, should be added: 

• Some of the programs in Technology start students in MA1Hl 16 even though they do not have the 
pre-req ofMATHI 10- I am not sure if this is a problem with your students, though. Students who 
transfer in as juniors and start in MATH216 may not have the pre-req. even though their background 
indicates they do. 

Please include any additional comments you may like to share concerning the EET students: 

• none 
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A. Introduction 

Advisory Committee Perceptions: The purpose of this activity is to assess advisory committee 
perceptions regarding the following aspects of the program: curriculum, outcomes, facilities, 
equipment, graduates, micro-and mega trends that might affect job placement (both positively and 
adversely) and other relevant information. Recommendations for improvement are sought from this 
group. 

B. CNS Advisory Committee Survey Results 

The purpose of the CNS advisory committee survey was to provide information from the 
committee on curriculum, outcomes, facilities, equipment, graduates, and trends in industry that 
might affect the graduates and the program. The response was seven out of 11 surveys returned. 
Multiple requests were sent and phone follow up was conducted as necessary. 

The following are the questions with the numerical responses. In addition comments from the 
respondents are included. The numbering system used is shown below: 

A=Excellent B=Good C=Average D=Fair E=Poor 

1) How would you rate the curriculum of the CNS program? 

A=l B=3 C=O E=O 

I consider your target student body to be those looking for jobs below development 
engineers, and significantly above small shop technician. I believe your curriculum has 
evolved very well to provide interesting training for students wanting to move after a few 
years into lead positions in large organizations. I believe the University Curriculum will 
have to evolve much faster in the future then it has been able to in the past. 

I feel a lot better about it with the Cisco courses being added. 

A solid curriculum that appears to provide an excellent and broad gauge education. I like 
the fundamentals being taught. 

2) How would you rate the quality of the equipment used in the 
program? 

A=O B=l C=3 D=O E=O 

There is always room for growth in equipment. 

If there is some way for us to help, we will. Some of the PC's need updating as well as 
the network equipment. We may be able to help with the Network. 

Equipment while adequate for teaching the basics is getting dated. Updates required for 
the Cisco Academy are a beginning step. I would suggest that once the Academy is in 
place. The Advisors can work with one or more groups of student in obtaining more 
advanced equipment that can first be part of a student project. 
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This is based on networking gear used in your academic program only. 

3) How would you rate the quality of the facilities used in the program? 

A=l B=2 C=l D=O E=O 

Facilities are fair to good and don't limit students progress. None the less, there are 
improvements needed in some labs and I understand these are on the way. The first floor 
of Swan is a model of what I would like to see upstairs. 

The "Facilities" meaning the buildings I rooms are clean and properly lit. I consider them 
adequate for the program 

4) How would your rate the graduates abilities in the program? 

A=l B=3 C=O D=O E=O 

I have seen very bright student pass through your program 

I have had very good luck wit the two graduates that I have hired. Ferris has prepared 
them to learn. Both graduates have indicated that the real world learning curve was 
substantial they started at Dow Corning. The planned incorporation of the Cisco 
Network Academy should help provide a more detailed network understanding 

The program seems to attract a good grade of student that makes a good graduate. 

The person that we have worked with was very competent. 

5) Are the outcomes for the program appropriate for current industrial 
practice? 

A=l B=3 C=O D=O E=O 

Program is right on track and needs to keep its flexibility. 

---especially with the use of Cisco----they are the market leader and research leader 

6) What micro or macro trends do you see in your industry that might 
affect job placement? 

There is a current shift, industry wide for more emphasis on consumer applications 
(PDA's and interfaces) and Ebusiness. Also network intelligence is appearing into non 
I.S products (household appliances ... ) which will shift the skill demand for students 
pursuing non l.S careers. 

Turn over Gob changing) will become more prevalent. More students will go to work in 
consulting organizations as. Support organizations within large companies find it harder 
and harder to hold employees and move to consultants to provide services that once were 
in house. 
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Steady growth in job complexity means graduates need to learn quickly and think on their 
feet. As always a graduate's ability to communicate is very important. Don't downplay 
the value of many of the General Ed. courses. Pure technical education is not enough. 
The ability to reason is also more and more important since this skill isn't addressed in 
some educational settings. Technically I see increasing distributed processing with many 
ASICs found in many places. Wireless networking also introduces a variety of 
challenges beyond protocols and into security, data integrity and network reliability. The 
wireless explosion has some serious side effects due to interference. I don't see this 
problem getting anything but worse. 

In our industry, the explosion of data is causing a need for bigger, faster networks. 
People who are adept in designing and supporting reliable networks will be more in 
demand. 

7) How could we improve the CNS program? 

Ferris does a great job of trying to stay on top of industry trends ... keep up the good work. 

You need to get the Network Academy as outlined to the Advisors incorporated into the 
2001/2002 year. I believe other course evolution is required, over time. At this time I 
am just suggesting the single focus and look forward to other ideas that you and Ron are 
coming up with. 

Tough question to answer. Never let up on fundamentals. 

Perhaps a new approach to industrial exposure with first rate guest lecturers and even 
field trips (possible senior seminar??.) Also why not evaluate and, confidentially, rate 
intern sites and experience. Industry can be a huge help to a student if they use them 
properly. If industry doesn't help them grow the student has wasted time, not been 
challenged and possibly soured on the field. Get out of the box in your thinking as to how 
to expose students to outside practice. The CNS graduate that headed to NSA had a lot of 
confidence which is not a characteristic of many Ferris students. Lack of student 
confidence (read that self esteem if you want) is a problem that is far to common and not, 
evidently, addressed at the University. 

I have been involved in the Cisco piece of the program, so I am happy with the first step. 
I would continue with Corp sponsorship to help fund the equipment. 
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C. IET & EET Advisory Committee Survey Results 

A=Excellent B=Good C=Average D=Fair E=Poor 

1) How would you rate the curriculum of the IET program? 

A=2 B=2 C=2 D=O E=O 

--I believe that the 2-year program should be viewed as an excellent education for an 
individual who cannot obtain the 4-year degree. A broader knowledge of industrial is 
needed. This can be gained through exposure. 

--Curriculum fits well with the needs of industry and has adequate theory to support 
developing technology. 

--The faculty has responded very well to the suggestions of the advisory committee. The 
program provides a very solid base on which to build further study or job experience. 

--It appears that this 2-yr program produces a good background and gets a student some 
practical automation experience. But, is there a way to enhance the student's exposure to 
industrial networks (profibus, industrial ethernet, devicenet, controlnet, etcetera) and to 
EOl/SCADA software tools? 

--Excellent curriculum. Faculty listens to suggestions made by advisory committee 
members. 

2) How would you rate the quality of the equipment used in both 
programs? 

A=l B=4 C=2 D=l E=O 

--The equipment quality trend is positive for both programs. For example, the mix of 
digital and analog oscilloscopes is representative of industry. Students are learning to use 
both types and, more importantly, are learning advantages and disadvantages of both 
types for specific applications. Smart use of equipment is a favor in student and employee 
growth. I don't know about availability of equipment, i.e. is there enough and is it 
operating and in calibration. 

--Improvements have been made in recent years; hopefully equipment can be brought 
into the programs, which will keep the labs current. 

--The faculty has done an excellent job in obtaining equipment but the equipment will 
always lag behind that in use by industry. 

--It looks like the ET department has done a really good job of upgrading the facilities 
and including a broad spectrum of the latest industrial and computer based technologies. 

--It seems that the labs are short on basic needs ... meters, power supplies, scopes, etc. but 
that there has been an aggressive program to get software, plc's, software tools, etc. 
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--1 would rate the quality of the equipment between 3 and 4. This has been a big 
improvement over the last three years. 

--Equipment used in the program is of the same quality and type used in industry. The 
test equipment ranges from older equipment still used in industry to state of the art test 
equipment. New equipment is purchased as budget permits. Up-keep on test equipment is 
better since a technician was hired. 

3) How would you rate the quality of the facilities for both programs? 

A=O B=3 C=3 D=l E=O 

--Ferris is gradually improving facilities for these programs. I don't believe that "fair" 
facilities, per se, impair learning, however, it seems to me that better facilities tend to 
build self-esteem and pride in students and faculty. This factor may result in improved 
performance. 

--I understand that some labs will be upgraded with better lighting, lab benches, layout 
and infrastructure. i.e. networks, power distribution, video access and so forth. 
Classrooms seem good although acoustic treatment in rooms and halls could be 
improved. The first floor of Swan looks very good and is a model for further 
improvement upstairs. An aside; the Flight facility will have a very positive influence on 
the entire university. As the most important building on campus, it is right on track. 

--There could be some infrastructure improvements such as the addition of compressed 
air and 3-phase power to the labs for use in experiments. 

--Many improvements have been made in the classrooms in the last several years. 

--The building needs an infrastructure update to provide networking at all stations, better 
restrooms, high-speed internet access 

Again, I believe there have been significant improvements over the last three years and I 
would rate it currently between 3 and 4 

--Classrooms and labs have recently been painted. Plans have been made to recondition 
bench tops. Bulletin boards are kept up-to-date and contain information pertinent to the 
electronic industry. 

4) How would you rate the graduates' abilities in each program? 

IET A= 1 B=2 C=2 D=O E=O 

BS-BET A=2 B=3 C=O D=O E=O 

--1 see a definite trend toward computer-based control and interface with a manufacturing 
process. Of course this opinion is largely skewed because I work for National 
Instruments, but our growth rate (>20% per year for 16 of the last 17 years) supports this 
position. PLC programming skills will continue to remain a major industry requirement, 
but computer interface skills to those PLCs combined with programming skills in Visual 
Basic and Lab View will be highly prized by employers. In fact, this skill-set will turn 
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into a requirement within the next five years in my estimation. Personally, I view PLC 
programming jobs as those that will remain near the low end of the career food chain, but 
computer-based job skills will help graduates move up the ladder more quickly. 

--Manufacturing Industry needs employees who can properly apply readily available 
solutions to their plant floor. Those solutions, while available on the market, demand an 
engineering capability to be properly applied. If students can combine the math, 
electricaVmechanical analysis and design methodologies along with practical class work 
that uses these readily available solutions, you would have an ideal candidate. 

--Fewer employees. Students will be required to contribute from the minute they are 
hired. Less training is available for students so they will be expected to stay current with 
technology on there own. 

5) How might we improve the JET and BS-EET programs? 

--Update lab equipment at a faster pace 

--It think the inclusion of a little more class work that focuses on technologies/products 
that are used in the manufacturing world would benefit these programs. 

--Keep the programs current. Keep contact with industry and continue to "tweak" the 
program to keep content current. Try to obtain feedback from graduates to make 
adjustments to the programs. 

--Solicit industrial experts as well as industrial input and react on that input. The 
university must become more flexible in its ability to offer revised curriculum and update 
programs. 

--C is the best structured programming language to use as a core course because it 
teaches general programming concepts and logic in a "neutral" manner. Visual Basic and 
LabView are both skewed slightly toward vendor-oriented solutions, Micorsoft and 
National Instruments respectively. VB and Lab View will generally be used to a greater 
degree than C in industry, however. C is a little more difficult to learn for students, or 
anyone for that matter, but that lends itself to learning the "hard stuff' in the structured 
environment of college. C is to engineering students as English is to the general student 
populace. 

--Preparation is good but many of the graduates don't aim high enough. They are better 
than they think. As interns they may be underused, that's an industry problem. Faculty 
should encourage interns and graduates to look at positions that challenge them and that 
don't make them into bench technicians. Easy to say, hard to accomplish if industry 
exposure is limited. JET may have an advantage here. 

--I can't evaluate this since we don't interview at or hire from Ferris St. I have come into 
contact with two or three Ferris St. ET grads (graduation dates ranged over the last 10 
years or so) and they definitely have a higher degree of competency than most of the 
customers in my territory. 
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6) For both programs, are the outcomes appropriate for current 
industrial practice? 

A=l B=2 C=2 D=O E=O 

--The discussions that the advisory committee has had over the past two years to include 
motion, HMI/SCADA, AutoCad, and industrial networks would change my rating from 3 
to4or5 

--The programs do an excellent job preparing the students for industry. 

--Yes, I believe so. 

7) What micro or macro trends do you see in your industry that might 
affect job placement? 

--1 see that there is a continued mixing of the trades in engineering. Electrical oriented 
persons must be able to write control and test software programs as well as properly 
calculate the size 3 phase equipment. These same engineers must also understand motion 
control as well as the criteria for selecting hardware. Eventually, the CNS and BS-EET 
program will have to become one or they will have to break into hardware/software 
divisions. 

--Microprocessor, software, integration of systems. Artificial intelligence, self-diagnostic 
systems, redundant processing 

D. Summary of Data 

Of those responding, the majority feels the CNS, IET and EET curriculum is current and 
relevant. The biggest concern is keeping the programs current and moving fast enough with 
curriculum revisions so the programs do not become outdated. The surveys did indicate 
concern for keeping the equipment up to date. Most respondents felt that the quality of the 
graduates is high. Stressing fundamentals and flexibility are important to a graduate for 
success in industry. 
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Labor Market Demands for EET & CNS Department 

A. PREFACE 

There is no separate category for Electrical Electronics Engineering Technology in the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics. While the degree from the EET/CNS department is not an engineering degree, 
many graduates of the BET & CNS programs are hired as engineers. Most graduates of the IET 
associate degree program go on to the EET program. 

Information from the Occupational Outlook Handbook projects that the employment for both 
Electrical and Electronic Engineers and for Computer Systems Engineers is going to be increasing 
at a much faster than average rate through 2008. 

Information elsewhere in this report will show the satisfaction of employers with the graduates of 
the EET & CNS programs. 

B. Labor market projections from the Occupational Outlook Handbook 
1) CNS GRADUATES: 

(This information is edited. The complete report can be obtained on the Department of 
Labor web site at www.bls.gov and clicking on Occupational Outlook Handbook) 

As computer applications continue to expand, these occupations are projected to be the 
fastest growing and rank among the top 20 in the number of new jobs created over the 
1998-2008 period. 
Relevant work experience and a bachelor's degree are prerequisites for many jobs; for 
more complex jobs, a graduate degree is preferred. 

The rapid spread of computers and information technology has generated a need for 
highly trained workers to design and develop new hardware and software systems and to 
incorporate new technologies. These workers-computer systems analysts, engineers, 
and scientists-include a wide range of computer-related occupations. Job tasks and 
occupational titles used to describe this broad category of workers evolve rapidly, 
reflecting new areas of specialization or changes in technology, as well as the preferences 
and practices of employers. 

i. Computer systems analysts, engineers, and scientists held about 1.5 
million jobs in 1998, including about 114,000 who were self-
employed. Their employment was distributed among the following 
detailed occupations: 

Computer systems analysts 
Computer support specialists 
Computer engineers 
Database administrators 
All other computer scientists 

617,000 
429,000 
299,000 

87,000 
97,000 

Computer systems analysts, engineers, and scientists are expected to be the fastest 
growing occupations through 2008. Employment of computing professionals is 
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expected to increase much faster than average as technology becomes more 
sophisticated and organizations continue to adopt and integrate these technologies. 
Growth will be driven by very rapid growth in computer and data processing services, 
which is projected to be the fastest growing industry in the U.S. economy. In addition, 
thousands of job openings will arise annually from the need to replace workers who 
move into managerial positions or other occupations or who leave the labor force. 

The demand for networking to facilitate the sharing of information, the expansion of 
client/server environments, and the need for specialists to use their knowledge and 
skills in a problem solving capacity will be major factors in the rising demand for 
computer systems analysts, engineers, and scientists. Moreover, falling prices of 
computer hardware and software should continue to induce more businesses to expand 
computerized operations and integrate new technologies. In order to maintain a 
competitive edge and operate more cost effectively, firms will continue to demand 
computer professionals who are knowledgeable about the latest technologies and able 
to apply them to meet the needs of businesses. 

Increasingly, more sophisticated and complex technology is being made available to 
individual users who can design and implement more of their own applications and 
programs. The result is a growing demand for computer support specialists, help-desk 
personnel, and technical consultants. Likewise, the explosive growth in electronic 
commerce-doing business on the World Wide Web-and the continuing need to 
build and maintain databases that store critical information on customers, inventory, 
and projects is fueling demand for database administrators current on the latest 
technology. 

College graduates with a bachelor's degree in computer science, computer 
engineering, information science, or management information systems should also 
enjoy favorable prospects for employment, particularly if they have supplemented 
their formal education with practical experience. Because employers continue to seek 
computer professionals who can combine strong technical skills with good 
interpersonal and business skills, graduates with non-computer science degrees, who 
have had courses in computer programming, systems analysis, and other information 
technology areas, should also continue to find jobs as computer professionals. In fact, 
individuals with the right experience and training can work in a computer-related 
occupation regardless of their major or level of formal education. 

Median annual earnings of computer systems analysts were $52, 180 in 1998. The 
middle 50 percent earned between $40,570 and $74,180 a year. The lowest 10 percent 
earned less than $32,470 and the highest 10 percent earned more than $87,810. 
Median annual earnings in the industries employing the largest numbers of computer 
systems analysts in 1997 were: 

Telephone communications 
Federal Government 
Computer and data processing services 
State government, except education and hospitals 
Colleges and universities 

$63,300 
56,900 
51,000 
43,500 
38,400 

Median annual earnings of computer engineers were $61,910 in 1998. The middle 50 
percent earned between $46,240 and $80,500. The lowest 10 percent earned less than 
$37, 150 and the highest 10 percent earned more than $92,850. Median annual 
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earnings in the industries employing the largest numbers of computer engineers in 
1997 were: 

Computer and office equipment $63,700 

Measuring and controlling devices 62,000 

Management and public relations 59,000 

Computer and data processing services 56,700 

Guided missiles, space vehicles, and parts 49,500 

Median annual earnings of database administrators were $47,980 in 1998. The middle 
50 percent earned between $36,440 and $69,920. The lowest 10 percent earned less 
than $28,320 and the highest 10 percent earned more than $86,200. Median annual 
earnings of database administrators employed in computer and data processing 
services in 1997 were $49,000. 

Median annual earnings of all other computer scientists were $46,670 in 1998. The 
middle 50 percent earned between $34,290 and $70,250. The lowest 10 percent earned 
less than $26,690 and the highest 10 percent earned more than $87, 730. Median 
annual earnings of all other computer scientists employed in computer and data 
processing services were $46,500 and in personnel supply services, $33,600 in 1997. 

Starting salaries for computer scientists or computer engineers with a bachelor's 
degree can be significantly higher than starting salaries of bachelor's degree graduates 
in many other fields. According to the National Association of Colleges and 
Employers, starting salary offers for graduates with a bachelor's degree in computer 
engineering averaged about $45,700 in 1999; those with a master's degree, $58, 700. 
Starting offers for graduates with a bachelor's degree in computer science averaged 
about $44,600; in computer programming, about $40,800; in information sciences, 
about $38,900; and in management information systems, $41,800 in 1999. Offers for 
those with the bachelor's degree vary by functional area for all types of employers, as 
shown in the following tabulation. 

Hardware design and development $45,900 

Software design and development 45,600 

Information systems 41,600 

Systems analysis and design 41,100 
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ii. Companies interviewing on campus for CNS graduates 
(from FSU Placement Office) and position titles 

ASG Renaissance; Southfield, Mi 

Auto Owners; Lansing, Mi 

Berrian County ISD; Berrian Springs, Mi 

Compuware Corp; Farmington Hills, Mi 

General Motors-Manufacturing; Detroit, Mi 

Howmet Corporation; Whitehall, Mi 

Johnson Controls-Holland; Ho11and, Mi 

Lincoln Electric; Cleveland, Oh 

MedStat; Ann Arbor, Mi 

Meijer; Grand Rapids, Mi 

National City; Cleveland, Oh 

Schoolzone Publishing; Grand Haven, Mi 

Siemens; Buffalo Grove; Ill 

State Farm; Bloomington, III 

Engineer 
Network Engineer 
Software Engineer 

Web Developer 

Assoc Actuarial Tech 
Programmer 

Program Analyst 

Multiple Positions 

Production Supervision 
Quality Engineering 

Information Tech Training 

Computer Information 

Staff Engineer 

Data Base Support Specialist 
Information Systems Pro 
Installation Programmer 

Information Technology 

Information Technology 

Multimedia Programmer 
Technical Specialist 

Design Engineer 

Command Center Tech 
Financial Bus Analyst 

Networking Technician 
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2) EET GRADUATES: 

Electrical and electronics engineers specialize in different areas such as power 
generation, transmission, and distribution; communications; computer electronics; and 
electrical equipment manufacturing-or a subdivision of these areas-industrial robot 
control systems or aviation electronics, for example. Electrical and electronics engineers 
design new products, write performance requirements, and develop maintenance 
schedules. They also test equipment, solve operating problems, and estimate the time and 
cost of engineering projects. 

Electrical and electronics engineers held about 357,000 jobs in 1998, making it the 
largest branch of engineering. Most jobs were in engineering and business consulting 
firms, government agencies, and manufacturers of electrical and electronic equipment, 
industrial machinery, and professional and scientific instruments. Communications and 
utilities firms, manufacturers of aircraft and guided missiles, and computer and data 
processing services firms accounted for most of the remaining jobs. 

California, Texas, New York, and New Jersey-states with many large electronics 
firms-employ over one-third of all electrical and electronics engineers. 

Electrical and electronics engineering graduates should have favorable job opportunities. 
The number of job openings resulting from employment growth and the need to replace 
electrical engineers who transfer to other occupations or leave the labor force is expected 
to be in rough balance with the supply of graduates. Employment of electrical and 
electronics engineers is expected to grow faster than the average for all occupations 
through 2008. 

Projected job growth stems largely from increased demand for electrical and electronic 
goods, including computers and communications equipment. The need for electronics 
manufacturers to invest heavily in research and development to remain competitive and 
have a scientific edge will provide openings for graduates who have learned the latest 
technologies. Opportunities for electronics engineers in defense-related firms should 
improve as aircraft and weapons systems are upgraded with improved navigation, 
control, guidance, and targeting systems. However, job growth is expected to be fastest in 
services industries-particularly consulting firms that provide electronic engineering 
expertise. 

Median annual earnings of electrical and electronics engineers were $62,660 in 1998. The 
middle 50 percent earned between $47,080 and $80,160. The lowest 10 percent earned 
less than $38,470 and the highest 10 percent earned more than $91,490. Median annual 
earnings in the industries employing the largest numbers of electrical and electronics 
engineers in 1997 were: 

Federal government 
Computer and office equipment 
Electronic components and accessories 
Communications equipment 
Engineering and architectural services 

$68,000 
67,100 
59,900 
59,400 
58,900 

According to a 1999 salary survey by the National Association of Colleges and 
Employers, bachelor's degree candidates in electrical and electronics engineering 
received starting offers averaging about $45,200 a year; master's degree candidates, 
$57,200; and Ph.D. candidates, $70,800. 
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i. Companies interviewing on campus for EET graduates 
(from FSU Placement Office) and position titles 

Applied Manufacturing Technologies; Auburn Hills, Mi 

ASG Renaissance; Troy, Mi 

Compuware Corp ; Farmington, Mi 

Denso Manufacturing; Battle Creek, Mi 

Detroit Diesel; Detroit, Mi 

General Motors-Manufacturing ; Detriot, Mi 

Granger Electric Co; Lansing, Mi 

IIT Industries; Odessa, Mi 

Johnson Controls-Milwaukee, Wi 

Johnson Controls-Holland; Holland, Mi 

Mears/CPG, LLC; Rosebush, Mi 

Seimens; Buffalo Grove, Ill 

TRAM, INC; Plymouth, Mi 

Trane Company; Rushville, In 

Trane West Michigan; Grand Rapids, Mi 

Triple S Plastics; Vicksburg, Mi 

United McGill Corporation; Groveport, Oh 

3) SUMMARY 

Controls Engineer 
Simulation Specialist 

Engineer 

Multiple positions 

Electrical Engineer 

Electrical Engineer 

Production Supervisor 
Quality Engineer 

Field Service Tech 

Electronic Engineer intern 

Application Engineer 
System Application Engineer 

Technical Sales Engineer 

Electrical Engineer 

Electrical Engineer 

Design Engineer 

Electrical Engineer 

Electrical Engineer 

DDC Technician 

Automation Technician 

Sales Associate 
Sales Engineer 

According to projections from the Bureau of Labor Statistics Occupational Outlook 
Handbook, employment opportunities for the graduates of the CNS, IET, and BET 
programs will continue to be above average for the next several years. Employers 
interviewing on campus also show a demand for the graduates especially the BS degree 
graduates. It appears that the BET & CNS Department is doing an above average job of 
preparing the students for employment in their field. 
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Evaluation of Facilities and Equipment 

I. In the past, two Minor Capital Improvement Project Requests, an Academic Equipment Request List, 
and a Strategic Plan List have been compiled concerning facilities and equipment needed in the BET & 
CNS Dept. Those lists are included at the end of this section of this report, and the improvements and 
equipment are still needed. 

2. The EET & CNS Dept. consists of most of the 4th floor of the Swan building. The hallway walls and 
floor were recently painted and repaired. All classrooms and labs need remodeling. This is reportedly a 
bond initiative on campus. 

3. The fact that faculty offices are in Johnson Hall and classrooms are on Swan 4th floor makes it very 
difficult to transport faculty materials to classes and labs when faculty have multiple classes back-to-back. 
Every effort should be made to locate faculty offices, classrooms, and labs in the same building in the 
future. 

4. The elevators in the Swan building are on the wrong end of the building. The West entrance to Swan 
has become the main entrance, and the elevators are on the East end of the building. This makes the BET 
& CNS Dept. inaccessible to visitors and inconvenient for students and faculty. The elevators should be 
moved to the West end of the building as part of any remodeling of Swan. 

5. Most rooms on the floor are not air conditioned and in August and September the heat is sometimes 
unbearable. Air conditioning is addressed in the Minor Capital Improvement Project Request dated 
1/18/2001. 

6. The heating in most rooms/labs is not consistent; it is either too hot or too cold and when the heat is on it 
so noisy that the lecturer cannot be heard. 

7. The computer network infrastructure needs to be replaced with a faster, more reliable system. 

8. Lab signs projecting perpendicularly from above the doors of each lab should be installed to identify 
labs to students and visitors. Suggested names would be: 

Swan 401 = ECAD Lab 
Swan 403 = CNS Lab 
Swan 406 = PLC Lab 
Swan 408 = General/Open/Digital Lab 
Swan 411 = Communications/Controls Lab 
Swan 413 = Machines Lab 
Swan 416 =1st Year Lab 
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9. A summary of the EET & CNS Department room usage and some of their deficiencies follows. Some 
of these deficiencies are on the Minor Capital Improvement Project Requests, Academic Equipment 
Request List, and Strategic Plan List at the end of this section of this report. 

Swan 401: 
This is the ECAD lab and has state-of-the-art furnishings and equipment. 

Swan402: 
This is the technician's office and equipment repair area. 

Swan403: 
This is the CNS lab. The University awarded the Computer Networks and Systems program $27,650 to 
purchase furniture for this laboratory in 1999. Nearly all computers, network equipment, and software used 
in the lab have been obtained through industrial donation or as recovered used equipment. The nature of 
the labs, require students to assemble, disassemble, load software, and build networks utilizing lab 
computers. The recovered, non-consortium equipment works well for these applications. 

Swan404: 
This is the larger of two lecture rooms in the department. It has the following deficiencies: 
t. Noclock 
2. Unusable shades on the windows make it hard to see the white board, videos, overheads, etc. 
3. The room needs a permanent VCR, computer projection system. This is priority item 21 on the 
Academic Equipment Request List. Presently, carts must be wheeled in each time a VCR is shown, and 
there is only one monitor on the cart. A shared computer projection system must be scheduled and wheeled 
in anytime a computer presentation is made. 

Swan405: 
This is the EEr & CNS and the MET offices. 

Swan406: 
This is a PLC and Related's lab. It has the following deficiencies: 
I. Two of the lab benches are not wired to the master shut-off switch for the lab. 
2. This lab needs 3 phase power brought down to the benches. 
3. The stools are very old and many are in need of repair. 
4. A ceiling is needed to hide unsightly pipes and wiring. 
5. The emergency power shut-off is a recessed button and should be replaced with a mushroom button. 

Swan408: 
This is the general purspos/open/digital lab. 
I. A ceiling is needed to hide unsightly pipes and wiring. 
2. The emergency power shut-off buttons are recessed and should be replaced with mushroom buttons. 

Swan 409: 
This is the faculty and students work/break room. 
I. Some faculty have questioned the benefit of having this be a student work/break room, and feel the 
entire room should be dedicated to a faculty work/break/conference room. 
2. A small whiteboard should be installed on the South wall of the faculty break room. 

Swan411: 
This is the communications/controls lab. It has the following deficiencies: 
I. When the heater is on it is too noisy to lecture. 
2. Noclock. 
3. The North wall needs painted. 
4. Either the bench table tops need refinished and the metal parts repainted, or the benches need to be 
replaced by larger more up-to-date benches. 
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5. The stools are old and many are in need ofrepair. 
6. A ceiling is needed to hide unsightly pipes and wiring. 
7. The emergency power shut-off is a recessed button and should be replaced with a mushroom button. 
8. The window shades need to be repaired/replaced. 
9. The chalk board should be replaced with a whiteboard to reduce dust in the lab. 

Swan412: 
This is a faculty resource/storage/printed circuit board fabrication room. 
I . This room needs a general cleanup and obsolete items need to be thrown away. 

Swan 413: 
This is the machines lab. It has the following deficiencies. 
I. The old Hampton machine needs the main rheostat repaired. 
2. All Hampton machines need their meters calibrated. This is presently in progress. 
3. The old Hampton machine needs its stall pin repaired. 
4. The stools are old and many are in need of repair. 
5. A ceiling is needed to hide unsightly pipes and wiring. 
6. The emergency power shut-off is a recessed button and should be replaced with a mushroom button. 
7. The chalkboard should be replaced by a whiteboard. 
8. The Crow machines have not been used in at least 15 years and should be discarded. 

Swan415: 
This is the smaller of two lecture rooms in the department. It has the following deficiencies. 
1. This lecture room is too small for the number of students usually scheduled into it. Screen 1 Cl of the 
SIS+ mainframe computer lists the capacity of this room as 26, but there are only 12 student tables that do 
not face the wall, making the maximum capacity 24 students. Even with 24 students, the students are 
shoulder-to-shoulder at the tables making testing without the possibility of cheating impossible. The 
instructor cannot get between the rows of tables to hand out papers, etc. The overhead projector cannot be 
positioned far enough away from the white board. The maximum occupancy of this room needs to be re-
evaluated. 
2. Unusable shades on the windows make it hard to see the white board, videos, overheads, etc. 
3. When the heater is on it is too noisy to lecture. 

Swan 416: 
This is the 1st year lab. It has the following deficiencies. 
I. Missing shades on the windows make it hard to see the black board, videos, overheads, etc. 
2. The stools are old and many are in need of repair. 
3. A ceiling is needed to hide unsightly pipes and wiring. 
4. The emergency power shut-off is a recessed button and should be replaced with a mushroom button. 
The power on switch should be a keyed switch like the other labs. 

Please see Appendix F for more detailed facilities and equipment needs. 
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CURRICULUM EVALUATION 

Evaluating the curriculum centers on answering the question of whether or not the curriculum 
meets the needs of industry. This question will can be answered in terms the work history of our 
graduates, the judgment of the program advisory committee, and evaluation by accreditation 
organizations. The following will be considered: 

Are our graduates being hired into the appropriate positions ? 

Are employers that hired our graduates satisfied with our graduate's performance as demonstrated 
by salary increases, promotions and increased job responsibilities? 

--Again, the faculty has responded well to the committee suggestions. The courses offered 
provide and excellent base and the multi-path program allows the student to "channel" the 
education to their interests. 

--The faculty has done an excellent job in obtaining equipment but the equipment will always 
lag behind that in use by industry. 

--Equipment used in the program is of the same quality and type used in industry. The test 
equipment ranges from older equipment still used in industry to state of the art test equipment. 
New equipment is purchased as budget permits. Up-keep on test equipment is better since a 
technician was hired. 

--Preparation is good but many of the graduates don't aim high enough. They are better than 
they think. As interns they may be underused, that's an industry problem. Faculty should 
encourage interns and graduates to look at positions that challenge them and that doesn't 
make them into bench technicians. Easy to say, hard to accomplish if industry exposure is 
limited. JET may have an advantage here. 

--The programs do an excellent job preparing the students for industry. 

What is the program advisory committee opinion with respect to the program curriculum ? 

What was the outcome of accreditation evaluations ? 

CNS PROGRAM 

The CNS Program is a relatively new program that first admitted students the fall semester of 1996. The 
program has graduated 12 students thus far. The placement rate of our CNS graduates is 100 % and 
graduates have obtained appropriate positions in their field of study. Many graduates have positions with 
"engineer" in their titles, even with "only" an engineering technology degree. 

Based on graduate surveys, starting salaries have been acceptable and graduates are making progress in 
their careers in short order. One graduate is pursuing a master's degree full;time while being fully 
compensated by his employer. 100 % of the graduates responding either strongly agree or agree to the 
statement" I would recommend the CNS program to others". 

The CNS faculty has done an excellent job in selecting the members of the CNS Advisory Committee. The 
CNS Advisory Committee is very active in supporting the CNS program in terms of curriculum 
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recommendations and feedback on faculty proposed curriculum changes. The CNS faculty and curriculum 
must continue to keep pace with rapidly developing computer and network technologies. Many curriculum 
and course updates have been made since the start of the CNS program in 1996. Currently, a proposal 
exists that will strengthen the first two years of the curriculum by incorporating Cisco Network Academy 
materials. The change will enable better articulation with high schools that have joined the Academy. The 
resulting increase in network courses and their targeted sequence is also expected to reduce first year 
attrition. This proposal has strong support from the CNS Advisory Committee. 

Computer Networks and Systems also utilizes many CIS courses in order to increase campus efficiencies 
and a provide our students broader experience. 

The following comments are taken from Section 6 - Industrial Advisory Committee Perceptions for the 
CNS Program: 

A solid curriculum that appears to provide an excellent and broad gauge education. I like the 
fundamentals being taught. 

I have seen very bright student pass through your program 

I have had very good luck wit the two graduates that I have hired. Ferris has prepared them to 
learn. Both graduates have indicated that the real world learning curve was substantial they started 
at Dow Corning. The planned incorporation of the Cisco Network Academy should help provide a 
more detailed network understanding. 

The program seems to attract a good grade of student that makes a good graduate 

The person that we have worked with was very competent 

Program is right on track and needs to keep its flexibility. 

JET and EET Programs 

Most of the IET graduates continue on into the 2+2 BS-EET program. Therefore, very little data 
is available on IET graduates that do not continue into the BS-EET program. For this reason, the 
IET curriculum can not be evaluated separately. Since the IET program comprises the first two 
years of the BS-EET program, it is indirectly evaluated when evaluating the BS-EET program. 

Since the last program review the placement rate of our BS-EET graduates has consistently been 
90+ % and graduates have obtained appropriate positions in their field of study. Many graduates 
have positions with "engineer" in their titles, even with "only" an engineering technology degree. 

Based on graduate surveys, starting salaries have been acceptable and in general graduates appear 
to be making normal progress in their careers. Several graduates have indicated they are pursuing 
graduate work and one graduate has his own engineering company. 97 % of graduates responding 
either strongly agree or agree to the statement "I would recommend the BS-EET program to 
others". 
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The IET/EET Advisory Committee is asked on a regular basis to submit suggestions on 
curriculum improvements. The advisory committee is asked for their opinion with respect to 
curriculum changes proposed by the faculty. Appropriate curriculum and course changes have 
been made since the last program review. 

The following comments are taken from Section 6 - Industrial Advisory Committee Perceptions 
for IET, and BS-EET Programs : 
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Enrollment Trends for EET & CNS Department 

The CNS, IET, and BET enrollment for the past five years is shown below. The CNS program 
was started in 1996 The EET program was started in 1984. The IET program has been on campus 
for over 30 years. 

On campus enrollment CNS, IET, and EET (Regular/Pre-tech): 
1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-1999 

CNS 17/2 43/8 6015 

IET 56125 47116 40/24 

EET 90/2 92/2 98/l 

Data taken from Fact Book 2000-2001 published by FSU 

Off campus enrollment CNS, IET, and EET: 
There is no off campus enrollment. 

On campus enrollment COT: 
1996-1997 

2238 

1997-1998 

2204 

1998-99 

2234 

Data taken from Fact Book 2000-2001 published by FSU 

Off campus enrollment COT: 
1996-1997 

273 

1997-1998 

236 

1998-99 

212 

Data taken from Fact Book 2000-2001 published by FSU 

On campus enrollment FSU: 
1996-1997 

9495 

1997-1998 

9468 

1998-99 

9651 
Data taken from Fact Book 2000-2001 published by FSU 

GRADUATION AND PLACEMENT 

Graduates for CNS, IET, and EET: 

1999-2000 2000-2001 

70/15 64/22 

35/15 43/21 

69/2 76/1 

1999-2000 2000-2001 

2224 2356 

1999-2000 2000-2001 

196 197 

1999-2000 2000-2001 

9668 9847 

1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-99 1999-2000 2000-2001 

CNS 0 3 2 5 

IET 22 18 24 16 17 

EET 6 17 11 11 19 
Data taken form Administrative Program Review: 2000 
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Placement for CNS, JET, and EET graduates (in percent): 
1996-1997 1997-1998 1998-99 1999-2000 2000-2001 

CNS NA NA 100 100 ? 

IET 100 100 100 100 ? 

EET NA 100 100 100 ? 
Data taken form Administrative Program Review: 2000 

CAPACITY 

The capacities of the programs (CNS/IET/EET) are 88/56/48. The combined IET/EET program capacity is 
104 students (analysis performed in February, 2001). 

The number of faculty is the primary limiting factor. Other minor factors are the ability to schedule our lab 
and lecture courses in conjunction with our other required courses and the lack of three phase power in 
some of our labs. 

ANALYSIS OF ON CAMPUS ENROLLMENT TRENDS 

The available enrollment date indicates a relative stability with growth in the CNS program. The outlook 
for the future indicates that demand for CNS and EET graduates should provide a stable or increasing 
enrollment for the CNS & BET department. While IET has shown a slight decline, new and increased 
recruiting efforts can benefit the enrollment numbers. A proposal to implement Cisco Network Academy 
materials will reduce attrition and draw additional students into the CNS program. Introduction of Motion 
Control and PLC network communications will also enhance the enrollment numbers in the EET program. 
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Program Productivity for EET & CNS Department 

Program productivity measures Student Credit Hours (SCH) and Full Time Equivalent Faculty 
(FfEF) assigned to the program and the ratio (SCH/FfEF) of credit hours generated by the faculty 
teaching in courses with a specific identifying prefix. Electronic Computer and Networks Systems 
courses are identified with the prefix ECNS and Electrical and Electronic Engineering Technology 
courses are identified with the prefix BEET. There is no separate identifier for IET courses. The 
BEET prefix also identifies courses taught to other majors (Related). A high SCH/FIEF ratio 
indicates that many credit hours are "produced" per faculty. Courses taught in a mass lecture 
without laboratory sections usually have the best SCH/FfEF ratio. All BEET courses have 
laboratory sections and all but one of the ECNS courses have laboratory sections. 

SCWFTEF ratio for FSU, COT, ECNS, and EEET: 
1995/96 1996/97 1997/98 1998/99 1999/2000 

FSU 464 447 442 457 

COT 339 333 323 330 

ECNS NA 221 120 170 

EEET 361 319 313 342 

ECNS+EEET 361 314 292 323 

IET,EET and Related courses all have an EEET course prefvc. 
Data taken from Degree Program Costs 1998-1999, FSU 

The SCH/FTEF ratio for the BEET and (ECNS + BEET) are very close to the COT average. The 
CNS program is quite new and is showing an increase from 1997 to 2000. Several BEET prefix 
courses are taken by CNS students. 

The program costs for CNS, IET, and EET are shown below. FSU and COT costs are shown for a 
comparison .. 

Average Average Average TOTAL 
Instructor Department Dean's COST/ 
Cost/SCH Cost/SCH Cost/SCH SCH 

FSU $132.12 $35.81 $14.97 $182.90 

COT $152.95 $45.75 $15.33 $214.03 

CNS $191.17 $42.14 $14.30 $247.61 

IET $153.04 $46.63 $15.74 $215.40 

BET $175.47 $29.62 $14.30 $219.87 

The IET and EET costs are very close to the COT average with the CNS costs being approximately 15% 
above COT average. The CNS average is 23rd out of 183 programs, IET is 48th out of 183 programs and 
BET is 461h out of 183 programs. Courses taught to not-ECNS and BEET majors (Related courses) are 

approximately 30% to 40% of the class load and are also in the IET and EET numbers. 

454 

331 

184 

325 

306 
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A. Introduction 

The BET & CNS Department provides valuable services to the student, College of Technology, 
Ferris State University, and the State of Michigan through its offering of the BS-CNS, AAS-JET, 
and BS-EET degrees. The BS-CNS has been offered for 5 years. The AAS-IET has been offered 
for. The BS-EET has been offered for 17 years. The computers, communications, and controls 
that are taught are indeed the head, nerves, and muscles of the industrial sector of this nation. 
Each measure for all degrees shows a positive impact is being made with these degrees. 

B. Conclusions 

The graduate surveys conducted show graduates of all programs enjoy excellent employment, 
compensation, and career growth opportunities. They are, as a group, well satisfied with the 
professional preparation provided by the program. A concern in the CNS program voiced by the 
graduates is the lack of a strong networking component in the program. Curriculum updates have 
already been made to address this issue. In addition, a curriculum proposal for further changes to 
the program is currently in the system to address this concern. 

The employer survey response, in all three programs, was lower than expected. The newer BS• 
CNS program has not yet produced a significant number of graduates. Most students of the IET 
program continue into the BS-EET program and there are few current employers of IET 
graduates. The response for the BS-EET program was also lower than expected. This was a 
surprise and action needs to be taken to improve the response rate. 

The present student surveys show similar results for all three programs. The material presented, 
pace of the courses, relevance of material, and course difficulty are all rated above average. 
However, the laboratory equipment rated average or below in quality and condition. The 
availability of reference material was also rated average or below but with the opening of FLITE, 
this concern should be eased. 

The faculty perceptions were less than neutral when responding to questions about the 
administration, quality of students, and facilities/equipment. Of particular note, all responding 
faculty strongly felt that there was inadequate funds for professional development and release time 
for course development. There is also strong concern that the facilities need upgrading with new 
floor covering, ceilings, paint, and laboratory furniture. Some work has recently been done, but it 
is inadequate to solve the problem. 

The industrial advisory boards strongly support the faculty, curriculum, and programs. The 
biggest concern is keeping the programs and equipment current with industry practice by having 
up-to-date equipment in the labs, especially the CNS lab. Most respondents felt that the quality of 
the graduates is high and that stressing fundamentals and flexibility are important to a graduate's 
success in the workplace. 

Labor market demand for graduates in BS-CNS, AAS-IET, and BS-BET is excellent. According 
to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, demand for graduates in the computer and electronics fields will 
continue to be strong for the next several years. Based on information from the Ferris State 
Placement office, nearly 100% of all graduates in the department get jobs in the field or go on for 
continuing education. 
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Facilities and equipment are a major concern to faculty. Some minor painting and floor covering 
has been done over the past several years. The perception of prospective students and their 
parents when touring the laboratories is one of surprise. Some find it difficult to believe we have 
an up-t<Hlate curriculum in such old looking facilities. 

The curriculum in all three programs is strong and reviewed often. The BS-EET program is TAC-
ABET accredited and has minor curriculum proposal changes pending. The BS-CNS program 
currently has a proposal in the college curriculum committee for consideration of adding 
networking courses as strongly suggested by the students, industrial advisory committee and 
employers. 

Enrollments in the IET and BS-EET have been up and down over the past years. Attrition has 
been a problem in the IET and CNS programs but no more so than other similar programs around 
the country or other COT programs. SLA classes are offered in the freshman year and tutoring is 
offered by a student professional organization (IEEE) for most freshman and sophomore classes in 
the department. The BS-CNS program has seen very good growth since starting. Fall of 2001 
saw the largest class with 48 students. The current curriculum proposal should address some of 
the attrition problem with this program and also make the program appealing to a better-prepared 
student. 

Productivity in all programs is very near the average for the College of Technology. Most faculty 
are teaching at the maximum load with some overload. There has been some fluctuation due to 
student population but the cost per student credit hour and the SCH/FfEF ratio is near the average 
for the College of Technology. 

It should be noted that the EET &CNS department provides several classes to other programs in 
the COT including Welding, Plastics, Elastomer, HV AC, Product Design, Mechanical, and 
Manufacturing. These programs recognize the importance of electrical and industrial automation 
skills in their programs. About 50% of the students who take classes in the EET and CNS 
department are from other COT programs. These courses make up approximately 30% to 35% of 
the faculty load in both fall and winter semesters. Between 150 and 175 non-department students 
will take classes in both fall and winter semesters. These student numbers are not reflected in our 
enrollment figures. All Related courses have laboratory components associated with them. 

Overall, the CNS, IET, and EET programs are going very well. There are concerns within the 
programs that are being addressed by on-going proposals. Support from all constituents is strong 
and this support is reflected in each of the programs. 

The BS-CNS program, though relatively new, is a highly innovation and timely addition to Ferris 
State University. It is unique in combining hardware skills and software expertise to give students 
the edge in working with the computerized products, systems, and information networks of today 
and tomorrow. The BS-EET program here at Ferris is the only TAC-ABET accredited EET 
program in West Michigan and is one of only three in the entire state. This region of West 
Michigan is a powerhouse of manufacturing capability, which includes nearly 11,000 
manufacturing companies. 

The EET & CNS Department is right on target with regard to the implementation of the FSU 
vision statement adopted by the Board of Trustees in 1997 in that we do provide opportunities for 
innovation learning in career-oriented, technological and professional education. 
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Recommendations for IET/EEET and CNS Programs 

The BET and CNS Department makes a strong contribution to the College of Technology, FSU, 
and the State with the IET, EET, and CNS programs. From the data presented in this document, 
the following recommendations are proposed as a means to maintain and enhance the quality of 
those programs: 

l) Provide additional funding to the department for faculty development 

2) Obtain administrative approval of the curriculum proposal to increase the 
networking component of the CNS program. 

3) Provide funds to update lab facilities with new lab benches, seating, floor 
coverings, and ceilings. 

4) Improve efforts to keep labs updated with state of the art equipment to provide 
students with an educational experience more like the ''real world". 

5) Increase marketing efforts to draw a student that is better prepared to succeed in 
the demanding programs offered. 

6) Complete curriculum proposal to streamline the set of courses offered to non-
majors from other COT programs. 

7) Complete CNS curriculum proposal that incorporates Cisco Academy course 
material. 

8) Develop a comprehensive data base to track alumni and their employers to 
improve efforts at improving our programs. 

9) Provide realistic full office staffing levels and support for the programs. 

10) Need more technician time than is provided. Equipment repair, calibration, and 
fabrication are inadequate. 
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Following is the Program Review Panels 
Evaluation of each of the programs: 

PRP Evaluation Form Results 
tudent Perception of Instruction 3.86 3.86 
tudent Satisfaction with Program 3.93 3.86 
dvlsory Committee Perceptions of Program 4.29 3.86 

;~ ~, /' Demand for Graduates 4.86 3.57 
' ~~: i • , Use of Information on Labor Market 4.00 3.14 
.... ~~~f .:~: se of Professional / Industry Standards 3.86 3.43 

/'.\j:![;~; · ,,~~~ Use of Student Follow-up Information 3.29 3.00 
Relevance of Supportive Courses 4.00 4.00 

uallflcatlons of Administrators and Supervisors 3.29 3.57 
nstructlonal Staffing 4.29 4.57 , . 

~:f.~~t;:;~ .. : ~~~~ ~ ~~ acllltles 2.86 2.86 
hedullng of Instructional Facilities 4.00 4.14 

1~~~H Equipment 2.57 2.71 
daptlon of Instruction 3.57 3.86 
dequate and Availablllty of Instructional Materials 
nd Supplies 2.86 3.00 

3.86 
4.00 
4.00 
5.00 
3.71 
4.00 
3.57 
3.86 
3.29 
4.14 
3.14 
4.14 
3.00 
3.86 

3.00 
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FERRISSTATEUNIVERSITV 
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY 

COMPUTER NETWORKS AND SYSTEMS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 

Curriculum Guide Sheet 

StudentName ---------------- StudentLD. --------

NOTE1 Moetln1 the requlremeat1 for graduotlon Indicated on Ibis sheet Is the respoaslblllty of the student. All general 
education requirement• for this degree 11 oulllned 111 the curreat unlvenlty cataloa must be satisfied (see catalog). The 
11uden111 advisor must be consulted each semuter before reghterlng. ECNS & EEET eoursu are offered and/or run based 
upon faeulty avalloblllty and sufficient student alpup and/or enrollment. T•e student may NOT be able to schedule some 
combinations of track electlve.s. All prerequisites & corequlsltes, current and eumulatlve, must be satisfied or bave Depart• 
men! Chair waiver 10 take a courae. 

IST YEAR· FALL SEMESTER 

BBET 110 IET Technical Prep 
EEBT 114 Bleclric Circuits I 
MATH 116 Int. Algeb11 & Numerics) Trigonometry 
BNOL ISO English I 
Elective Cullural Enrichment --

2ND VEAR· FALL SEMESTER 

BEET 210 Communication Circuits 
EEBT 212 Digital 2 
ISYS 204 Visual Basic Pro8flmmlng 
PHYS 211 lntrcductory Physics I 
ENOL 250 English 2 

3RD YEAR· FALL SEMESTER 

BCNS 311 High Level Programming 
BCNS 310 C++ Programming Applications 
BCNS 312 Control Networks 
MATH 216 Applied Calculus 
PHYS 212 Introductory Physics 2 
BNOL 311 Advanced Technical Writing 

4TH YEAR· FALL SEMESTER 

BCNS 412 Real Time Operaling Systems 
EBBT 412 Advanced Digital I 
EBBT 418 Project Management 

Track Course 
Social Awareness 

ldmmunls:•fl1n1 It!sk 

EllllT 411 Advanced Communications I 
EBET 421 Advanced Communications 2 

IDslDJidal A1ttm1Usin Itask 
BEET 413 Electrical Power and Machines 
lll!l!T 423 Industrial Automation Controls 

5101 
pm/ckshOlf/ecns 

3 __ 
4 __ 

4 
3== 3 __ 

3 __ 
4 __ 
3 __ 
4 __ 
3 __ 

2 __ 
1 __ 
3 __ 
4 __ 
4 __ 
3 __ 

4 4--
2-
4 __ 

3 --

4 __ 
4 

4 __ 
4 __ 

I ST YEAR· WIN1'ER SEMESTER 

BBBT 121 Electronics I 4 __ 

BEET 12-2 Digital· I 4 __ 

BBET 124 Blectric CircuilS 2 4 
MATH 126 Algebra & Analytic Trigonometry 4== 

2ND YEAR· WINTER SEMESTER 

ECNS 221 PC Data Acquisition and Conlrol 3 __ 
EEET 222 Mlcracomputcr Applications 

4 __ 

!SYS 310 Networking Administration 3 __ 
COMM 121 Fundarnentah of Public Speaking 3 __ 
Elective __ Social Awarenes• 3 __ 

3RD YEAR-WINTER SEMESTER 

ECNS 321 Network Theory and Testins 3 __ 

!SYS 312 Advanced c++ Programming 3 --ISVS __ Blcctive (List on Reverse Side) 3 __ 
MATH 226 Fourier Serles & Applied Differontial Bqns. 4 __ 
Elective __ Cultural Enrichment (200+) 3 __ 

3RD YEAR· SUMMER SEMESTER 

BEBT 393 Internship 4 --
4TH YEAR- WINTER SEMESTER 

BEBT 422 Advanced Digital 2 4 --BEET 428 Senior Project 2 
__ Track Course 4== 

ru.ciiVe__ Cultural Enrichment 3 __ 
Elective __ Social Awareness (300-400) 3 --

Emlu1dd1d 5):&f11m1 IHs:k 

ECNS 410 Digital Signal ProcelSing 4 __ 

BCNS 421 Embedded Computer Systems 4 

lnfm:m1Shm §.x!WD! IIISk* 

ISYS 31S JAVA for C+t- Programmers 3 
L'lYS 303 Systems Analysis Methods 3== 
!SYS Elective (Consult ycour advisor) 3 __ 

*This track also sol4fld ffl/ulrements for a CIS Minor. 
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FERRISSTATEUNIVERSITY 
COLLEGEOFTECHNOLOGY 

CURRICULUM REQUIREMENTS 
COMPUTER NETWORKS AND SYSTEMS 

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 

TECHNICAL 

llCNS 221 PC Data Acquisition and Control 
llCNS 310 C++ Programming Applications 
llCNS 311 HlghLcvclProgramming 
llCNS 312 Control Networks 
llCNS 321 Network Theory and Testing 
llCNS 412 Real Time Operating Systems 
EEEI' 110 IBTTechnical Prep 
EEEI' 114 Electric: Circuits l 
EEEI' 121 Electronics l 
EEEr 122 Digitall 
El!llT 124 Electric Circuits 2 
El!llT 210 Comnmnication Circuits 
B!B'f 212 Digi1al2 
fEBT 222 Microcomputer Applications 
EEEI' 393 Internship 
EEEI' 412 Advanced Digital l 
EEEI' 418 Project Management 
EEEI' 422 Advanced Digital 2 
l!liBI' 428 Senior Project 
T18Ck Courses 

T09hnjcal Related 
ISYS 204 VisualBuic Programming 
JSYS 310 NctworkingAdministration 
JSYS 312 AdvanccdC++ Programming 
EYS See adjacent list 

Iw;t i::m.111~1 
JD5 410 Digital Signal Processing 
JD5 421 Embedded Computer Systems 
B!B'I' 411 Advanced Communications 1 
llllET 413 Blectrical Power and Machlnes 
EEEI' 421 Advanced Communications 2 
EEEr 423 Industrial Automation Controls 
ISYS 315 JAVA fore++ Programmers 
ISYS 303 Systems Analysis Methods 

~I 
pmlcbhOlflcns 

CREDIT 
HOURS GENERAL EDUCATION 

CREDIT 
HOURS 

3 
1 
2 
3 
3 
4 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
2 
4 
2 

819 

3 
3 
3 
3 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 

(OVER) 

Communication Competence 
JN][. 150 English 1 3 
lNlL 250 English2 3 
EllGl, 311 Advanced Technical Writing 3 
COMM 121 Fundamentals of Public Speaking 3 

Scientific Urulerstandjng 
PHYS 211 Introductory Physics l 4 
PHYS 212 Introductory Physics 2 4 

Ouantitatiye Skills 
MATH 116 Int.Algebra&Num. Trigonometry 4 
MATH 126 Algebra /Jr, Analytic Trigonometry 4 
MATH 216 AppliedCalculus 4 
MATH 226 FourierSeries&Apl.DifferentialEqns 4 

Cul!ural Enrichnient 
Elective 
Elective (2-0o+) 

Social Awareness 
Elective 
Elective (300/400) 

ISXS ALLOWABLE ELECTIVES 

6 
3 

6 
3 

ISYS 200 Database Design & Implementation 3 
ISYS 202 Principles oflnfonnation Systems 3 
ISYS 303 Systems Analysis Methods 3 
ISYS 3-04 AdvancedVisualBasicProgramming 3 
ISYS 311 Infonnation Systems In Business 3 
ISYS 350 Teleconmrunications 3 
ISYS 369 Introduction to UNIX 3 
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FERRIS STATE UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY 

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 
ASSOCIATE IN APPLIED SCIENCE DEGREE 

Curriculum Guide Sheet 

STUDENT l.D. --------

Total semester hours required for graduation: 67 

NOTE: Meeting the requirements for graduation indicated on this sheet is the responsibility of the st.Iden!. All general education 
requirements for this degree as outlined in the current university catalog must be satisfied (see catalog). The student's advisor must be 
consulted each semester before registering. ECNS & EEET courses are offered and/or run based upon faculty availability and 
sufficient student sign up and/or enrollment. All prerequisites and corequisites, currently and cumulative, must be satisfied or have 
Department Chair waiver to take a course. 

FIRSTYEAR-FAIJ..SEMFSI'ER 
EEET 110 IBTTechnica\ Preparation 
EEET 114 Electric Circuits I 
MATH 116 lntennediateAlgebra &Numerical Trigonometry 
ENCI. ISO English 1 
____ CulturalEnrichmentElective 

FIRST YEAR- WINTER SEMESTER 
EE1lTI' 121 Electronics I 
EEEr 122 Digital I 
EE£f 124 Electric Circuits 2 
MATH 126 Algebra & Analytic Trigonometry 

SECOND YEAR - FALL SEMESTER 
EE&T 210 CommunicationCircuits 
EEEf 211 Electronics 2 
EEHT 212 Digital 2 
PHYS 211 Introductory Physics I 
8llGL 2SO English2 

SECOND YEAR - WINTER SEMESTER 
EEHT 221 Troubleshooting 
EEEf 222 Microprocessor Applications 
ECNS 221 PC Data Acquisition and Control 
EEHI' 224 Industrial Automation and Motors 

Social Awareness Elective 

S/01 
pm\ckshO lt\ccit 

(OVFR) 

CREDITS COMMENTSIGRADE 
3 
4 
4 
3 
3 

4 
4 
4 
4 

~ 

~ 

A 

A 

~ 

3 
4 
~ 

4 
3 
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FERRIS STATE UNIVERSITY 
COLI.EGE OF TECHNOLOGY 

CURRICULUM REQUIREMENTS 
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 

ASSOCIATE IN APPLIED TECHNOLOGY 

CREDITS 
TECHNICAL HOURS GENERAL EDUCATION 

EOIS 221 PC Data Acquisition and Control 3 ~11ni£ati2n ~ml!itl!lnce 
llEET 110 IETTechnical Preparation 3 ENGL ISO English 1 
EEET 114 Electric Circuits 1 4 ENGL 2SO English 2 
EfET 121 Electronics I 4 
EEET 122 Digital I 4 ~imitifu; Undm111Ddio& 
EEET 124 Electric Circuits 2 4 PHYS 211 Introductory Physics 1 
El3BT 210 Co111D111nicalion Circuits 3 
.llEEI' 211 Electronics 2 3 Quantitative Skills 
P.EBT 212 Digital2 4 MATH 116 Inter. Algebra & Nwn. Trig. 

CREDITS 
HOURS 

3 
3 

4 

4 
P.EBT 221 Troubleshootini; 3 MA TH 126 Algebra & Analytic Trigonometry 4 
EEET 222 Microprocessor Applications 4 
EEET 224 Industrial Automation and Motors 4 Cultural Enrichment 

Elective 3 

Social Awareness 
Elective 3 

5/01 (OVER) 
rm\ckshO 11\eeit 
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FERRIS STATE UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY 

ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 

Curriculum Guide Sheet 

STUDENTJ.D. --------

Total semester hours required for graduation: 68 beyond A.A.S. degree 

NOTE: Meeting the requirements for graduation indicated on this sheet is the responsibility of the student. All general education 
requirements for this degree as outlined in the current university catalog must be satisfied (sec catalog). There must be at least 40 
credits of courses with the 300 or above designator. The Industrial Automation track satisfies this requirement while the other tracks 
will require careful selection of courses. The student's advisor must be consulted each semester before registering. ECNS & BEET 
courses arc offered and/or run based upon faculty availability and sufficient student signup and/or enrollment. The student may NOT 
be able to schedule some combinations of track electives. All prerequisites & corcquisites, current and cumulative, must be satisfied or 
hnvc Department Chair waiver to take a course. 

THIRDYEAR-FAl,LSEMESTER 
__ __ EEET Track 

CREDITS 

MATH 216 
ENGL 311 

CAD Elective 
Applied Calculus (C- in MA TII 126 or equivalent) 
Advanced Technical Writing 
Chemistry or Physics Elective 

TlllRDYEAR-WINTERSEMESTER 
EEET Track 

EEET 121 NetworkAnalysis{MATH216;MATH226;co-req) 
MATH 226 FourierScries&ApplDiffercntial Equations (MATH 126) 
COMM 121 Fundamentals of Public Speaking 

d 
'\ 

A 

'\ 
4 

4 
'\ 

4 
~ 

-3 ____ Technical Science Elective 2 

THIRD YEAR - SUMMER SEMESTER 
ECEf 393 Internship {Senior status & department approval) 

FOURTHYEAR-FALLSF..MESTER 
EEET Track 

EEm' 418 
ECNS 311 

Project Management 
High Level Programming 
Directed Elective 
Cultural Enrichment Elective 
Social Awareness Elective 

mu1m1YJt:AR-WlNTERSEMESTER 
EEET Track 
Senior Project 
Technical Science Elective 
Cultural Enrichment Elective(200 orabove) 
Social Awareness Elective (300-400) 

4 

d 

2 
? 
.'\ 2 
3 
3 

4 
2 

2 .'\ 
3 
3 

COMMENTSIGRADE 

Students can fulfill the BEET Track requirements by choosing the Automation, Communications or Technology Integra-
tion, ormix. 

5/01 
pm/ckshOOf/ccet 

(OVER) 
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FERRIS STATE UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY 

CURRICULUM REQUIREMENTS 
ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGRE 

CREDIT 
ENJRYCRP'ERIA: GENERALEDUCATION (30credits) HOURS 

I. 
2. 
l 

Associate Degree in electronics related area. 
Meets requirement for Introductory Calculus. 

Communication Competence 
COMM 121 Fundamentals of Public Speaking 
eG, 311 Advanced Teclmical Writing 

3 
3 2.0 honor point average in Associate Degree work. 

CREDIT 
DSEE'f CORE REQUIREMENTS (13 credits) HOURS 

Scientific Understanding 
Chemistry or Physics Elective 4 

310 HighLevelPrognunming 
321 Network Analysis 
393 Internship 
418 Project Management 
428 Senior Project 

Industrial Automation** 
Track Reaairemenl! (8 credits) 
llllllT 413 Eleel. PO\\'l:r & Machines 4 
l!lll!T 423 Ind. Aulo Conlmls 4 

Trask Electives (8 credits) 
lltltrr 414 tnd. Process Comm. 4 
Elll!T 424 Ind. Molion Con1ml 4 

CAD Elecf!ves (3 credits) 
l!TEC 140 llnsinccrina OIOpbics 

Ted!nlql Science Elect!yes(4·6 nw.) 
Ml!CH 2SO Fluid Power 2 
MfOE JSJ Slllt. Quality Control 3 

Dlrectrd E!tttlve (2..J credits) 
MFG~ 423 En9inccrin1 Economics 

·Quantitative Skills 2 
3 
4 
2 
2 

MATH 216 AppliedCalculus 4 
MATH 226 FourierSeries&Appl.Differen. EqlL 4 

Cultural Enrichment 
Electives 

Social Awareness 
Electives 

Communledons** 
Track Requirements (8 credits) 
l!EET 411 Adv. Communications I 4 
EllllT 421 Adv. Comniunicotions 2 4 

Track Electives (8 c1·edlls) 
EllllT 413 Elect. Power & Machines 4 
EEI!T 423 Ind. Auto. Controls 4 
l!EllT 412 Advanced Digital I 4 
Ellll1' 422 Advanced Digital 2 4 
ECNS 41 0 Digital Signal Processing 4 

ETEC 14 0 E11gincerins Graphics 3 
£lEF.T 312 Elec. Design Automation 3 

MECll 250 Fluid Power w/Controls 2 
MFOll 353 Suit. Quat. Conlrol 3 
MECll 340 Statics & Strengths 4 
MFGE 341 Quality Science Stat. 3 
MFOE 342 Sllltlslicol Process Eng. 1-3 
MECH 211 Fluid Mechanics 4 
MECH 223 Thermodynamics 3 

Tcchnologylntegration** 
Track Electives (16 credits): 

6 

6 

EEET 412 Advanced Digital I 4 
EEllT 422 Advanced Digital 2 4 
EEET 41 I Adv. Communications I 4 
El!ET 421 Adv. Communications 2 4 
E EET 4 I 3 Ele<t. Power & Machines 4 
EEET 423 Ind. Auto Controls 4 
ECNS 312 Control Networks 3 
ECNS 32 ' Network Theory & Test 3 
ECNS 3 I 0 CC++ Programming Appl I 
ECNS 412 Real Time Op. Sys. 4 
ECNS 4 21. Embedded Comp. Sys. 4 
l!CNS 4 HI Digilal Signal Processing 4 
EEET 499 Special Topics varied 

ETEC 14(1 Engineering Gmphics 
llllET 312 Elcc. Design Automalion 3 

MECll 25C• Fluid Power 2 
MFGE 35~ Stat. Quality Control 3 
MECll 34C• Statics & Strength 4 
MFOE 341 Quality Science Slat. 3 
Ml'GE 342 Statistic.al Process Eng. 1-3 
MECll 211 l'luid Mechanics 4 
MllCH 223 Thcnnodynamlcs 3 

Students should use this elective to enhance their background in a technical or scientific 
area. Good choices here would be an elective from the tcc1nical sciences, ntath, program-
ming, manufacturing, EEET or ECNS. 

•• 'Jb1.'f'C muSI be ar least 40 credits of courses with the 300 or nbO\'C designator. The Industrial Automation track so1isfics this require· 
mcnt while !M otho:r trucks will require c.arcful selection of councs. 

S/01 
pmlckshO I rlecel IOVERl 
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ADMINISTRATIVE PROGRAM REVIEW: 2000 

Program/Department: Combmatton: CNS, EET & IET Date Submitted:---------

Dean.--------

Plea.re provuk the following mformat1on' 

Enrollment Cell entry format: CNS/EET/IET wtth combmed items m parenthesis ( ). 
See Note: Fall 1996 Fall 1997 Fall 1998 Fall 1999 Fall 2000 

Tenure Track FTE 9 85 8.5 9 9.25 
Overload/Suoolemental FTEF 0 1.67 2.84 1.95 0 
Adiunct/Clinical FTEF (unpaid) . . . . . 
Enrollment on·camous total* 19156190 51147/92 65/40/98 85135/69 86/43176 

Freshman 7/2132 17/0/37 18/1133 24/1/18 1610/30 
Soohomore 4/1/17 10/1/18 16/1126 1312120 613/13 
Junior 216/6 41316 12/1118 11/6/13 17/10/9 
Semor 2138/5 9/27/5 14/26/7 2212413 2512913 
Ma9leH TBD 217/3 3/14/10 . . . 
Doctoral 
Pre-Professional Students 212/25 8/2/16 5/1/24 15/2/15 2211121 

Enrollment off-campus• 
Traverse City 
Grand Rapids 
Southwest 
Southeast 

•use official count (7-day) 
If there has been a change in enrollment, explain why: 

Capacity 
Estimate program capacity considering current-number of faculty, laboratory capacity, current equipment, and 
current levels of S&E. What factors limit capacity? 

601601I20 students 

What factors hmit program capacity? 
The nwnber of faculty 1s the pnnciple lmtit to capacity. Second 1s schedulabtlity of our cumculum m conjunction 
with the our xelated technology courses. Thirdly IS the facdibes need 3 phase power to the labs. 

Financial 
Expenditures• FY96 FY97 FY98 FY 99 FY 00 

Suoolv & Exoensc na 23425 30407 30586 42617 
Bauioment 

Voe Ed. Funds 
General Fund 2-39xxx-7xxx na 0 400 28275 32629 
ln-Kmd 
Non-General Fund 

Revenues 
Net Clinic Revenue 
Scholarshm Donations 
Gifts, Grants & Cash Donations 480 30392 58 238 66.329 1420 
Endowment Earmnlls 
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ADMINISTRATNE PROGRAM REVIEW: 2000 

Insntute Programs/Services 

•use end of fiscal year expenditures. 

other 
AY 95196 AY 96191 AY97/98 AY 98/99 AY 99/00 

Number of Graduates• • Total 0/2216 1/18/17 3/24/11 2/16/11 5117/19 
·On campus 0/22/6 1/18/17 3/24/11 2/16/11 5/17/19 
• Offcamous . - - . . 

Placement of Graduates -11001- -/100/100 100/100/100 100/100/100 ././-
Averaae Starting Salary x $1,000 -1341- -/40/30 34/36/41 38/39/30 -1-1-
Productivity - Academic Year Average (361.2) 221/(319) 120/(313) 170/(343) 184/(324) 

·Summer (91) 0/(0) 34/(144) 0/(107) 0/(125) 
Summer Enrollment 1nSCH (32) 0/(0) 12/(144) 0/(12) 0/(84) 
• use total tor 1uu year ( S, F, W) 

I. a) Areas of Strength. 

CoDUDltted leaders in program areas. Faculty have sigmficant mdustnal and mstructional backgrounds. 
Cumculum is staying current with the rapidly changing areas of automation, computer systems, and electromcs. 
BSEBT 1s TAC-ABET accredited 

b) Areas of Concern and Proposed Action to Address Them· 

Preparedness of the apphcants mto IET & CNS 1s a concern. CNS needs add.it.tonal faculty capable ofteag!nng ~ 
the subject matter within that area. Facilities are inadequate. Only 1 lab configured for 3 phase power causing 
mstructtonal quahty and schedulmg difficulties. Faculty development & release time 1s essential to stay current 
in the fast paced fields of automation, computer networks and systems & electronics. The Academic Program 
revtew process will be used to evaluate the state of the cumculum, people, facilities, etc. 

2 Future goals (pleas&!" give time frame) 

Replace anticipated rellrement wtth person w1 Obtain faculty development-2002+. 
Analyze what attnbutes ma student are necess success m our programs. Analyze current students, 
luatoncal sources of our students, alternative sources of students with the desired attnbutes-2002+. Upgrade the 
laboratory facilttles to necessary levels to stay viable-2002(planmng), 2003(infrastructure), 2004 (lab 
worbtahons). Update advanced digitals equipment-2002. Establishment of a Controls System Integrators 
Summer Instute-2002+ Develop and propose a networks track Ill the BSCNS degree -2002. 

3. Other Recommendations. 

A realistic workload, wtth practical education m how to do the work, and realisttc tuneframes need to be 
restored. Support resources for the chair and faculty are madequate. The chair, faculty & staff are bemg required 
to do so much that the opportunity for poorer quality of work, reduced univers1ty-serv1ce, little or no UCEL 
actlVltles, mirumal social contact wtth coworkers exist. You can only push the workforce to over produce for so 
long before the University starts to come apart. 

4 Does the program have an advisory committee? yes/(yes) 

a) If yes, when did it last meet? Winter 1999/(Fall 1999) 

b) If no, why not? By what other means do faculty receive advice from employers and outside professionals? 

c) When were new members last appomted? 
I 999/(11ns year there will be a new appoint ment m the EET & IET connnittee) 
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ADMINISTRATIVE PROGRAM REVIEW: 2000 

d) Are there non-alwnni/ae on the committee? How many? 
Unknown/Unknown/Unknown 

5 Does the program have an internship or other cooperative or experiential learning course? yes/yes/no 

a) If yes, is the internship required or recommended? reqwred 

b) Ifno, what is the reason for not requiring such an experience? 

6 Does the program offer courses through the web? No/no/no 

a) Please list the web-based (fully delivered through the internet) courses the program offered last year? 
none/none/none 

b) Please list the web-assisted (e.g., WebCT) courses the program offered last year. 
none/none/none 

7 Is this a program with state, regional, and/or national recognition? No/Yes: Tac-ABET/No 

. . . . . hardware & realtime focus/industnal 
a) For what special strengths or charactenst1cs is it recognized? automaiton/best source for BSEET 

b) If not, what are some strategies that could lead to recognition? 
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Appendix B 
Supporting Information for Section 2-Graduate Survey 

and 
Supporting Information for Section 4-Student Survey 

Graduate Mailing List 

Graduate Survey Instrument 

Student Survey Instrument 
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BSCNS Graduate Survey Respondents 

Month Year Name Dear. Comoanv Address Title 
6/00 Brown,J effery BS CNS Steelcase 

Contractor - Alcatel 
6/98 Brown.Roy Feyen-Zylstra Network Engineer 

Voice Data Systems Div. 
Grand Raoids Ml 

6/00 DeMott,Jared BSCNS National Security Agency Network Vulnerablllty Analyst 
Kenneth Rabenstein 
840 Elkrldge Landing Rd 
Llthlcum MD 21090 

6/00 02lalo Roman BSCNS Alcatel 
6/97 Fetterley,Mlchael BSCNS Rowe International Micro-Programmer? 

BSEET Grand Raoids, Ml 
6/98 Gala,Mlchael Forrest Hiiis Public Schools Network Tech? 

Grand Raoids, Ml 
6/00 Looy,Bradlev BSCNS Loaic Plus Software Develooment Enaineer 
9/00 Smith, Robert BS CNS Mr. Peter Fisher Chief Technical Officer 

AVL Information Systems, 
Inc. 
Corporate Headquarters 
Clinton Twp., Michigan 
Telephone: (800) 260-0060 
Facsimile (810\ 493-9325 

8/99 Thatcher Kevin BSCNS Svstems Enalneer 
6/98 TvlerTodd BSCNS 
8/99 Vounas Micheal BSCNS 
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Graduate Survey 

Ferris State University 
Computer Networks and Systems 

Dear Computer Networks and Systems Graduate: This survey is being done for 
purposes of program evaluation and improvement. The survey also allows us to track 
how you are progressing in your career. As a past graduate, you are in the unique 
position of providing us feedback on this program. Your input is very important for us in 
determining areas of strengths as well as weaknesses. Since the CNS program is 
continuously evolving, we are including a recent check sheet for your information. 

We are very proud of you and your achievements. Please take the time to tell us 
about them. 

Personal Status: Degree (s) I Year I School 
Name 

I I 
Home Address: 

I I 

I I 
Home Phone: 

email: I I 

Career Status: 
Current Employment Your Title: 
Company Name: 
Company Address: 

FSU DegreeYear Graduated from 
FSU: 

Work Phone: 

Work Fax: 

Work email: 
Which one area best describes your field of work. a) networks 

b) software 
c) embedded systems 
d) system integration 
e) other (please state) 
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Which one best describes the work you perform. a) network administration 
b) circuit/network design 
c) people management 
d) project management 
e) manufacturing support 
f) software design 
g) system/network design 
h) system integration 
i) other (please state): 

Which one area best describes the industry you are employed in. a) manufacturing 
b) instrumentation 
c) networks/communication 
d) education 
e) other (please state) 

My starting salary at my 1 ~· CNS related position after graduation a) < 30,000 
was: b) 30Kto34K 

c) 36Kto 39K 
d) 40Kto 44K 
e) 45Kto49K 
f) 50Kto54K 
g) 55Kto 59K 
h) 60Kto 64K 
i) 65Kto 70K 
j) > 70,000 

My current salary range is: a) <30,000 
b) 30Kto 34K 
c) 36Kto 39K 
d) 40Kto 44K 
e) 45Kto 49K 
f) 50Kto 54K 
g) 55Kto 59K 
h) 60Kto 64K 
i) 65Kto 70K 
j) > 70,000 

I am currently taking classes for a) certifications 
b) a Masters Degree 
c) a Bachelor Degree 
d) interest only 
e) other: 
f) not takino classes 

I plan to further my education by: a) Pursuing a Masters Degree 
b) Seminars 
c) Internet based courses 
d) Certifications 
e) No Plans 
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Please answer these questions based on your experience from FSU - Computer Networks 
~ and Systems program. Your thoughtful answers will help us to evaluate and direct our 

program quality. ~ 
Cl> j[ 2:-

Cl> Cl> ~ 
I!! 

c: I!! l ~! e 
~ Cl> 

As a CNS araduate: us z 

1. I perform well overall compared to graduates from other 
colleaes: 

2. I am able to use written and oral skills effectively: 
3. I have developed good critical thinking, problem solving, 

and decision making skills. 
4. I have a strong technical understanding: 
5. I have the ability to apply technical theory to practical 

situations. 
6. I have adequate mathematical skills. 
7. I am self-motivated and enthusiastic. 
8. I am readv and able to assume responsibility. 
9. I am able to olan effective use of available resources. 
10. I am able to oarticipate as part of a team. 
11. I work well with individuals from diverse backgrounds. 
12. I have good ethical values. 
13. The courses provided a good mix of subjects for my career 

options. 
14. Courses challenaed me intellectuallv. 
15. Courses motivated me to a higher level of performance. 
16. Overall CNS program developed my ability to reason and 

solve problems. 
17. Coursework provided a solid electronics foundation. 
18. Coursework provided a good understanding of 

diaitaVmicroorocessor electronics. 
19. Coursework provided good programming skills. 
20. Coursework provided a good foundation in network 

aoolication, implementation, and operation. 
21. Experiences other than coursework (i.e. part time work, 

seminars, student groups etc.) were a valuable part of my 
education at Ferris. 

22. Internship experience was an important aspect of my 
education at Ferris. 

23. My overall campus experience at Ferris was satisfying. 
25. I would recommend the CNS proaram to others. 
26. I would be interested in working to advance the CNS 

proaram (i.e. Advisorv Committee member, etc.) 

Please provide us with your comments regarding the CNS program curriculum. 
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IET/BSEET Graduate Survey Respondents 

Personal Status: ["?"Indicates that student didn't indicate if Associate degree was from 
FSU, "NO" indicates that student received Associates from another college] 

Names IET BSEET Career Statusffitle Company 
Randy F. Jesberg ? 99 Automation Engineer Meridian Automotive 
David Forsman 97 98 Software Engineer Logikos Systems 
Bill Thrall NO 97 Project Engineer ESl/Clyde 
David Cottrell NO 95 Electrical Engineer GM Powertrain 
Ben McKenzie 97 99 Controls Engineer Lamb Technicon 
Stephen Hoffman ? 96 Customer Service Engineer A vay Communication 
Scott Fisher ? 97 Product Engineer DaimlerChrysler 
Joel Meekhof ? 98 Software Engineer Challenge Machinery Co. 
Kathy Becker ? 99 Electrical Engineer LubeCon 
David Howes NO 92 Senior Software Engineer Dunkley, Intd. 
James Blyth ? 2000 Manufacturing Engineer Saturn Electronics & Eng. 
Joe Kleinsans 96 98 Electrical Project Engineer Tennant Commercial 
James Hills ? 96 Network Analyst Dow Corning Corp. 
Tricia Smith (Switzer) ? 97 Controls Project Engineer Industrial Metal Products 
Eric Smith NO 96 Controls Engineer General Motors Corp. 
Rick Baker NO 98 Jabil Circuit 
Jerry McPherson ? 98 Electrical Design Engineer Hooker/DeJong 
Kyle Seaborn ? 99 Controls Engineer DTIPeer 
Steven Heim ? 96 Engineering Technician Consumers Energy 
Tom Cruttenden 93 95 Owner Heartland Engineering 
David Hollar NO 2000 Electronic Engineer Donnelly Corporation 
Joe Fitzpatrick ? 2000 Electrical Engineer Eckhart & Associates 
Craig Roach 93 96 Telecommunications Technician Ferris State University 
Jeffery Bowen 95 97 Senior Installation Engineer Fanuc Robotics N.A. 
Jim Warner ? 2000 Electrical Engineer Barke E. Porter Machine 
John Little ? 2000 Controls Engineer Speedfam-IPEC 
Steve Sims 94 96 Manufacturing Engineer Big Rapids Components 
Kathryn Assenmacher 96 98 Junior Project Engineer Mechanical Products. Co. 
Richard Faber ? 98 Controls Engineer AOK Controls Inc. 
Victor P. Manske 95 97 Programmer/ Analyst Trilogy Consulting 
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Industrial Electronics Technology 

Graduate Survey 

Dear Computer IET Graduate: This survey is being done for purposes of 
program evaluation and improvement. The survey also allows us to track how 
you are progressing in your career. As a past graduate, you are in the unique 
position of providing us feedback on this program. Your input is very important 
for us in determining areas of strengths as well as weaknesses. Since the IET 
program is continuously evolving, we are including a recent check sheet for your 
information. 

We are very proud of you and your achievements. Please take the time to tell 
us about them. 

Personal Status: Degree (s) I Year I School 
Name: 

I I 
Home Address: 

I I 

I I 

Home Phone: 
I I 

email: 

I Career Status: 
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Current Employment 
Company Name: 
Company Address: 

Work Phone: 

Work Fax: 

Work email: 

Which one area best describes the over-all business facility at 
your work location. 

Your Title: 

FSU Degree Year Graduated from FSU: 

f) Manufacturing Plant 
g) OEM 
h) Administrative Office 
i) R & D Lab 
j) Parts/Equipment Warehouse 
k) Sales Office I Distributor 
I) Field Service Center 
m) Engineering Firm 
n) Other 
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Which one area best describes the type of product /service 
produced by your employer. 

Which one area best describes the your primary work 
function. 

My starting salary at my 1st IET related position after 
graduation was: 

My current salary range is: 

I am currently taking classes for 

j) Construction of Production Equipment 
k) Sales I Distribution of Product 
I) Engineering of Product 
m) Engineering of Manufacturing Control 

Systems 
n) Engineering of Facilities 
o) Contract Maintenance 
p) Contract Engineering 
q) Other 

a) People management 
b) Project management 
c) Software design 
d) Industrial Control System Integration 
e) Circuit/network design 
f) Computer System/network design 
g) Sales 
h) Consultant 
i) Repair Technician 
j) Other 

k) <2 0,000 
I) 20K to 24K 
m) 2SK to 29K 
n) 30K to 34K 
o) 36K to 39K 
p) 40Kto 44K 
q) 4SK to 49K 
r) SOK to S4K 
s) SSK to S9K 
t) > 60,000 
k) < 20,000 
I) 20K to24K 
m) 2SK to 29K 
n) 30K to 34K 
o) 36K to 39K 
p) 40K to 44K 
q) 4SK to 49K 
r) SOK to S4K 
s) 55K to 59K 
t) > 60,000 
g) certifications 
h) a Masters Degree 
i) a Bachelor Degree 
j) interest only 
k) other: ___ _ 
I) not takina classes 
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Please answer these questions based on your experience from FSU - IET program. 
Your thoughtful answers will help us to evaluate and direct our program quality. 

~ ~ >. Q) 

g> Q) Q) ~ c,~ 
0 I!! I!! j .i c: C) 

As a IET graduate: b C) ~ 
~:JI 

(/) <( z a mo 
29. I perform well overall compared to graduates from other 

colleges: 
30. I am able to use written and oral skills effectively: 
31.1 have developed good critical thinking, problem solving, 

and decision-making skills. 
32. I have a strong technical understandina: 
33. I have the ability to apply technical theory to practical 

situations. 
34.1 have adequate mathematical skills. 
35.1 am self-motivated and enthusiastic. 
36. I am ready and able to assume responsibility. 
37.1 am able to plan effective use of available resources. 
38. I am able to participate as part of a team. 
39. I work well with individuals from diverse backgrounds. 
40. I have good ethical values. 
41. The courses provided a good mix of subjects for my 

career options. 
42. Courses challenged me intellectually. 
43. Courses motivated me to a hiaher level of performance. 
44.0verall IET program developed my ability to reason and 

solve problems. 
45. Coursework provided a solid electronics foundation. 
46. Coursework provided a good understanding of 

digital/microprocessor electronics. 
47.Coursework provided good programming skills. 
48. Coursework provided a good foundation in Control 

Systems used in manufacturing 
49. Experiences other than coursework (i.e. part time work, , 

seminars, student groups etc.) were a valuable part of my 
education at Ferris. 

SO. Internship experience was an important aspect of my 
education at Ferris. 

51. My overall campus experience at Ferris was satisfyina. 
31. I would recommend the IET program to others. 
32. I would be interested in working to advance the IET 

program (i.e. Advisory Committee member, etc.) 
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Please provide us with your comments regarding the IET program curriculum. (also, comment o 
which courses at Ferris helped you the most) 
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Electrical/Electronics Engineering Technology 

Graduate Survey 

Dear Computer BSEET Graduate: This survey is being done for purposes of 
program evaluation and improvement. The survey also allows us to track how 
you are progressing in your career. As a past graduate, you are in the unique 
position of providing us feedback on this program. Your input is very important 
for us in determining areas of strengths as well as weaknesses. Since the 
BSEET program is continuously evolving, we are including a recent check sheet 
for your information. 

We are very proud of you and your achievements. Please take the time to tell 
us about them. 

Personal Status: Degree (s) I Year I School 
Name: 

I I 
Home Address: 

I I 

I I 

Home Phone: 
I I 

email: 

I Career Status: 
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Current Employment 
Company Name: 
Company Address: 

Work Phone: 

Work Fax: 

Work email: 

Which one area best describes the over-all business facility at 
your work location. 

Your Title: 

FSU Degree Year Graduated from FSU: 

o) Manufacturing Plant 
p) OEM 
q) Administrative Office 
r) R & D Lab 
s) Parts/Equipment Warehouse 
t) Sales Office I Distributor 
u) Field Seivice Center 
v) Engineering Firm 
w) Other 
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r) Construction of Production Equipment 
Which one area best describes the type of product/service s) Sales I Distribution of Product 
produced by your employer. t) Engineering of Product 

u) Engineering of Manufacturing Control 
Systems 

v) Engineering of Facilities 
w) Contract Maintenance 
x) Contract Engineering 
y) Other 

k) People management 
Which one area best describes the your primary work I) Project management 
function. m) Software design 

n) Industrial Control System Integration 
o) Circuit/network design 
p) Computer System/network design 
q) Sales 
r) Consultant 
s) Other 

u) < 30,000 
My starting salary at my 1st BSEET related position after v) 30Kto 34K 
graduation was: w) 36Kto 39K 

x) 40Kto 44K 
y) 45Kto 49K 
z) 50Kto 54K 
aa) 55K to 59K 
bb) 60K to 64K 
cc) 65K to 70K 
dd) > 70,000 

My current salary range is: u) < 30,000 
v) 30K to 34K 
w) 36Kto 39K 
x) 40Kto44K 
y) 45K to 49K 
z) 50Kto 54K 
aa) 55K to 59K 
bb) 60K to 64K 
cc) 65K to 70K 
dd) > 70,000 

I am currently taking classes for m) certifications 
n) a Masters Degree 
o) a Bachelor Degree 
p) interest only 
q) other: 
r) not taking classes 
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Please answer these questions based on your experience from FSU - BSEET program. 
Your thoughtful answers will help us to evaluate and direct our program quality. 

2' Q) ~Q) 
g> Q) Q) ~ 

~ t:J>~ Cl c~ oe !!! .m e 
As a BSEET graduate: ~ t:J> Cl Q) 

Ci) c( <( z 0 ma 
52. I perform well overall compared to graduates from other 

colleges: 
53. I am able to use written and oral skills effectively: 
54. I have developed good critical thinking, problem solving, 

and decision-making skills. 
55.1 have a strong technical understanding: 
56. I have the ability to apply technical theory to practical 

situations. 
57.1 have adequate mathematical skills. 
58. I am self-motivated and enthusiastic. 
59. I am ready and able to assume responsibility. 
60.1 am able to plan effective use of available resources. 
61. I am able to participate as part of a team. 
62. I work well with individuals from diverse backgrounds. 
63. I have good ethical values. 
64. The courses provided a good mix of subjects for my 

career options. 
65. Courses challenged me intellectually. 
66. Courses motivated me to a higher level of performance. 
67. Overall BSEET program developed my ability to reason 

and solve problems. 
68. Coursework provided a solid electronics foundation. 
69. Coursework provided a good understanding of 

dioital/microprocessor electronics. 
70. Coursework provided good programming skills. 
71. Coursework provided a good foundation in Control 

Systems used in manufacturing 
72. Experiences other than coursework (i.e. part time work, 

seminars, student groups etc.) were a valuable part of my 
education at Ferris. 

73. Internship experience was an important aspect of my 
education at Ferris. 

74.Mv overall campus experience at Ferris was satisfvino. 
32. I would recommend the BSEET program to others. 
33. I would be interested in working to advance the BSEET 

program (i.e. Advisory Committee member, etc.) 
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Please provide us with your comments regarding the BSEET program curriculum. (also comment 
on which courses at Ferris helped you the most) 
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Current Student Survey Instrument for EET & CNS Department 
2000-2001 Program Review 
Please answer all of the following questions candidly to the best of your ability. The survey is intended to 
help evaluate the EET & CNS department. It is also used by the university to help plan for future needs 
and the direction of the department. 

1. What is your major? a. CNS b. EET c. IET 

2. What year are you in? a. Fresh b. Soph c. Junior d. Senior 

3. Why did you select the EET & CNS programs at Ferris? 
Please rate 181 reason, 2nd reason, etc for as many as apply. 
_ Friend suggested program _ Teacher suggested program 
_ Family suggested program School counselor 
_ Advertising _ Reputation and quality 
_Other~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

4. What could Ferris do to better promote the EET & CNS programs? 
Please rate 1 "\2nd, etc for as many as apply. 
_ TV advertising _ Radio advertising 
_Video sent to school _Web page on Internet 
_ Visits from Ferris admission representative 
_ Host field trips to Ferris to see facilities and talk to faculty 
_ Brochures and materials sent to school counselors 

5. What percentage of educational time in the EET & CNS classes should be spent 
in laboratory "hands on" experience? 

a. 30%to40% b. 40%to50% c. 50% to60% d. 60%to70% 

Please indicate how you feel about statements 6 through 29. 

Strongly 
Agree neutral 

6. Quality of material presented is high: A B c 
7. Material presented meets current standards: A B c 
8. Pace of material is appropriate: A B c 
9. Instructors care about your learning: A B c 
10. Material presented is relevant to the curriculum: A B c 
11. Difficulty of material for level of course is appropriate: A B c 
12. Assignment objectives are made clear to students: A B c 
13. Use of media, white boards, overheads, video is A B c 

appropriate and helpful: 

14. Lectures are well prepared and organized: A B c 
15. Student expectations and grading are clearly explained: A B c 

Strongly 
Disagree 

D E 

D E 

D E 

D E 

D E 

D E 

D E 

D E 

D E 

D E 
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16. Testing and evaluation procedures are fair: A B c D E 

17. Graded materials are returned within reasonable time: A B c D E 

18. Laboratory exercises are relevant to lecture material: A B c D E 

19. Laboratory equipment is in good condition: A B c D E 

20. Laboratory equipment is of high quality: A B c D E 

21. Reference materials are available and relevant: A B c D E 

22. Open lab hours are sufficient: A B c D E 

23. Classroom lighting, heating, etc is good: A B c D E 

24. Advising is available and helpful: A B c D E 

25. General education courses are relevant to curriculum: A B c D E 

26. General education instruction is of high quality: A B c D E 

27. Technical electives are relevant: A B c D E 

28. Technical electives instruction is of high quality: A B c D E 

29. The curriculum provides knowledge and skills: A B c D E 
required by employers 

30. SLA labs in BEET were very worthwhile and helfpul; A B c D E 
(answer only if you attended SLA labs) 

31. Comment on how the BET & CNS Department could improve the overall program? 
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Appendix C 
Supporting Information for Section 3 

Employer Survey 

Employer Respondent Lists 

Employer Survey Instruments 
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Employers: for BSCNS 
Company Names Address 
National Security Agency Fort Meade, MD 
Logic Plus Reed City, MI 

Employers: for BSEET 
Company Names 
Hooker/DeJong 
Saturn Electronics 
Mechanical Products 
Challenge Machinery 
IMPCO Machine Tool 

Address 
Muskegon, MI 
Coopersville, MI 
Jackson, MI 
Grand Haven, MI 
Lansing, MI 

Contact Person 
K. Rabenstein 
Jody Zolman 

Contact Person 
EdDeJong 
I. Urmercer 
James Allison 
Mike Westra 
Fred Doolittle 

Position/Title 
Division Manager 
Owner/CEO 

Position/Title 
President 
Unkown 
Engineering Manager 
VP Engineering 
Controls Eng. Manager 
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Employer Survey Instruments 

Company Name: 

Ferris State University 
Computer Networks and Systems 

Employer Survey 

Address: FSU -CNS Graduate(s)/Year Hired 

Evaluators Name: Evaluators Position: 
Phone: email: 

Dear Employer, 
Please answer these questions based on your perception 
and experience with FSU - Computer Networks and Systems 

~ graduate(s). Your thoughtful answers will help us to evaluate Ji our program quality. ~ 
Q) 

C> Q) 1!! I!! 
c I!! s ~ e Ji Q) .!!! 

CNS Graduates: Ci) z 0 

1. Perform well overall compared to graduates from 
other colleaes: 

2. Use written and oral skills effectively: 
3. Use critical thinking, problem solving, and 

decision making skills: 
4. Demonstrate a strong technical understanding: 
5. Demonstrate the ability to apply technical theory 

to practical situations: 
6. Have adequate mathematical skills: 
7. Are self-motivated and enthusiastic: 
8. Are ready and able to assume responsibility: 
9. Plans effective use of available resources: 
1 O. Demonstrate ability to participate as part of a 

team: 
11. Work well with individuals from diverse 

backgrounds: 
12.Demonstrate good ethical values: 

G> 
I!! 
C> 
I'll 

5 
~ 
C> c 

~ 
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I / my company would hire another FSU/CNS graduate: 
I / my company would like to serve as an advisor to the 
CNS program. 

Please provide us with vour comments reaardina the CNS oroaram curriculum. 
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Ferris State University 
Electrical/Electronics Engineering Technology 

Employer Survey 

Company Name: 

Address: FSU -BSEET Graduate(s)/Year Hired 

Evaluators Name: Evaluators Position: 
Phone: email: 

Dear Employer, 
Please answer these questions based on your perception 
and experience with FSU - Electrical/Electronics Engineering 

$ Technology graduate(s). Your thoughtful answers will help ... 
us to evaluate our program quality. ~ 

2:- CD 
(ii CD 

Cl Q) 
... 

c: .1:1 Cl 
E! ~ ::I m 

~ 
Q) .!!l 

BSEET Graduates: en z Cl 

1. Perform well overall compared to graduates from 
other colleges: 

2. Use written and oral skills effectively: 
3. Use critical thinking, problem solving, and 

decision making skills: 
4. Demonstrate the ability to apply technical theory 

to practical situations: 
5. Have adequate mathematical skills: 
6. Are self-motivated and enthusiastic: 
7. Are readv and able to assume responsibility: 
8. Plans effective use of available resources: 
9. Demonstrate ability to participate as part of a 

team: 
1 O. Work well with individuals from diverse 

backgrounds: 

I/ my company would hire another FSU/BSEET graduate: 

Q) 

~ 
Cl m 
.!!l 
Cl 
2:-
Cl c: 
E! en 
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AppendixD 
Supporting Information for Faculty 

Perceptions 

Departmental Faculty Perceptions 
Non-Departmental Faculty Perceptions 
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Departmental Faculty Perceptions 
FERRIS STATE UNIVERSITY 

COMPUTER NETWORKS and SYSTEMS 

FACULTY PERCEPTIONS 

The Computer Networks and Systems Program is preparing for an academic program review within the university. The purpose of 
this survey is to obtain information from members of the program faculty on their perceptions of the program, and to identify areas of 
improvement within our program as it is currently defined. 

Afiel' you have completed this survey, please return it to Jim VanDenBerghe ASAP. 

Thank you in advance. Your assistance in this process is sincerely appreciated. 

Directions: 
When you are completing this survey, please consider just the area in question. 
Please circle the number on this form that best describes your perceptions. 
Also, record your responses on the bubble sheet : l= a , 2 = b , 3 = c , 4 = d , 5 = e . 
Thank you. 

Your Perception of the Administration: 

1. The scheduling of courses is done at appropriate times of the day 
2. The scheduling is done in appropriate labs 
3. The appropriate instructors are assigned to courses 
4. Lecture class sizes are appropriate for facilities 
s. Laboratory class sizes are appropriate for facilities 
6. The department get its fair share of capital improvement moneys 
7. The department operating budget is adequate 
8. Adequate funds are allocated for faculty development 
9. Adequate release time is provided for faculty development 
10. Adequate provisions are made for release time for course development 
11. Adequate technical support is provided to the department 
12. Secretarial support is adequate 
13. Computer support from the BTC is adequate 
14. Adequate resources for program marketing activities are provided 
15. The faculty are encouraged to stay current in their field 
16. The advisory committee is adequately utilized by our program 
17. The advisory committee's suggestions are encouraged 
18. The advisory committee's suggestions are acted upon 

Additional Comments concerning your perception of the Administration: 

Strongly Neutral Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 s 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 s 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 s 
1 2 3 4 s 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 s 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
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Strongly Neutral Strongly 
Your Perception of our Students: Disagree Agree 

19. The incoming students are academically prepared for the curriculum 1 2 3 4 5 
20. The incoming students possess good work ethics 1 2 3 4 5 
21. The students posses adequate study habits 1 2 3 4 5 
22. Adequate remedial electrical courses are offered 1 2 3 4 5 
23. The students are aware of available tutoring opportunities 1 2 3 4 5 
24. The students take advantage of available tutoring opportunities 1 2 3 4 5 

25. The graduates have attained an appropriate level of maturity 1 2 3 4 5 
26. The gl'aduates have attained an appropriate level of competence I 2 3 4 5 
27. The graduates leave with good critical thinking skills 1 2 3 4 5 
28. The graduates leave with a sense of professional identity 1 2 3 4 5 

29. Student~ take advantage of professional organization membership I 2 3 4 5 

Additional Comments concerning your perception of our students : 

Strongly Neutral Strongly 
Your Perceptions of the Facilities and Equipment: Disagree Agree 

30. The facilities are kept neat and clean 1 2 3 4 5 
31. The facilities present a good image to students and visitors 1 2 3 4 5 
32. Lecture rooms are adequate for the number of students scheduled 1 2 3 4 5 
33. Laboratory rooms are adequate for the number of students scheduled 1 2 3 4 5 
34. Laboratory equipment is adequate for the number of students scheduled l 2 3 4 5 
35. The instructional materials and supplies are adequate 1 2 3 4 5 
36. Laboratory equipment is adequately provided and maintained 1 2 3 4 5 
37. Adequate storage space is provided 1 2 3 4 5 
38. The HV ACR system is adequate in lecture rooms 1 2 3 4 5 
39. The lighting system is adequate in lecture rooms I 2 3 4 5 
40. The white boards are adequate in lecture rooms 1 2 3 4 5 
41. The noise level in lecture rooms is acceptable 1 2 3 4 5 
42. Audio visual equipment is up to date and adequate 1 2 3 4 5 
43. The lighting system is adequate in lab rooms I 2 3 4 5 
44. The HVACR system is adequate in lab rooms 1 2 3 4 5 

Additional Comments concerning your perceptions of the Facilities and Equipment: 

Strongly Neutral Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

Your Perceptions of the Curriculum: 

45. The curriculum provides the proper mix of courses 2 3 4 5 
46. The academic level of the curriculum is appropriate to the mission 2 3 4 5 
47. There is adequate continuity among courses 2 3 4 5 
48. The curriculum has a path for students who progress at a slower pace 2 3 4 5 
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49. 
so. 

The curriculum provides adequate choices of specialization 
The curriculum is relevant to the needs of industry 

Additional Comments concerning your perception of the Curriculum: 

Your Perceptions of the Faculty 

51. 
S2. 
53. 
54. 
SS. 
56. 
S7. 

The faculty are technically competent 
The faculty know how to teach 
The faculty are well prepared for class 
The faculty are concerned with the educational needs of the students 
The faculty are active in committees 
The faculty are current in their field 
The faculty have adequate work experience 

Additional Comments concerning your perception of the Faculty: 

Your Perceptions of the Advisory Committee: 

58. The advisory committee is knowledgeable about the program 
59. The advisory committee consists of the appropriate mix of people 
60. The advisory committee is supportive of the program 

61. The Advisory Committee provides good guidance for the program 

Additional Comments concerning your perception of the Advisory Committee: 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
2 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 
2 

3 
3 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

3 
3 
3 
3 

4 
4 

5 
5 

Neutral Strongly 

Neutral 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

4 
4 
4 
4 

Agree 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

Strongly 
Agree 

5 
5 
5 
5 
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FERRIS STATE UNIVERSITY 
ELECRICAL/ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 

FACULTY PERCEPTIONS 

The Electrical/Electronics Program is preparing for an academic program review within the university. The purpose of this survey is 
to obtain information from members of the program faculty on their perceptions of the program, and to identify areas of improvement 
within our program as it is currently defined. 

After you have completed this survey, please return it to Jim VanDenBerghe ASAP. 

Thank you in advance. Your assistance in this process is sincerely appreciated. 

Directions: 
When you are completing this survey, please consider just the area in question. 
Please circle the number on this form that best describes your perceptions. 
Also, record your responses on the bubble sheet : 1= a , 2 = b , 3 = c , 4 = d , S = e . 
Thank you. 

Your Perception of the Administration: 

1. The scheduling of courses is done at appropriate times of the day 
2. The scheduling is done in appropriate labs 
3. The appropriate instructors are assigned to courses 
4. Lecture class sizes are appropriate for facilities 
s. Laboratory class sizes are appropriate for facilities 
6. The department get its fair share of capital improvement moneys 
7. The department operating budget is adequate 
8. Adequate funds are allocated for faculty development 
9. Adequate release time is provided for faculty development 
10. Adequate provisions are made for release time for course development 
11. Adequate technical support is provided to the department 
12. Secretarial support is adequate 
13. Computer support from the BTC is adequate 
14. Adequate resources for program marketing activities are provided 
15. The faculty are encouraged to stay current in their field 
16. The advisory committee is adequately utilized by our program 
17. The advisory committee's suggestions are encouraged 
18. The advisory committee's suggestions are acted upon 

Additional Comments concerning your perception of the Administration: 

Strongly Neutral Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
I 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
I 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
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Strongly Neutral Strongly 
Your Perception of our Students: Di.$agree Agree 

19. The incoming students are academically prepared for the curriculum 2 3 4 5 
20. The incoming students possess good work ethics 2 3 4 5 
21. The students posses adequate study habits 2 3 4 5 
22. Adequate remedial electrical courses are offered 2 3 4 5 
23. The students are aware of available tutoring opportunities 2 3 4 5 
24. The students take advantage of available tutoring opportunities 2 3 4 5 
25. The graduates have attained an appropriate level of maturity 2 3 4 5 
26. The graduates have attained an appropriate level of competence 2 3 4 5 
27. The graduates leave with good critical thinking skills 2 3 4 5 
28. The graduates leave with a sense of professional identity 2 3 4 5 
29. Students take advantage of professional organization membership 2 3 4 5 

Additional Comments concerning your perception of our students : 

Strongly Neutral Strongly 
Your Perceptions of the Facilities and Equipment: Disagree Agree 

30. The facilities are kept neat and clean t 2 3 4 5 
31. The facilities present a good image to students and visitors t 2 3 4 5 
32. Lecture rooms are adequate for the number of students scheduled t 2 3 4 5 
33. Laboratory rooms are adequate for the number of students scheduled 1 2 3 4 5 
34. Laboratory equipment is adequate for the number of students scheduled 1 2 3 4 5 
35. The instructional materials and supplies are adequate 1 2 3 4 5 
36. Laboratory equipment is adequately provided and maintained 1 2 3 4 5 
37. Adequate storage space is provided 1 2 3 4 5 
38. The HV ACR system is adequate in lecture rooms 1 2 3 4 5 
39. The lighting system is adequate in lecture rooms 1 2 3 4 5 
40. The white boards are adequate in lecture rooms 1 2 3 4 5 
41. The noise level in lecture rooms is acceptable 1 2 3 4 5 
42. Audio visual equipment is up to date and adequate 1 2 3 4 5 
43. The lighting system is adequate in lab rooms 1 2 3 4 5 
44. The HV ACR system is adequate in lab rooms t 2 3 4 5 

Additional Comments concerning your perception of the Facilities and Equipment: 

Strongly Neutral Strongly 
Disagree Agree 

Your Perceptions of the Curriculum: 

45. The curriculum provides the proper mix of courses 2 3 4 5 
46. The academic level of the curriculum is appropriate to the mission 2 3 4 5 
47. There is adequate continuity among courses 2 3 4 5 
48. The curriculum has a path for students who progress at a slower pace 2 3 4 5 
49. The curriculum provides adequate choices of specialization 2 3 4 5 
SO. The curriculum is relevant to the needs of industry 2 3 4 5 

Additional Comments concerning your perception of the Curriculum: 
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Your Perceptions of the Faculty 

51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 

The faculty are technically competent 
The faculty know how to teach 
The faculty are well prepared for class 
The faculty are concerned with the educational needs of the students 
The faculty are active in committees 
The faculty are current in their field 
The faculty have adequate work experience 

Additional Comments concerning your perception of the Faculty: 

Your Perceptions of the Advisory Committee: 

58. The advisory committee is knowledgeable about the program 
59. The advisory committee consists of the appropriate mix of people 
60. The advisory committee is supportive of the program 
61. The Advisory Committee provides good guidance for the program 

Additional Comments concerning your perception of the Advisory Committee: 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 
2 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

3 
3 
3 
3 

Neutral Strongly 

Neutral 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

4 
4 
4 
4 

Agree 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

Strongly 
Agree 

5 
5 
5 
5 
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Non-Departmental Faculty Perceptions 
FACULTY PERCEPI'IONS 

2001 PROGRAM REVIEW SURVEY 

COMPUTER NETWORKS and SYSTEMS 

The Computer Networks and Systems (CNS) program is seeking your input for its 2001 Academic 
Program Review. This survey is being sent to a number of Perris State University faculty who have had 
direct interaction with a large percentage of recent CNS students. The purpose of this survey is to help 
identify areas of improvement in our program here at FSU, as it is currently defined. It is recognized that 
your observations and suggestions may be quite limited due to a limited amount of contact with our 
students. It is, however, critically important that you complete this survey since the information provided 
will be used to update the current curriculum. 

When you have completed this survey, please return it via campus mail to Jim VanDenBerghe, 
Swan 405. Your attention ASAP will be appreciated. Bob Willison, who is now on sick leave, originally 
had the responsibility for this task. I recently assumed responsibility and we have a March 15th deadline to 
complete our report. 

Also, please record your responses on the "bubble sheet". 1 =a, 2 = b, etc. Thank you. 

I. I would dCNcribe the preparation of the typical CNS student for my course as follows when compared to other members of the FSU 
student populatinn. 

Better-Prepared Average Inadequately Prepared 

2 3 4 5 

Comments: ___________________________ _ 

2. I would rate the written communication skills of the typical CNS student relative to those of other 
FSU students. 

Better-Prepared Average Inadequately Prepared 

2 3 4 5 

Comments: ___________________________ _ 

3. I would rate the verbal communications skills of the typical CNS student relative to those of other 
FSU students. 
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Better-Prepared Average Inadequately Prepared 

1 2 3 4 5 

4. I would rate the reading skills of the typical CNS student relative to those of other FSU students. 

Better-Prepared Average Inadequately Prepared 

2 3 4 5 

Comments: _____________________________ _ 

5. I would rate the comprehension skills of the typical CNS student relative to those of other FSU 
students. 

Better-Prepared Average Inadequately Prepared 

2 3 4 5 

Comments:, ____________________________ _ 

6. I would rate the quantitative skills of the typical CNS student relative to those of other FSU 
students. 

Better-Prepared Average Inadequately Prepared 

1 2 3 4 5 

Comments: __________________________ _ 

7. I would rate the problem solving ability of the typical CNS student to those of other students. 

Better-Prepared Average Inadequately Prepared 

1 2 3 4 5 

Comments: ____________________________ _ 

8. I would rate the critical thinking skills of the typical CNS student to those of other students. 
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Better-Prepared Average Inadequately Prepared 

2 3 4 5 

Comments: __________________________ _ 

Please describe the extent of your experience with our CNS students: 

Please suggest any courses/requirements, which you believe, should be added: 

Please include any additional comments you may like to share concerning the CNS students: 

On behalf of the CNS Faculty, thank you for 
contributing to this survey!! 
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FACULTY PERCEPTIONS 

2001 PROGRAM REVIEW SURVEY 

ELECTRICAUELECTRONICS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 

The Electrical/Electronics Engineering Technology (EE'I) program is seeking your input for its 2001 
Academic Program Review. This survey is being sent to a number of Perris State University faculty who 
have had direct interaction with a large percentage of recent EET students. The purpose of this survey is to 
help identify areas of improvement in our program here at FSU, as it is currently defined. It is recognized 
that your observations and suggestions may be quite limited due to a limited amount of contact with our 
students. It is, however, critically important that you complete this survey since the information provided 
wiJI be used to update the current curriculum. 

When you have completed this survey, please return it via campus mail to Jim VanDenBerghe, 
Swan 405. Your attention ASAP wiJI be appreciated. Bob Willison, who is now on sick leave, originally 
had the responsibility for this task. I recently assumed responsibility and we have a March 15"' deadline to 
complete our report. 

Also, please record your responses on the "bubble sheet". 1 = a , 2 = b, etc. Thank you. 

I. I would des<'ribe the pmparation of the typical EET student for rn y course as follows when cornpnmd to other rnernbers of the FSU 
student populatkin. 

Better-Prepared Average Inadequately Prepared 

1 2 3 4 5 

Comments: ___________________________ _ 

9. I would rate the written communication skills of the typical EET student relative to those of other 
FSU students. 

Better-Prepared Average Inadequately Prepared 

2 3 4 5 

Comments=----------------------------

to. I would rate the verbal communications skills of the typical EET student relative to those of other 
FSU students. 

Better-Prepared Average Inadequately Prepared 

2 3 4 5 
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Comments:, __________________________ _ 

11. I would rate the reading skills of the typical EET student relative to those of other FSU students. 

Better-Prepared Average Inadequately Prepared 

2 3 4 5 

Comments:, __________________________ _ 

12. I would rate the comprehension skills of the typical EET student relative to those of other FSU 
students. 

Better-Prepared Average Inadequately Prepared 

2 3 4 5 

Comments: __________________________ _ 

13. I would rate the quantitative skills of the typical BET student relative to those of other FSU 
students. 

Better-Prepared Average Inadequately Prepared 

2 3 4 5 

Comments:, __________________________ _ 

14. I would rate the problem solving ability of the typical BET student to those of other students. 

Better-Prepared Average Inadequately Prepared 

2 3 4 5 

Comments: __________________________ _ 

15. I would rate the critical thinking skills of the typical EET student to those of other students. 
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Better-Prepared Average Inadequately Prepared 

1 2 3 4 5 

Comments: _________________________ _ 

Please describe the extent of your experience with our EET students: 

Please suggest any courses/requirements, which you believe, should be added: 

Please include any additional comments you may like to share concerning the EET students: 

On behalf of the EET Faculty, thank you for 
contributing to this survey!! 
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FACULTY PERCEPTIONS 

2001 PROGRAM REVIEW SURVEY 

IDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 

The Industrial Electronics Technology (IET) program is seeking your input for its 2001 Academic 
Program Review. This survey is being sent to a number of Perris State University faculty who have had 
direct interaction with a large percentage of recent IET students. The purpose of this survey is to help 
identify areas of improvement in our program here at FSU, as it is currently defined. It is recognized that 
your observations and suggestions may be quite limited due to a limited amount of contact with our 
students. It is, however, critically important that you complete this survey since the information provided 
will be used to update the current curriculum. 

When you have completed this survey, please return it via campus mail to Jim VanDenBerghe, 
Swan 405. Your attention ASAP will be appreciated. Bob Willison, who is now on sick leave, originally 
had the responsibility for this task. I assumed responsibility recently and we have a March 15th deadline to 
complete our report. 

Also, please record your responses on the "bubble sheet". 1 =a, 2 = b, etc. Thank you. 

I. I wuukl de.,c1;be the preparation of the typical JBT student for my course us follows when compared to other members of the FSU 
student pupululion. 

Better-Prepared Average Inadequately Prepared 

2 3 4 5 

Comments: ____________________________ _ 

16. I would rate the written communication skills of the typical IET student relative to those of other 
FSU students. 

Better-Prepared Average Inadequately Prepared 

2 3 4 5 

Comments: _____________________________ _ 

17. I would rate the verbal communications skills of the typical IET student relative to those of other 
FSU students. 

Better-Prepared Average Inadequately Prepared 
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1 2 3 4 5 

18. I would rate the reading skills of the typical IET student relative to those of other FSU students. 

Better-Prepared Average Inadequately Prepared 

1 2 3 4 5 

Comments:. __________________________ _ 

19. I would rate the comprehension skills of the typical IET student relative to those of other FSU 
students. 

Better-Prepared Average Inadequately Prepared 

1 2 3 4 5 

Com men~=---------------------------

20. I would rate the quantitative skills of the typical IET student relative to those of other FSU 
studen~. 

Better-Prepared Average Inadequately Prepared 

1 2 3 4 5 

Comments:. __________________________ _ 

21. I would rate the problem solving ability of the typical IET student to those of other students. 

Better-Prepared Average Inadequately Prepared 

2 3 4 5 

Commen~=---------------------------

22. I would rate the critical thinking skills of the typical IET student to those of other students. 

Better-Prepared Average Inadequately Prepared 
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2 3 4 5 

Comments: __________________________ _ 

Please describe the extent of your experience with our IET students: 

Please suggest any courses/requirements, which you believe, should be added: 

Please include any additional comments you may like to share concerning the IET students: 

On behalf of the JET Faculty, thank you for 
contributing to this survey !! 
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Randy Carlson 

FERRIS STATE UNIVERSITY 
College of Technology 

Computer Networks and Systems 
Advisory Committee 

Rockwell Automation - Allen-Bradley 
1121 133 rd. Ave. 
Whalen, MI 49348 

Don Drury 
Cisco Systems, Inc. 
4690 E. Fulton Dr. 
Bldg C, Ste 201 
Ada, MI 49301 

Steve Gutschow 
Cisco Systems, Inc. 
4690 E. Fulton Dr. 
Bldg C., Ste 201 
Ada, MI 49301 

Don Hoogerhyde 
Meijer, Inc. 
2727 Walker, N.W. 
Grand Rapids, MI 49544 

Peter Liken 
Thermotron Industries 
291 Kollen Park Dr. 
Holland, MI 49423 

Steve London 
Bekum American Corp. 
1140 W. Grand River 
P.O. Box 54 
Williamston, MI 48895-0054 

Don MacConnel 
OmniTrack 
1101 E. Elm 
Big Rapids, MI 49307 

Kevin Neugent 
AV A YA Communication 
Avaya Inc. 
3260 Eagle Park Dr. 
Ste 115 
Grand Rapids, MI 49525 

John Potts 
Dow Corning Corp. 
P.O. Box 994 
Mail #WWl 111 
Midland, MI 48686-0994 
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Ed Rozanski 
Nortel Networks 
6000 281h St., Ste 210 
Grand Rapids, MI 48546 

John Urbanick 
Ferris State University 
330 Oak St., West 217 
Big Rapids, MI 49307 
Fall 2001 

8/22/01 
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FERRIS STATE UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY 

IET/EEET 

Eric Hoskinson 
Engineered Protection Systems, Inc. 
750 Front N.W. 
Grand Rapids, MI 49504 

Bob Kovacevich 
Eaton Aerospace 
P.O. Box 872 
Grand Rapids, MI 49588-0872 

Bob Lijewski 
Consumers Power - Midland 
2489 Wilder Rd. 
Midland, MI 48642 

Steve London 
Bekum America Corporation 
1140 W. Grand River 
P.O. Box 54 
Williamston, MI 48895-0054 

Don MacConnel 
OmniTrack 
1101 E. Elm 
Big Rapids, MI 49307 

Charles Montpas 
Allen-Bradley Company 
1849 W. Maple Rd. 
Troy, MI 48084-7151 

Steve VanLente 
B. F. Goodrich Avionics Systems 
5353 52"d St. 
Grand Rapids, MI 49508 

Mike Wehrenberg 
Kendall 
131 Grand Trunk Ave. 
Battle Creek, MI 49016 

John Wilson 
National Instruments 
20255 Victory Pky. 
Ste 195 
Livonia, MI 48152 

ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
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Ferris State University 
Industrial Electronics Technology 

Electrical/Electronic Engineering Technology 
Industrial Advisory Committee Evaluation 

The Industrial Electronic Technology and the Electrical/Electronic Engineering 
Technology programs are going through academic program review within Ferris State 
University. The purpose of this survey is to obtain information from the members of the 
advisory committee regarding the curriculum, facilities, equipment, outcomes, graduates, 
micro and macro trends that might affect job placement (both positively and negatively). 
Please complete and email your responses by February 28, 2001. Your assistance in this 
project is sincerely appreciated. 

Excellent 
I. How would you rate the curriculum of the IET program? 5 4 3 

Comments: 

2. How would you rate the curriculum of the BSEET 
program? 

Comments: 

3. How would you rate the quality of the equipment used 

5 4 

in both programs? 5 4 3 

Comments: 

4. How would you rate the quality of the facilities for 
both programs? 

Comments: 

5 4 3 

3 

2 

2 

Poor 
2 1 

2 1 

1 

1 
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5. How would you rate the graduates abilities in each 
program? 

IET 

BSEET 
Comments: 

6. For both programs, are the outcomes appropriate for 
current industrial practice? 

Comments: 

Excellent 

5 4 3 

5 4 3 

5 4 3 

7. What micro or macro trends do you see in your industry that might affect job 
placement? 

8. How might we improve the IET and BSEET programs? 

Thank you for you time and feedback. You input is valuable to us. 

Poor 

2 1 

2 1 

2 1 
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x 

Division: 
College: 

Department: 

Ferris State University 
JWinorCaplla/lmprovementProjectRequestForm 

FY 2001 ·2002 

Academic Affairs 
Technology 
EET & CNS Dept 

Contact Person: Warren Klope Phone#: ( 231 )·( 591 ·2388 ) ext. 
Office Location: Building: .. sw=a...._n ________ __.Room # 405A 

Section A: Project Description: (a!ach addllfanal nanau ... If necesqryand aketchee/drawings II available) 

Bulldlng: __ _,,s..,w..,au..n ___ __.R..,0..,o..,m...,#.._·...,H,..alwlw .. a..,_y __ 

Maintenance and repair: Paint the lockers, metal door frames, and metal doors- to match the hallway. 

Rationale: Painting these will improve existing and potential student's and parent's perception of 
our facilities and thus our programs. 

This project directly affects: (Pleaaa check items as apptepriaie.) 

- Classroom Instruction ...X Student Recruitment 
- Student Advising - Faculty Space 

..X Student Retention 
- Administrative Space 

_ Health/Safety _ Other: explai '-----------------
Department Heads Supporting Signature_: ______________ o_a_te_:_1_2_11_s_12_0_0_0 
Dean/Director Supporting Signature: Date: I I 

Section B: Project Costing: (To1>ocomp1e1oc1byPhyoi<•IPlan•> 

Preliminary Budget Estimate:-----------------------
Estimated By: Date: I I 

Section C: Project Approval: 

Dean's Priodty Ranking: m c2> C3} 
H~h LOW 

lns~itutional Priority Ranking: m C2> C3> 
High Lew 

Division Priority Ranking: m C2l (3) 
High Low 
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Division: 
College: 
Department: 

Ferris State University 
Minor Capital Improvement Project Request Form 

FY 2001-2002 

Academic Affairs 
Technology 
EET & CNS Dept. 

Contact Person: Warren K!ope Phone#: ( 231 )-( 591-2388) ext. 
Office Location: Building: _.Swa.,.....,n __________ Room# 405A 

Section A:· Project Description: (al1ach addlUonal nana11ve irnec•solll}' and 11o11chea1drawtnuo w ava111bl1> 

Bulldlng: Swaa Rnmn #= (s8e attached table) 
Maintenance and repair: (see attached table) 

Rationale: (see attached table) 

This project directly affects: (Pleasechaclc 11ems •• approp<1a1a.) (see attached table) 
- Classroom lnstructlon - Student Recruitment - Student Retention 
- Student Advising - Faculty Space - Administrative space 
_Health/Safety _ Other: explai .. ~-----------'-----

Depaltment Heads Supporting Slgnature_: _____________ o_a_te_:_o_1 _11_a1_2_0_01 
Dean/Director s1,1pportlng Signature: Date: I I 

Section B: Project Costing: (Tobeoomptetec1byi'hylioa1P11111i 

Preliminary Budget Estimate:----------------------
Estimated By: Date: I I 

Section C: Project Approval: 

Dean's Priority Ranking: m rn <3) Institutional Priority Ranking: m <2} l3l 
High low High low 

Division Priority Ranking: <1l (2) <3> 
Hloh Lew 



Division: 
College: 

Department 
Contact Person: 
Office Location: 

Maintenance and Repair Prloritv 

Item 
fl:: Description: 
1 SBNice existing air conditioner( s ). 
2 Install a wall air conditioner. 

3 Replace door holder/stop(s) with magnetic or latching 
door holder/ stop. 

4 Replace damaglid/broken/stalned celling tile(s). 

5 Replace fraying· carDet. 

6 Replace blinds on outside wall (verticle prefered) 

7 Re-edne tables were edainn Is com inn off. 
Replace overhead electrical buss with Square 0 (found 

8 in all other rooms) and drop three phase power to 
benches 

9 Upgrade the power drop to benches from single phase 
to three phase. 

10 Paint ceilings lverfv leaks were r"""ired) 
11 Paint walls 
12 Paint heat register 

13 Replace/repair lab chairs, especially the broken ones. 

Ferris State University 
Minor Capital Improvement Project Request Form 

FY 2001-2002 

Academic Affairs 
Technology 
EET & CNS Dept 
Warren Klope 
swan 

Phone Number. (231} 591·2388 
Room: 405A 

SWn SWn SWn SWn SWn SWn Swn Swn swn SWn Swn SWn 
401 402 403 404 405 406 408 409 411 413 415 416 
Lab Tek Lab Lee otc Lab Lab Wrk Lab Lab Lee Lab 
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Rationale: 

Item 
#: Rationale 
1 Servlclna the air concfdionerwill reduce o........Onn cost and I~ emn- ..,,"""""' on warmerlhot aavs. 

ln&talNng the air conditioner In the labs will Increase employee efficiency on warmer/hot days and Increase student satisfaction 
2 of facilities. 

Installing the magnetic/latching door stops wlU allow easier Ingress/egress for the technician, faculty, and custodial staff With 
equipment and c:arts .- a common occurance in our area. The hallways will be safer With .doors either fully open or ckised. 

3 Cwrent floor and door damage will be reduced or eliminated. 
Replacing the cutlbrokenldamagedfstalned celling tiles wlO improve existing and potential student's and parent's perception of 

4 our facilities and thus our nroarams. 
Replacing the frayed carpet will improve safety and the existin'g and potential studenrs and parent's perception of our facilities 

5 and thus our oroarams. 
Replacing the missing/broken/damaged/stained blinds with verlicle blinds WiU darken the rooms better for projector based 
in&truction and will lniprove existing and potential studenrs and parent's perception of our facilllies and thus our programs. 

6 Also, the custodial staff (Karen) would IDDreciate it too. 
Replacing· the broken table laminates or tables will improve existing and potential student's and parent's perception of our 

7 facilities and thus .our programs. 
lnstaHlng a electrical buss that Is the same as the other rooms means we are not keeping spare parts, manuals, etc. for 2 
different manufacturers. Deliver three phase power to the benches for increased instruction quality and greatly improved 

8 schedulina ability of the labs. 

9 Deliver three Dhase Dower to the benches for increased instruction auafjty and greatly imDroved scheduling abllitY of the labs. 
10- Painting the ceilings, walls and heat registers will improve existing and potential studenrs and parenrs perception of our 
12 facilities and thus our oroarams. 

Replacing/repairing the lab chairs will reduce safety concerns, damage to the fl.oars from scratching of tile, damage to 
13 c:lothing, and will imorova existinc:i and POtential student's arod parent's l)Bfcaption of cur faclllties and thus our pro;irams. 
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Ferris State University 
Academio- Affairs 
Academic Equinment Reauest List ( \>~a. T' .... \)-Q.~if 
2001-2002 

I 
Prioi:irif; CfolieDej; De ....... _. ... 

D~~H~t.~~.~~~~f..}~j~~~J ~m1sr.f;~,,~;:y<w~;;·• 

1 TECH Mechanical Design 1 COTO, POET, MECH 
2 TECH Manufacturing 1 MFGE 
3 TECH EEET/CNS1 
4 TECH Arch Tech & Facilities Mat 1 
5 . TECH Plastics and Rubber 1 
6 TECH Weldina.:!__ 
7 TECH Mechanical Desian 2 MECH 

. ff TECH Manufacturina 2 Tooling 
9 TECH Weldina2 
10 TECH Construction Manaaement 2 
11 TECH Printing 1 Technology 
12 TECH Surveyina 1 
13 TECH Auto 1 servk:e 
14 TECH Surveving2 
15 TECH Platstics and Rubber 2 
16 TECH Hea\iY Equipment 2 
17 TECH Auto 2 Service 
18 TECH Construction Manaaement 1 
19 TECH Heavv Eauioment 1 
20 TECH Arch Tech & Facilities Mgt 2 
21 TECH EEET/CNS2 
22 TECH HVACR 1 
23 TECH HVACR2 

TECH · Arch Tech & Facilities Mgt 3 . ·-
Arch Tech.& Facilities Mat.4 TECH 

TECH Arch Tech & Facilities Mgt 5 
TECH Arch Tech & Facilities Mgt 6 

l 

..... 
on;1t~~~~~?~ili~i?(~:]rn;~{~N~~~t~g~umI::r~~:,;J;~~~§t~~~~~·m1I¥~t~~~:1;;.~~1~?~1~-i.rr .. 

Comouter projection system SWN 105A 
Industrial enaineerina lab equipment 
Mobile comouter oroiection s~stem (2) 
Facultv computers (5\ 
Plastics injection mold with slides & core Qulls 
Testing (2) and automation lab (2) comouters 
Hydraulics lab bench 
Vertical mills (4) 
Production band saw 
laptop computer (student team use) 
Replace software licenses 
Total stations (5) 
Eauioment 
Multimedia projectors (2) 
Plastics iniection moldina machine 
Scissor lift 
Hiah performance/machinina certificates 
Laptop computers (3, faculty use) 
Update facilities (furniture lab equipment) 
Comouter furniture SWN 205 and 212 
Fixed comouter projection svstem SWN 404 
Cuber (ice machine) 
Air to air heat oumos {3) 
Sit/stand teaching stations ( 4) .. 
Hiah resolution LCDE oroiector 
64 MEG RAM for 20 computers 
128 MEG RAM for 42 comouters 

--
--

~C0Stt¥:~ii~J~~.'.~~:t 
$ 6,000 
$ 24,000 
$ 14200 
$ 6,000 
$. 50,000 
$ 4,800 
$ 30,000 
$ 41900 
$ 15,000 
$ 2,000 
$ 7500 
$ 60000 
$. 9000 
$ 8000 
$ 75,000 
$ 33,000 
$ 7,000 
$ 6,000 
$ 12,000 
$ 29,000 
$ 8500 
$ 4,200 
$ 2,400 
$ 1,000 
$ 4,800 
$ 1,300 
$.5400 
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TECH Arch Tech & Facilitie5 Mat7 
TECH Arch Tech & Facilities Mat 8 
TECH Arch Tech & Facilities Mat 9 
TECH Auto 3 Service 
TECH Auto4 · Service 
TECH Autos Service 
TECH Auto 6 Service, Bodv 
TECH Auto 7 Service 
TECH Auto 8 Service 
TECH Auto 9 Service 
TECH Auto 10 Service 
TECH Auto 11 Service 
TECH Construction Management 3 
TECH · Construction Management 4 
TECH Construction Management 5 
TECH EEET/CNS3 
TECH EEET/CNS4 
TECH EEET/CNS5 
TECH EEET/CNS6 
TECH EE.ET/CNS 7 
TECH EEET/CNS8 

. TECH EEET/CNS9 
TECH . EEET/CNS 10 
TECH EEET/CNS 11 
TECH EEET/CNS 12 
TECH EEET/CNS 13 
TECH EEET/CNS 14 
TECH EEET/CNS 15 

. ···v ••..... ·• •• = -~~r~~=l.:~~-#.r~~~~~~~~ .. ~nrt~~":~~~~~~~:l%~~~~.u:=~ 
Student chairs (20) SWN 111 
VCRs (2) SWN 203 and 208 
Teaching monitor accessories (2 sets) 
Rottier FSM borina svstem 
Ford scanner 
Batterv charaer 
Frame reoair eauicment 
Cruise control tester 
Brake caliper piston compressor 
Diagnostic software 
ALM above ground hoist 
Superflow chas&is dvnometer 
Comouter oroiection svstem 
Display unit 
Marshal recorder 
Faculty computers (3) 
CNS lab computers (12) 
Relay trainers (11) 
DAO hardware (2) 
Microloaic PLC trainers (5) 
Analoa/diaital trainers {8) · 
Lab comouters SWN 416 (10\ 
Simoson 260xlo VOM's (10) 
Motorola M68HC11 EVBU2 boards (10) 
Microorocessor trainer 32 bit based ( 12). 
Loaic analvzer 32 channel (12) 
xmr.x programming tools 
MultiSIM VHD module (10) 

~cna~~:;~~~~~~~: 

$ 2000 
$ 500 
$ 1000 
$ 26,000 
$ ·2.200 
$ 350 
$ 6,000 
$ 250 
$ 109 
$ 1.350 
$ 3000 
$ 50000 
$ 5,000 
$ . 2,000. 
$ 4,000 
$ 3,600 
$ 14,400 
$ 7000 
$ 2,500 
$ ·12,500 
$ 6,000 
$ 12000 
$ . 3,100 
$ 3,100 
$ 5,500 
$ 29,700 
$ 4,300 
$ 830 
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~;D;:; . George Waldhelm 
.r.~1'1fJ 11/13/00 09:31 AM 
-~: i::; ::?.,. ?[:~ 

To: Gary L ovans/FSU@Ferrls, Warren A Klope/FSU@Ferris, Kenneth 
A Kuk/fSU@Ferris 

cc: 
Subject: Lab Coste 

Each of you has a high priority Goal on the Strategic Plan list and I need to know a ball park 
figure as to how much It will cost to Implement your Goal. 

Gary: MET lab for BS program. A ball park figure for Initial start up, assuming we can find a 
fai;illty, or labs space somewhere. A price to establish the equipment part of the lab for at 
least 2 to 3 years. 

Warren: Reconfl11ure the ET lab Swan 4th floor. Ball park as to how much, Including lab 
physical facility renovation If necessary. 

Ken: Enclose and Roof the remaining Welding yard. Ball park as to how much. 

I may be able to get some funding for these initiatives from Academic Affairs. Even if we spilt 
costs between physical plant parts and equipment parts. Give me what your best guess is 
today or tomorrow. I wlll use in my negotiations. Thanks 
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Warren A Ktope 
lltl4/00 09:21 AM 

Greetings George, 

To: George Waldhelm/FSU@Ferris. 
cc: (bee: Warren A Klope/FSU) 

Subject: Re: Lab Costslill 

Sorry, I forgot to put the headers on the rows of the table I sent you early this morning. Following 
is the corrected email. 

"lhe renovation of swan 4th floor would cost a very rough e~timate of $350,000. 

This cost covers the upgrading of the lab to three ph11sP. power, replace antiquated benches and 
chairs, exchange technician's location (Swn 402) with Swn 411 and put an pull down window in 
the hallway wall. 

Tota 
#of Room Priority of 

Room stallons Cos room 
401 10 $2,000 

5Wn402&411 
402 12 $49,800 3 are coupled 
403 12 $2,400 6 
404 0 $0 
405 0 $0 
406 8 $35,200 1 
407 0 $0 
408 18 $74,700 5 
409 0 $0 
410 0 $0 

.. 
Swn 402 &411 

411 4 $33,800 3 are coupled 
<112 0 $0 
413 9 $28,350 4 
414 0 $5,000 7 
415 0 $0 
416 12 $49800 2 

Suo1om 85 ;i,;:0·1,mn 

Misc. Assembly of benches, lnstallalion of equipment, Power Connections on Benches, 
+unforeseen Misc.=25% 
Total = about $350,000 

Thanks, 

Warren Klope, Chair 
EET & CNS Dept. 
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PS: if details are desired the spreadsheet used is attached: 

~ 
Plan.f41h Floor Upwade·fEET & CNS Oept·d'2000·11·13. 

George Waldheim 

To: Gary L Ovans/FSU@Ferris, Warren A Klope/FSU@Ferris, Kenneth 
A Kuk/FSU@Ferrls 

cc: 
Subject: Lab costs 

Each of you has a high priority Goal on the Strategic Plan list and I need to kn11w a ball park 
figure as to how much it wlli cost to Implement vour Goal. 

Gary: MET lab for BS program. A ball park figure for initial start up, assuming we can find a 
facility, or labs space somewhere. A price to establish the equipment part of the lab for at 
least 2 to a years. 

Warren: Reconfigure the ET lab Swan 4th floor. Ball park as to how much, lnr.ludlng lab 
physical facility renovation if necessary. 

Ken: Enclose and Roof the remalnlngWeldlng yard. B.all park as to how much. 

I moy bo able to get soma funding for these Initiatives from Academic Affairs. Even if we spilt 
costs between physical plant parts and equipment parts. Give me what your best guess is 
today or tomorrow. I wlll use In my negotiations. Thanks 
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Ferris State University FY 2002 to 2004 Planning Form 

1'1101 111 mosdJ a c:allcclioo of vlrious old bencha doaignod for tbc olcctrical eleccronics work 

---tlfin!u•~~ll:l!llil~d•sreatervarluty·ineludlng 

• 1eccl far 1 comp111cr ar beaclles,ell:. Tllo 19111 are &cqueady need!a1 repair and even causing a 

fui,y .....,.i.111. Tbose dlit are 1 hazard ud beyond reasooable repair arc bein& removed from 
ervlct. Coaap111er moalton .t cPles baag precariuusly p111 tbe bade of some benches. Power 

ue liladequale for lbe 11 'llllbu of puices of equipmcnl needed oa a bcncb requirina too 
&eq1en1 plllgia ud unpllJalaa ohqulpmcat 
Rcpllce old llOOls tllal arc bco:omlng un1afc, unattractive, and un11Sable. Rewire rooms and bcncha 

ID be 3 j,i,asc power and computer 11etworldagcomp11iblc. Uparade benches to modem circuit 
boater protlCliaiL 
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PRP Evaluation Form 
Program Review 
Panel Evaluation 
Foi·m 

(PRP: complete tltis 
j()nn aitd include with 

your report) 

Proaram:~~~~---~~~~~~~--.~~~~~ 

Imtmc:tions; C.ude the numbllr which most dosely dca~lbe.s t be ptoaram 1011 aw 
...-aluad.n.g. • 

1. Student Perception OflnstrUdlon 

[s 4 

Cuti'etltly ~ 
students mte itwmctionat 
eifeclhrencss as extremely hlgh. 

2. Student Satltfutlw with ~n 

Currently ilm0lled1tudents ate 
ve-ry uttsned wilh 1hepmgr.am 
&cWty, eq~I, famlrti~ and 
cumcu.lum .. 

3 

3 

Average Score __ _ 

t 

Currently entlJJled lltndenlil 
ratv. the instrucfumal 
e:ff.emwenm as below avenge. 

Avenge Soot•---
1 

Cturtutly enrolled ri1,1dents ate 
Mt salJa:ficd wllh. pf()JJn1m 1ktulty, 
equ~ f'ootlmH1oraU1Tlculum. 

3. Advisoey Comm.iltte PmeptJom ofhogrm Average Seore__ __ 

: 4 

Advisoey ~emembeQ 
perceive the program.cumculum. 
facllkies, and ecJ.Ulpdllt to bf; of 
tbe highest quu1.tty, 

4. Demand tor-Gradlllltes 

Is : :::::::: 4 :::: 

Graduates ea!llly f'md 
employi:mmt m .field. 

3 

Is . : .... 3 
5. Un of Information on Labor Market 

1 

Adv.isa«y eomm1tti.w membm 
pc:wiave tb.epmgmn ewmulum,. 
taclbtfes, and cquipnl.cm nbedS 
improvement 

Avurage Score __ _ 

1 

On!dunles are 110metiinea. fow.ed 
to find pasltklns out of theit field. 

The mull'y and adoi1.11ishmorll The faculty and administrators 
use: current datll on Jabar ma~bt do not use tabor mid-et dat11.ln 
needs and emer.glns tr~ in job planning m wrihtafing fbe 
openinp to •Y51cmlltlc:atly develop prognun, 
uod cwfaate the prograni. 

Aomoved bv Academic Smtid~. Anni 14 '.)Ml 
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Program Review 
Panel lvaluatfou 
Form (page 2) 

6. Use o!Protemonllmlustry Standards 

PtoteeslOOhndumy .standard$ 
(such as lu:eiwhlt. 4lerfdicatlon. 
aoc.reditation) are CO!l$1Stcntly 
med in. plantling 11nd evaluating 
!his pi:oaram and oont~.nt ofitl 
COUdes. 

Average swre __ _ 

2 1 

Little or l1IC) recognition 11 am:n to 
1pecfftc profe.ssionfindustry 
st11ndank itt plallfling and 
eval1111ttng this program. 

7.Use of Student :Follow~ Jntoniutfon Average Soore __ _ 

Is .. : : ::: 3 :::: 

Curtent tbltow.up data an. 
Mmpleters nd ltaveis 1tre 
eoJW&ten'dy and s~telnlltteally 
used 111 mlnatin& dri1 prtJgtalb. 

Student fallow-up lnfonnauoo 
has act been oolleictll'4 ibr. UR in 
~valuating tbis progmn. 

.8. Meivance of SUpporta"¥t Cou:rset 

Is 4 ::: : 

Applbblc supportkte cm:u:ses 
are closely coonlmafed wrth this 
program md are kept Hlavant to 
pi~plsand~ttJJfhc 
nocd1 ohtudcnw. 

!J. QualUlcadom of Adtolnlstmon 
and Supaln'lfars 

AU. persom respoonble f.o.r 
dln1cting and cotxdiimling this 
propm demonstrate 111. high level 
of ackQtn1strative abiltty, 

io. tn1tru~tional Staffing 

(s 
hlstmetional stoftlng fot tbiJ 
program fs suftk:·itnt to permit 
oplinruntp:mpm. effilctweness~ 

1 

Supportive coune eonleot rdedl 
no planned approach tnnm:tmg 
needs of studc:nfll in 1hls program. 

l 

Pmom responsJble for direcdng 
md coordtnatJ:o,g fuis pmgi:am 
have little #dmt'lli$rr3tive trninilli 
11nd <tll.p~fience. 

A•era.ge Score __ _ 

~:: .. :: :. ::::::::::.::::: ~ : :: : 1 

Staftlnt ts inntiequ•te to meet the 
need1 of this program effbctively,. 

Approved by Acadmnc Senate. Aprll 14, 1001 
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Progr-am Review 
Panel Evaluation 

Fo1'D1 (page 3) Is ::: · · " . ·:· 
Present facihtiei are suffic~nt 
to support 11 bf&h qualttyprogram. 

Average Stcre_. __ 

Present fmhbes me a uiajor 
probJer-. for proSJ.'lil'l qullity. 

If : 4 3 :::: J l ) 
Scbed:uling of fhellitles and. 
~q;uipment for 1his piogmm n1 
planned to nwu.nuze use and be 
consistent vnth qu&lily instruction. 

tJ. Equipment 

Ptant equipment 1• wfnetent 
to support a lngh qual11yprogm11. 

14. Ad.aptkHt ortmtrueffon 

:::: 4 

lnstmctlon in all courses tequked 
fbr this prog111m recognizes and 
responds to individual student 
mtmests, leamina ~1es. skill$, ana 
ab1htt~ through a vanety ofiustrociiOllllll 
n1ethods (sueh 1151 SJmll group or 
nutividualfaed tnstmetio.o, l~boratmy or 
"bands on .. ~1eni;es, credit by 
c:ii:amination). 

15. Mequam and Availability or 
Instructional :Matodalt and Supplies 

Facil1bes and equipment for !his 
are aigJlifitru\t1y undci:-01-0\·~r 
scheduled. 

( 1 

.Present equlpnientu :oot 
adequate and r•e&ents a threat 
to program. quall1y .. 

: ::::: l 

lnstmctional approaches in tlu! 
progmn do M consider indf111dual 
student ddTe:re:nnes. 

Average Seo.Te __ _ 

3 ::: 1 

Faculty iale that the instructional 
n.atenata ind &1,1ppltes M being 
readily ava11ublc and m &uffieient 
quantity to siipport quality 
instruction. 

Faculty u~ that the inmucnona~ 
matenats an; limited in atoount, 
generally outda~ 1md Jack 
relevance to program and student 
needs. 
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